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Abstract
It is now a well-known fact that beam-column connections are one of the most vulnerable
zones of a reinforced concrete framed structure subjected to seismic loads. Under
dynamic reversing loading, as in case of earthquakes, the inelastic hysteretic behavior of
the members joining at these joints provides major contribution towards absorbing the
external energy. The energy absorption capacity of a joint mainly depends on the
ductility, i.e. capacity to undergo large displacements beyond yield, without significant
strength degradation, of the members and the joint itself. Even if the members possess
sufficient ductile behavior, the overall ductility of the joint is not warranted, until and
unless the joint core itself is has capacity to withstand large joint shear forces. Else, the
joint core itself fails prematurely and leads to poor performance of the sub-assemblage.
To better understand the effect of various parameters on strength and ductility of joints,
thirty reinforced concrete beam-column joints were tested under monotonic and quasicyclic loading at SERC Chennai, IIT Bombay, IIT Kanpur and IIT Madras under various
research programmes. The properties that were varied in these joints include size of
members, shear span to effective depth ratio, type of detailing (i.e. non-seismic detailing
as per old codes and seismic detailing as per new codes) and loading conditions. Even
there was a significant variation in characteristic strength of concrete used under various
programmes. One of the major and interesting observations from the tests was the fact
that the effect of seismic detailing in increasing the ductility of the joints is much more
pronounced in the case of small laboratory scale joints than for large real life sized joints.
This also gives a caution on using very high values for ductility based response reduction
factors recommended by codes for structures with seismic detailing.
Another major objective of this program was to develop a simple yet effective analysis
procedure that can closely predict the load-displacement behavior of the joints. Nonlinear
dynamic analysis, although effective, is highly time consuming and complex. Resorting
to such complex analysis is not encouraging to the practicing civil engineers or even
researchers. However, as more and more emphasis is laid on nonlinear analysis and
performance based design, “Nonlinear Static Pushover Analysis” is one such tool that is
simple and effective and many researchers and engineers are getting encouraged to
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follow this analytical method. In order to check the efficacy of such an analysis to assess
the behavior of beam-column joints under monotonic as well as cyclic loads, in this work,
all the joints were analyzed using nonlinear static pushover analysis as a tool to predict
the load-displacement behavior of the joints.
The joints that were tested under monotonic loading yielded monotonic loaddisplacement curves, which were directly compared to the analytically predicted loaddisplacement curves. The joints that were tested under quasi-cyclic loading yielded
hysteretic loops, the envelope of which, are compared to the analytically predicted loaddisplacement curves. It was found that in most of cases, the analytical procedure is able
to follow the experimental curve, even in the post peak-strength degradation region, but
there are certain issues, e.g. modeling of joint core, effect of size of members and joints
etc, which need to be addressed in order to fully utilize the analysis for close prediction
of load-deflection response. Nevertheless the close prediction of the analytical and
experimental load-deformation plots in most of the cases prove the effectiveness of the
model. The method becomes even more attractive by the fact that is easy to be
implemented, even for full structures and the computational effort is much less than
would be required to perform rigorous dynamic analysis or even traditional FE methods
for full structures.
This report includes complete details of all the joints tested and their analysis. It gives
complete theoretical formulations and assumptions used in the analysis. In the end, all the
results are summarized and observations, conclusions and recommendations are made
regarding the effect of various parameters on ductility of a joint.
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saar
Aba yah &at hO ik BaUkMpIya bala ko p`Baava ko AMtga-t p`bailat kMk`IT saMrcanaaAaoM maoM baIma ka^lama jaaoD, sabasao kmaja,aor
kD,I haoto hOM. ivaprIt Aisqar Baar ko AMtga-t, jaOsao ik BaUkMpIya Baar, [na jaaoD,aoM ka [na-[laaisTk ihsTroiTk bata-va
baahrI }jaa- kao ga`hNa krnao maoM Kasa yaaogadana dota hO. ek jaaoD, kI }jaa- ga`hNa xamata Kasakr ]sakI tnyata
(Ductility) pr inaBa-r krtI hO.

jaaoD,aoM kI takt tqaa tnyata pr ivaiBanna maapdMDaoM ko p`Baava kao baohtr samaJanao ko ilae tIsa p`bailat kMk`IT baIma
ka^lama jaaoD,aoM ka isqar tqaa Aisqar Baar ko AMtga-t esa. [-. Aar. saI. caonna[, Aa[-. Aa[-. TI. baa^mbao, Aa[-. Aa[-.
TI. kanapur tqaa Aa[-. Aa[-. TI. mad`asa maoM ivaiBanna SaaoQa kaya-k`maaoM ko AMtga-t prIxaNa ikyaa gayaa. [na jaaoD,aoM maoM jaao
maapdMD badlao gae ]namaoM kMk`IT kI ivaiSaYT takt (characteristic strength), sadsyaaoM ka kd, SaIyar spana AaOr
p`Baaivak gahra[- ka Anaupat, ivastar kI trh AaOr bala kI dSaa Saaimala qao. [sa kaya-k`ma ka dUsara Kasa ]_oSya
ek eosaI ivaSlaoYaNa ivaiQa kao tOyaar krnaa qaa jaao ik jaaoD,aoM ko bala-ivasqaapna bata-va ka naja,dIkI sao pUvaa-naumaana kr
sakoo. [sa kaya- maoM saaro jaaoD,aoM ko bala-ivasqaapna bata-va ka pUvaa-naumaana lagaanao ko ilae “ArOiKk isqar puSaaovar
ivaSlaoYaNa” kao maaQyama banaakr Aqyayana ikyaa gayaa hO. ijana jaaoD,aoM ka prIxaNa isqar Baar ko AMtga-t ikyaa gayaa
]nhaoMnao isqar bala-ivasqaapna kva- ]%pnna ikyao ijanakI tulanaa saIQao ivaSlaoYaNa sao pUvaa-naumaainat bala-ivasqaapna kva- sao kI
ga[-. ijana jaaoD,aoM ka prIxaNa Aisqar Baar ko AMtga-t ikyaa gayaa ]nhaoMnao ihsTroiTk laUPsa ]%pnna ikyao ijanako envaolaaop
kI tulanaa ivaSlaoYaNa sao pUvaa-naumaainat bala-ivasqaapna kva- sao kI ga[-. ivaSlaoYaNa AaOr prIxaNa sao ]%pnna bala-ivasqaapna
Plaa^T ka naja,dIkI sao pUvaa-naumaana maa^Dla kI kargarta kao saaibat krta hO.
[sa irpaoT- maoM saBaI jaaoD,aoM ko prIxaNa AaOr ]nako ivaSlaoYaNa ka pUNa- ivastar Saaimala hO. yah irpaoT- ivaSlaoYaNa maoM p`yaaoga
ikyao gayao saOQaaMitk inayamana evaM AnaumaanaaoM kao pUNa-tyaa p`daana krta hO. AMt maoM saaro pirNaamaaoM ka saaraMSa idyaa gayaa hO
tqaa ivaiBanna maapdMDaoM ko tnyata pr p`Baava ko baaro maoM inarIxaNa inaYkYa- tqaa inado-Sa batae gae hOM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General
In India, and almost throughout the world, most of the structures constructed and already
under construction, including those in nuclear facilities, are reinforced concrete framed
structures. Reinforced concrete (RC) is an extremely popular construction material owing
mainly to various reasons, such as ease of construction and relatively low cost. A typical
reinforced concrete framed structure consists of a system of reinforced concrete beams,
columns, slabs and footings with clay brick masonry infill panels (Fig 1.1).

RCC Slab

Beams
Brick Masonry
infill panels

Beam-Column
Joint

Columns

Fig 1.1 A Typical Reinforced Concrete Building
The beams and columns are the main elements (or members), which constitute basic
framework of the structure. The design of the reinforced concrete beams, columns and
slabs based on linear elastic procedures are well documented in text (Park and Pauley
1975) and codified (IS 456:2000, ACI 318-08, EuroCode2 1992). The beams and
columns are designed as an individual member subjected to a set of forces and moments.
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However, the transfer of forces between these elements takes place through a connection
zone called the beam-column joint (Fig 1.1).
It is generally well understood that RC elements exhibit a highly nonlinear loaddeformation response, due primarily to nonlinear stress-strain behavior of concrete. Still,
the design of RC structures is almost invariably based on linear elastic procedures.
Generally, these designs perform in an acceptable manner under the static gravity loads.
Although under earthquakes, RC structures invariably move in the nonlinear range, still
the analysis and designs till date are mostly based on linear elastic procedures giving an
indirect consideration to the nonlinearity by means of certain response reduction factors
(discussed in details in later chapters). However, these approaches are proved to be not
sufficiently good by some recent earthquakes. As a consequence, more and more
emphasis is being laid on Nonlinear Performance Based Design.
Performance-Based Design (PBD) is a more general structural design philosophy in
which the design criteria are expressed in terms of achieving explicit performance
requirements when the structure is subjected to various seismic motions of specified
levels (Pan et al 2006). The structural performance of an ordinary building frame is
usually defined as: (1) resist a significant accidental earthquake without structural
damage, (2) allow repairable structural damage against a rare major earthquake, and (3)
resist the maximum credible earthquake without collapse. The performance measures
may include the response stresses, the maximum load carrying capacity, the interstory
drift, the responses and energy dissipation at the limit state or the target (demand)
damage state, etc (Malley and Hamburger, 2002). The most common approach to PBD,
the performances against seismic motions are defined based on the displacements or
global deformation (Whittaker et al 1998). The structure should have enough deformation
capacity at collapse against seismic motions of specified levels. Xue and Chen (2003)
presented a displacement based PBD using a capacity-spectrum method. Hasan et al
(2002) presented a method of pushover analysis for measuring the plasticity factors at the
demand deformation level. Although Nonlinear dynamic Time History Analysis is
considered to be the most accurate form of analysis, it is highly time consuming and
complex even for today’s generation of computers.
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As a consequence, more and more emphasis is shifting towards nonlinear static pushover
analysis that can very well predict the ultimate loads or the maximum load-carrying
capacity, the deformation capacity, inter-storey drifts and energy dissipation and
subsequently damping produced in the structure.
In an RCC structure subjected to earthquake loading, beam-column joints are considered
to be the most vulnerable zones. The performance of the structures is highly dependent
on the performance of the joints. Especially the ductility of the structure is highly
dependent on the detailing of reinforcement at the critical joint locations. The proof of
this is the fact that the main difference in confined (ductile) detailing (IS 13920:1993,
ACI Detailing manual 1988) and unconfined (non-ductile) detailing (IS 456:2000, ACI
Detailing Manual 1988) is in the reinforcement detailing in the joints.
Fig 1.2 shows a typical example of a beam-column joint failure during the 1999 Turkey
earthquake (Ghobarah and Said, 2002). Inadequate transverse reinforcement in the joint,
and weak-column/strong-beam design, are the main reasons for the observed joint shear
failures during recent earthquakes (Ghobarah and Said 2002).

Fig 1.2 Typical beam-column joint failures (Turkey Earthquake)

While designing a structure, it is customary to design the beams columns etc. as
individual members whereas the beam-column joint is assumed rigid. This assumption is
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sufficiently accurate if the structure is subjected to static gravity loads only. However,
under the condition of an earthquake, or any other dynamic lateral forces such as wind,
the beam-column joint region is subjected to high shear force. This shear force may lead
to the failure of joint if it is not properly designed and detailed to withstand this force,
even if the individual members (beams and columns) are designed for the forces attracted
by them.
As per the 2007 West Sumatra earthquake reconnaissance report, the beam-to-column
joints for the concrete moment frames that do not use ductile detailing, suffered great
damages (Fig 1.3). In certain cases, the reinforcement steel did not extend sufficiently
into the joint, nor did it have adequate development length. Furthermore, the joints were
not confined and hence were susceptible to shear failure.

Fig 1.3 Joint Failures in 2007 West Sumatra Earthquake
Fig 1.4 shows near complete collapse of structures due to joint failures during the 2004
Sumatra Earthquake (Saatcioglu, Ghobarah and Nistor Reconnaissance Report). Further
reports on 2006 Mid Java earthquake confirm the importance of beam-column joints for
the safety of the structures. Fig 1.5 shows further examples of structural collapse due to
joint failures in reinforced concrete structures (JSCE/AIJ Provisional Report on May
27,2006, Mid Java Earthquake).
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Fig 1.4 Joint Failure causing collapse during 2004 Sumatra Earthquake

Fig 1.5 Joint Failures during May 2006, Mid Java Earthquake
This work is an effort to understand the behavior of reinforced concrete beam-column
joints and to model them in a better way so as to obtain more realistic characteristics. A
number of tests on different sizes of reinforced concrete beam-column joints are
performed and the effects of reinforcement detailing, shear span to depth ratio, aspect
ratios and size effects are studied. A theoretical model is developed, by combining
different models available in literature to obtain the flexural and shear characteristics of
the members, including the confinement effects. The analytical characteristics are
compared with the experimental results. It is found that the model is able to make better
and realistic predictions on crucial aspects such as strength and ductility.
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1.2 Objective
To develop an analytical model to obtain the load-deformation characteristics of
reinforced concrete beam-column joints.
To understand the behavior of the reinforced concrete beam-column joints considering
(i)

Member behavior (modeling of member strengths and deflections)

(ii)

System behavior (effect of strength and ductility of members on joint
characteristics.

(iii) Effect of size of members on failure pattern.
(iv) Effect of type of loading on failure pattern.
(v)

Effect of reinforcement detailing on failure pattern and joint characteristics.

1.3 Scope
To understand the overall behavior of reinforced concrete structures and to have better
modeling techniques, a three-phase experimental program has been planned on reinforced
concrete framed structures. The first phase includes the testing of various sizes of beamcolumn joints under monotonic and quasi-cyclic loading. The second phase comprises of
static pushover tests on scaled down models and full-scale prototypes of reinforced
concrete structures. Finally in the third stage, the structural models will be subjected to
dynamic ground motion through shake table.
In this experimental program, thirty beam-column joints of various sizes ranging from
100 mm to 1000 mm are cast and tested under monotonic and quasi-cyclic loading. The
section dimensions, reinforcement detailing, shear span to effective depth ratios,
characteristic strength and type of loading are among the parameters that are varied.
Since, the major objective of the project is to have better modeling of the joints,
therefore, a theoretical model is developed to obtain the characteristics of beam-column
joints. This model is used to analytically generate the load-deflection characteristics of
the joints, which are then validated with the test results.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS

2.1

Definition

A beam-column joint in a reinforced concrete structure is a zone formed by the
intersection of beam and column. A joint is defined as the portion of the column within
the depth of the deepest beam that frames into the column (ACI 352 2002). The
functional requirement of a joint is to enable the adjoining members to develop and
sustain their ultimate capacity.

2.2

Classification of Beam-Column Joints

The reinforced concrete beam-column joints used in frames may be classified in terms of
geometric configuration, structural behavior or detailing aspects.

2.2.1

Classification based on geometric configuration

Based on the fundamental differences in the mechanisms of beam bar anchorages, it is
customary to differentiate between interior and exterior joints.

a. Exterior beam-column joints

Different types of exterior joints present in a building are shown in Fig 2.1. In a plane
frame, the corner joints at roof (Fig 2.1(a)) and at intermediate floor (Fig 2.1(d)) fall
under the category of exterior beam-column joints. In case of a space frame, the roof
corner joint (Fig 2.1(b)), the roof edge joint (Fig 2.1(c)), the intermediate floor corner
joint (Fig 2.1(e)) and the intermediate floor edge joint (Fig 2.1(f)) fall under the category
of exterior beam-column joints.
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(a) Plane frame roof
corner joint

(d) Plane frame floor
corner joint

(b) Space frame roof
corner joint

(c) Space frame roof
edge joint

(e) Space frame floor
corner joint

(f) Space frame floor
edge joint

Fig 2.1 Exterior beam-column joints in plane and space frames
b. Interior beam-column joints
Different types of interior joints present in a building are shown in Fig 2.2.

(a) Plane frame middle
roof joint

(b) Plane frame middle
floor joint

(c) Space frame middle
roof joint

(d) Space frame middle
floor joint

Fig 2.2 Interior beam-column joints in plane and space frames
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In a plane frame, the middle joints at roof (Fig 2.2 (a)) and at intermediate floor (Fig 2.2
(b)) fall under the category of interior beam-column joints. In case of a space frame, the
roof middle joint (Fig 2.2 (c)), and the intermediate floor middle joint (Fig 2.2 (d)) fall
under the category of interior beam-column joints.

2.2.2

Classification based on structural behavior

Based on the crack propagation in the joint region and failure mechanism under loading,
the joints can be classified as
a. Elastic beam-column joints
It is preferable to ensure that joints remain essentially in the elastic range throughout the
response of the structure. When inelastic deformations do not or cannot occur in the
beams and columns adjacent to a joint, the joint may be reinforced so as to remain elastic
even after a very large number of displacement reversals (Pauley and Priestley 1992).
Under such circumstances, smaller amounts of joint shear reinforcement generally
suffice. Such joints are classified as elastic joints and they seldom occur in practice.
b. Inelastic beam-column joints
As a general rule, when subjected to design earthquake, plastic hinges are expected to
develop at the ends of the beams, immediately adjacent to the joint. In such cases, after a
few cycles of excursions into the inelastic range, it is not possible to prevent some
inelastic deformation occurring also in parts of the joint (Pauley and Priestley 1992). This
is due primarily to the penetration of inelastic strains along the reinforcing bars of the
beams into the joint. These joints are classified as inelastic joints. They require larger
amounts of joint shear reinforcement.
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2.2.3

Classification based on detailing aspects

Earthquake resistant design and detailing of reinforced concrete structures was an
unpopular and neglected area in the design codes of the past (IS 456:1964, IS
5525:1969). As earthquakes gained importance over a period of time, the seismic design
and detailing aspects were included in the more recent design codes (IS 4326:1976,
IS1893:1984, IS 4326:1993, IS1893:2002). As a requirement of current code of practice
(IS13920:1993), since earthquake occurs suddenly and without warning, it is very
necessary in seismic design of structures to avoid construction practices that cause brittle
failure (sudden collapse). The current seismic design philosophy relies heavily on the
action of members to absorb the vibrational energy resulting from strong ground motion
by designing members to behave in a ductile manner. In this manner even if earthquake
of greater intensity than foreseen occurs, complete collapse of the structure may be
avoided. Fig 2.3 shows the comparison of brittle and ductile load deflection behavior of a
flexural member (Park and Pauley 1975).

Load
Load

Ductile behaviour
Brittle behaviour

Deflection

Fig 2.3 Load-deflection behavior of a flexural member

Deflection

Whether a joint will behave in a brittle or ductile manner depends largely on the
reinforcement details of the joint. Based on their behavior under loading, the beamcolumn joints in a reinforced concrete structure can be classified as

a. Non-ductile joints
Non-ductile or brittle joints are those, which do not undergo large deformations beyond
their yield point or elastic limit without a significant degradation in strength or abrupt
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failure. Such joints typically have insufficient development lengths, short lap splices,
discontinuous reinforcements, larger stirrup spacing, and no confining reinforcement in
the joint core. Fig 2.4 shows typical old non-ductile detailing of (a) beam-column joints
of a reinforced concrete frame structure (ATC40 1996, ACI Detailing manual 1998) and
(b) a cantilever beam projecting from a beam over a column (SP 34 1987).

Discontinuous
reinforcement
Widely spaced ties

Widely spaced ties

No ties in
joint core

Short lap splice in
high stress region

Short lap splice in high
stress region
No ties in
joint core

(a) Beam-column joints in a frame

(b) Cantilever beam over a column

Fig 2.4 Typical non-ductile detailing prescribed by older codes of practice

b. Ductile joints
Ductile joints have an ability to undergo large deformations and/or several cycles of
deformations beyond their yield point or elastic limit and maintain its strength without
significant degradation or abrupt failure. Such joints absorb much of the energy through
the hysteretic behavior under a severe earthquake. Large anchorage lengths, long lap
splices, continuous reinforcements, closer stirrup spacing, and presence of confining
reinforcement in the joint core characterize such joints. Fig 2.5 shows typical ductile type
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reinforcement detailing prescribed by new codes of practice (IS 13920:1993, ACI
Detailing manual 1988) for (a) beam-column joints of a frame, (b) anchorage of beam
bars in external joint and (c) lap, splice in beam. Special confining reinforcement is
provided in the crucial zones such as in lap splices, near each joint face, and on either
side of any section where flexural yielding may occur under the effect of earthquake
forces.

Continuous
reinforcement
through joint

Larger anchorage
length

Long lap splice with
special confining
reinforcement

Closely spaced ties
as special confining
reinforcement

(b) Anchorage of beam bars in external joint

Confining reinforcement in
joint core

(a) Ductile detailing for joints in frame

(c) Lap, Splice in beam

Fig 2.5 Ductile detailing prescribed by new codes of practice
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2.3

Behavior of beam-column joints under load

Consider a frame of a reinforced concrete structure subjected to lateral loads as shown in
Fig 2.6 (a). The bending moment diagram (BMD) of the structure under such lateral
loading is shown in Fig 2.6 (b).
Let us now consider an interior beam-column joint of the frame. It can be seen from the
BMD that the moments in columns above and below the joint core are of opposite signs.
A similar inference can be made about the beam moments across the joint. This suggests
that the joint region is subjected to horizontal and vertical shear forces whose magnitude
is typically much higher than those observed in adjacent beams and columns. Therefore,
if not properly designed, the joint core may undergo shear failure. This issue will be
further discussed in detail in the following subsections.

(a) Reinforced Concrete Frame

(b) Bending Moment Diagram (BMD)

Fig 2.6 Reinforced Concrete Frame Structure under Lateral Loads

2.3.1

Failure modes of a beam-column joint

As stated earlier, a beam-column joint is a region formed by the intersection of a beam
and column. Therefore, it may be stated that, a beam-column joint primarily consists of
three elements viz. beam, column and the joint core (generally considered as a part of
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column). Each of the three elements can undergo failure under different modes as enlisted
below
a. Flexural failure of beam.
b. Flexural failure of column.
c. Shear failure of beam.
d. Shear failure of column.
e. Shear failure of joint core.
f. Bond failure of reinforcement.
g. Combinations of various modes listed above.

A failure resulting from single mode is highly uncommon and generally a combination of
two or more of the above modes is responsible for the complete failure. Although, joint
failure typically means the shear failure of the joint core, but it is quite unlikely that it
serve as the weakest link. The failure (or crack propagation) usually initiates from beam
or column, whichever is weaker, and then joint cracking occurs. This is primarily due to
the penetration of inelastic strains along the reinforcing bars of the beams or columns into
the joint. Therefore, if the joint core is not designed for such forces, it is very much
possible that ultimate failure results due to excessive shear cracking in joint core.
The most favorable condition from seismic design point of view is to have joint core
essentially in the elastic range and formation of plastic hinges shall occur in beams.
However, when the plastic hinges are developed at the ends of the beams immediately
adjacent to a joint, it is not possible to prevent some inelastic deformation occurring in
the parts of joint also. Therefore, the ideal situation is to have plastic hinge formation in
beams at some distance away from the face of the joint. But it is not possible to achieve
this condition unless some special treatment is done to beams, e.g., special design and
detailing (Pauley and Priestley 1992, Pampanin and Christopoulos 2003, Rao, Milinda,
Mahajan and Eligehausen 2005), etc. Such treatment is out of scope of this report and
will not be discussed further. Also the formation of flexural plastic hinges are preferred to
those governed by shear. This is due to the fact that shear failure essentially is brittle in
nature in contrast to the flexural failure, which is ductile.
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2.3.2

Shear Forces in a Beam-Column Joint

The behavior of a joint is characterized by a complex interaction of shear, bond and
confinement mechanisms taking place in a quite limited area (Costa, J.L.D., 2003). From
Fig 2.6 above, it is clear that the lateral loading imposes such a bending moment field in
the beams and columns that moments with the same magnitude but of opposite sign will
take place on parallel faces of the joint. As a consequence, the joint region is subjected to
horizontal and vertical shear forces whose magnitude is lc/db times the maximum shear
force in the columns and lb/dc times the maximum shear force in the beams, respectively,
where lb and lc are the lengths of beam and column with depths db and dc respectively,
framing in the joint.

2.3.2.1 Exterior Joints
In case of exterior joints, the beam is only on one side of the column in one plane (Fig
2.1). Therefore, the longitudinal reinforcement of the beam that frames into the column
terminates within the joint core and does not go through and through the joint. The
actions on a typical exterior beam-column joint are shown in Fig 2.7 (a) and the moments
and shears acting due to these actions are presented Fig 2.7 (b) (Scarpas A., 1981).
Let us assume that the length of columns and shear forces in the columns above and
below the joint are equal, i.e., lc = l'c and Vcol = V'col (Generally practically true). Taking
moments about the center of the joint core, we get,
Mb + Vbhc/2 = Vcollc/2 + V'coll'c/2 = Vcollc

(2.1)

Vcol = (Mb + Vbhc/2)/lc

(2.2)

Thus,
The horizontal shear force in the joint, Vjh can be calculated as,
Vjh = T – Vcol = T – (Mb + Vbhc/2)/lc

(2.3)
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Similarly, the vertical joint shear force, Vjv can be obtained as,
Vjv = T" + C'c + C's = T' + C"c + C"s – Vb

(a) Action on an Exterior Joint

(2.4)

(b) Forces Acting on Exterior Joint

Fig 2.7 Actions and Forces on an Exterior Joint
These shear forces are responsible for diagonal tension and hence cracks in the joint. In
order to resist such diagonal tension forces, reinforcement in the joint core is required. As
shown in Fig 2.4, the older codes of practice did not recommend such reinforcement for
the joint core. Therefore, such joints are more susceptible to joint shear failure than the
joints detailed as per new codes and having reinforcement in the joint core (Fig 2.5).

2.3.2.2 Interior Joints
.
In case of interior joints, the beam is running through the column (Fig 2.2). Therefore, the
longitudinal reinforcement of the beam that frames into the column either can terminate
within the joint core without bends (Fig 2.4) or can pass through and through the joint
(Fig 2.5). Consider an interior joint acted upon by a set of actions (Pauley and Priestley,
1992) as shown in Fig 2.8 (a). The bending moment diagram (BMD) and shear force
diagram (SFD) are shown in Figs 2.8 (b) and (c) respectively.
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(a) Interior joint under a set of actions

(b) BMD

(c) SFD

Fig 2.8 Actions and Forces on an Interior Joint
From Fig 2.8 (b), it can be noticed that the bending moments just above and below the
joint change their nature with a steep gradient within the joint region thus causing large
shear forces in the joint compared to that in the column. In order to calculate the
horizontal shear force in the joint core, let us consider the equilibrium of the joint. Let Mh
and Ms be the hogging and sagging moments respectively acting on either side of the
joint core as shown in Fig 2.8 (a). Tb and Cb are the tensile and compressive forces in the
beam reinforcements. Vb is vertical beam shear and Vcol is horizontal column shear.
Again taking moments about the joint core centre, we get,
Vcollc = TbZb + CbZb + Vbhc

(2.5)

Assuming total symmetry and hence, Tb = Cb, we get,
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2Tb = (Vcollc – Vbhc)/Zb

(2.6)

Where,
lc = column height
Zb = lever arm
hc = column depth
Again, the horizontal joint shear force can be obtained by,
Vjh = 2Tb – Vcol

(2.7)

Substituting from (2.6) to (2.8), we get,
Vjh = (Vcollc – Vbhc)/Zb – Vcol = Vcol(lc/Zb – 1) – Vb(hc/Zb)

(2.8)

In a similar way, the vertical joint shear force can be obtained.
These shear forces are responsible for diagonal tension and hence cracks in the joint. In
order to resist such diagonal tension forces, reinforcement in the joint core is required. As
shown in Fig 2.4, the older codes of practice did not recommend such reinforcement for
the joint core. Therefore, such joints are more susceptible to joint shear failure than the
joints detailed as per new codes and having reinforcement in the joint core (Fig 2.5).
After a few cycles of inelastic loading, the bond deterioration initiated at the column face
due to yield penetration and splitting cracks, progresses towards the joint core. Repeated
loading will aggravate the situation and a complete loss of bond up to the beginning of
the bent portion of the bar may take place. The longitudinal reinforcement bar, if
terminating straight, will get pulled out due to progressive loss of bond. The pull out
failure of the longitudinal bars of the beam results in complete loss of flexural strength.
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This kind of failure is unacceptable at any stage. Hence, proper anchorage of the beam
longitudinal reinforcement bars in the joint core is of utmost importance.
The pull out failure of bars in exterior joints can be prevented by the provision of hooks
or by some positive anchorage. Hooks, as shown in Fig. 6 are helpful in providing
adequate anchorage when furnished with sufficient horizontal development length and a
tail extension. Because of the likelihood of yield penetration into the joint core, the
development length is to be considered effective from the critical section beyond the zone
of yield penetration. Thus, the size of the member should accommodate the development
length considering the possibility of yield penetration. When the reinforcement is
subjected to compression, the tail end of hooks is not generally helpful to cater to the
requirements of development length in compression.
However, the horizontal ties in the form of transverse reinforcement in the joint provide
effective restraints against the hook when the beam bar is in compression.

2.3.3

Bond Behavior and Requirements of Beam-Column Joints

The composite action of concrete and steel is due to bond forces between these two
materials. The bond plays a dominant role with respect to seismic behavior because it
affects stiffness and energy dissipation capacity. The relative slip between the plain bars
and the surrounding concrete depends both on the steel strain, and the concrete strain.
However, concrete strain is usually disregarded since its value is negligible with respect
to steel strain (Costa, J.L.D., 2003).
The joint resistance mechanism depends on bond forces along its perimeter so that a truss
mechanism can be mobilized and on a compressed diagonal strut between corners. These
are rather brittle modes of behavior, which explains the very limited capacity that joints
have in dissipating energy and maintaining their strength.
The flexural forces from the beams and columns cause tension or compression forces in
the longitudinal reinforcements passing through the joint. During plastic hinge formation,
relatively large tensile forces are transferred through bond. When the longitudinal bars at
the joint face are stressed beyond yield splitting cracks are initiated along the bar at the
joint face which is referred to as ‘yield penetration’ (Uma, Prasad). Adequate
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development length for the longitudinal bar is to be ensured within the joint taking yield
penetration into consideration. Therefore, the bond requirement has a direct implication
on the sizes of the beams and columns framing into the joint.
The contribution of the diagonal compression strut is significant during the first cycle in
the inelastic range. However it deteriorates with the increase of the inelastic loading
cycles. This is due to the fact that cycling at high levels of inelastic deformation causes
permanent elongation on the beam bars and leads to full depth open cracks at the beamjoint interface (Costa, J.L.D., 2003). Under these conditions flexural compression from
the beams becomes negligible. The compressive forces are then transmitted to the
longitudinal bars of the beams, which significantly increase the bond stresses along the
horizontal perimeters of the joint core. This leads to a drastic reduction in the
contribution of the concrete strut to the transfer of horizontal joint shear and a consequent
increase in the contribution of the truss mechanism. The mobilization of the truss
mechanism depends intimately on the effectiveness of bond between the steel bars and
the surrounding concrete. The bond has a very poor response in terms of energy
dissipation, stiffness and strength degradation under inelastic cycling. Thus, it can be
concluded that the development of plastic hinges in the end sections of the beams
seriously affects the ability of the joint to resist in a stable manner the induced shear
forces. Again, joints whose columns are low axially loaded are the most sensitive to bond
deterioration since compression helps to maintain the bond mechanism (Costa, J.L.D.,
2003).
The significant parameters that influence the bond performance of the reinforcing bar are
confinement, clear distance between the bars and nature of the surface of the bar (Uma
and Prasad). Confinement of the embedded bar is very essential to improving the bond
performance in order to transfer the tensile forces. The relevant confinement is obtained
from axial compression due to the column and with reinforcement that helps in arresting
the splitting cracks. Joint horizontal shear reinforcement improves anchorage of beam
bars (Ichinose, 1991). But, there is an upper bound to the beneficial effects of
confinement. At this limit, maximum bond strength is attained beyond which the crushing
of concrete in front of the rib portion of the deformed bar occurs. Research indicates
better bond performance when the clear distance between the longitudinal bars is less
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than 5 times the diameter of the bar (Eligehausen, Popov and Bertero, 1983). As
expected, the deformed bars give better performance in bond. The behavior of the
reinforcing bar in bond also depends on the quality of concrete around the bar.

2.3.3.1 Exterior Joints
In exterior joints the beam longitudinal reinforcement that frames into the column
terminates within the joint core. After a few cycles of inelastic loading, the bond
deterioration initiated at the column face due to yield penetration and splitting cracks,
progresses towards the joint core. Repeated loading will aggravate the situation and a
complete loss of bond up to the beginning of the bent portion of the bar may take place.
The longitudinal reinforcement bar, if terminating straight, will get pulled out due to
progressive loss of bond.

2.3.3.2 Interior Joints
In an interior joint, the force in a bar passing continuously through the joint changes from
compression to tension. This causes a push-pull effect which imposes severe demand on
bond strength and necessitates adequate development length within the joint. The
development length has to satisfy the requirements for compression and for tension forces
in the same bar. Insufficient development length and the spread of splitting cracks into
the joint core may result in slippage of bars in the joint.
Slippage of bar occurs when the limiting bond stress is exceeded within the available
development length. In the case of interior joints, the column depth is the available
development length for the straight longitudinal bars passing through the joint. Hence, for
a given limiting bond stress, the ratio of development length to the bar diameter becomes
a constant value. Research has shown that when the development length is greater than
28 bar diameters little or no bond degradation was observed with respect to various shear
stress levels in the joint (Leon 1990).
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2.3.4

Criteria for desirable performance of joints

In case of ductile structures designed for earthquake resistance may be formulated as
follows (Pauley and Priestley, 1992, Pauley, Park, and Priestley, 1978, Uma and Prasad)

a. The strength of the joint should not be less than the maximum demand
corresponding to development of the structural plastic hinge mechanism for the
frame. This means that the joint should have sufficient strength to enable the
maximum capacities to be mobilized in adjoining members. This will eliminate
the need for repair in a relatively inaccessible region and for energy dissipation
by joint mechanisms.
b. The capacity of the column should not be jeopardized by possible strength
degradation within the joint. The joint should also be considered as an integral
part of the column.
c. During moderate seismic disturbances, joint should preferably respond within the
elastic range.
d. Joint deformations should not significantly increase story drift.
e. The joint reinforcement necessary to ensure satisfactory performance should not
cause undue construction difficulties.
The seismic design philosophy relies on providing sufficient ductility to the structure by
which the structure can dissipate seismic energy. The structural ductility essentially
comes from the member ductility wherein the latter is achieved in the form of inelastic
rotations. In reinforced concrete members, the inelastic rotations spread over definite
regions called as plastic hinges. During inelastic deformations, the actual material
properties are beyond elastic range and hence damages in these regions are obvious. The
plastic hinges are “expected” locations where the structural damage can be allowed to
occur due to inelastic actions involving large deformations. Hence, in seismic design, the
damages in the form of plastic hinges are accepted to be formed in beams rather than in
columns. Mechanism with beam yielding is characteristic of strong-column-weak beam
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behavior in which the imposed inelastic rotational demands can be achieved reasonably
well through proper detailing practice in beams. Therefore, in this mode of behavior, it is
possible for the structure to attain the desired inelastic response and ductility.
The functional requirement of a joint, which is the zone of intersection of beams and
columns, is to enable the adjoining members to develop and sustain their ultimate
capacity. The demand on this finite size element is always severe especially under
seismic loading. The joints should have adequate strength and stiffness to resist the
internal forces induced by the framing members.

2.3.5

Performance Criteria

As will be explained later, the energy dissipation capacity of a structure depends on its
ductility. The moment resisting frame is expected to obtain ductility and energy
dissipating capacity from flexural yield mechanism at the plastic hinges. Since the
response of the joint is controlled by shear and bond mechanisms, both of which exhibit
poor hysteretic properties, joints should be regarded as being unsuitable as major sources
of energy dissipation. Hence the response of joints should be restricted to essentially to
the elastic domain. When exceptionally large system ductility demands arise, some
inelastic deformation within a joint should be acceptable. Optimum seismic performance
is gained when frame members have shear strengths greater than bending strengths and
when bending strengths of the columns are greater than the beams. These features
provide a controlled failure mode and increase the total energy absorption capacity of the
system. It is of particular importance to ensure that joint deformations do not contribute
excessively to overall story drifts.
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3. DUCTILITY ASPECTS AND RELATIONSHIPS
To minimize major damage and to ensure the survival of buildings, structures must be
capable of sustaining a high proportion of their initial strength when a major earthquake
imposes large deformations. However, these deformations may be well beyond the elastic
limit. This ability of the structure or its components, or of the materials used to offer
resistance in the inelastic domain of response, is termed as ductility. It includes the ability
to sustain large deformations, and a capacity to absorb energy by hysteretic behavior. Fig
3.1 shows (a) a typical ideal hysteretic loop and (b) idealized elasto-plastic hysteretic
loop for a structure (or its component).

Force

Fy

Displacement

(a) Typical hysteretic loop

Δy

Δu

(b) Idealized elasto-plastic hysteretic loop

Fig 3.1 Hysteretic loops for a structure (or component)
Ductility, μ, in general, is defined by the ratio of the ultimate displacement, Δu (Fig 3.1
(b)) to the yield displacement, Δy.

μ=

Δu
>1
Δy

(3.1)

Area enclosed within the hysteretic loop gives the energy absorbed by the structure (or
component). From Fig 3.1 and equation (3.1), the importance of ductility in energy
absorption capacity of the member is quite obvious. The limit to ductility by the
displacement of Δu, typically corresponds to a specified limit to strength degradation.
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Although attaining this limit is sometimes termed as failure, significant additional
inelastic deformations may still be possible without structural collapse. Ductility can be
quantified in various ways as detailed below.

3.1 Strain Ductility

The fundamental source of ductility is the ability of the constituent materials to sustain
plastic strains without significant reduction of stress. Similar to equation (3.1), the strain
ductility is simply defined as

μ∈ =

∈u
∈y

(3.2)

Where, ∈y is the yield strain and ∈u is the ultimate strain or the maximum dependable
strain capacity for the material. The smooth stress-strain curve (Fig 3.2(a)) is converted to
an elasto-plastic or a bilinear approximation (Fig 3.2(b)) and equation (3.2) is used to
obtain the value of strain ductility for the material.

σy
Stress

Stress

μ∈ =
Strain
(a) Typical stress-strain curve

∈u
∈y

∈y
∈u
Strain
(b) Idealized stress-strain curve

Fig 3.2 Stress-strain curves and strain ductility
3.2 Curvature Ductility
The most common sources of inelastic structural deformations are rotations in potential
plastic hinges. Curvature ( φ ) is defined as rotation ( θ ) per unit length. Similar to
equation (3.1), the curvature ductility is defined as
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μφ =

φu
φy

(3.3)

φ y is the yield curvature and φu is the ultimate curvature or maximum curvature expected
to be attained or relied on. The first yield of the section is attained generally (and
preferably) by yielding of tensile reinforcement, AST. However, the ultimate curvature is
normally controlled by the maximum compression strain ∈cm at the extreme fiber, since
steel strain ductility capacity is typically high. The smooth moment-curvature plot (Fig
3.3(a)) is converted to an elasto-plastic or a bilinear approximation (Fig 3.3(b)) and
equation (3.3) is used to obtain the curvature ductility for the section (Fig 3.3(c)).

b

M

Moment

ASC

Moment
D

φy

AST

φu

Curvature
(a) Typical moment-curvature plot (b) Idealized Moment-curvature plot

(c) RCC Section

Fig 3.3 Moment-Curvature relationship and curvature ductility
3.3 Displacement Ductility
Displacement is the most convenient way to evaluate ductility. The displacement ductility
is given by the ratio of ultimate displacement Δ u to the yield displacement Δ y .

μΔ =

Δu
Δy

`

(3.4)

Consider a vertical standing cantilever subjected to an increasing lateral load, P as shown
in Fig 3.4(a). The deflected shape of the cantilever under the load is given in Fig 3.4(b).
The typical and idealized load-deflection plots are shown in Figs 3.4 (c) and (d)
respectively.
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Δy

P

Δp

Load

P
Load

Δy
Δu
Deflection
(a) Cantilever (b) Deflections (c) Typical load-deflection plot (d) Idealized load-deflection plot
Fig 3.4 Deflections for a prismatic concrete cantilever
The ultimate displacement is given by Δu = Δ y + Δ p . The yield (Δy) and fully plastic (Δp)
components of the total lateral tip deflection Δu are defined in Fig 3.4(b). For frames,
generally, the roof level displacement is used as deflection.

3.4 Member and system ductility
A structural system is a geometrical configuration made up of a certain set of structural
elements or members such as beams, columns etc. The strength and deformations of such
a structural element is a function of the strength and deformation capacities of its
members as well as the geometric configurations such as end conditions, redundancies
etc. A structural system will fail only after sufficient number of hinges have been formed
at various locations in its members, so as to form a mechanism. Thus, a structural system
can withstand high loads and also can undergo large deformations even after a few of its
members have failed. Therefore, the load-deformation characteristics of a system will
depend on that of its individual members as well as their geometric configuration.
The ratio of ultimate displacement of a member to its yield displacement is called
member ductility and that for a system is called system ductility.
That is,

μ member =

Δu ,member
Δ y ,member

(3.5)
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and,

μ system =

Δu ,system
Δ y , system

μ system = f ( μ member , geometrical configuration)

(3.6)

(3.7)

3.5 Ductility and seismic design of structures

Nearly all structures and their members possess at least some amount of ductility i.e. they
have an ability to deform beyond their elastic limit. It is generally uneconomic, often
unnecessarily and arguably undesirable to design structures to respond to design-level
earthquakes in the elastic range. Ignoring the effect of ductility will usually lead to high
member sizes and low seismic safety margin. This ability of the structural members to
deform beyond elastic limit has highly beneficial effects in increasing the safety margins
of the structure. The effects of ductility on seismic response can be interpreted in two
ways as under.

3.5.1

Ductility, energy dissipation and damping

When a structure or a member is subjected to a cyclic load, it undergoes hysteretic
behavior. The damping that occurs when earthquake ground motion pushes a structure
into the inelastic range can be viewed, as a combination of viscous damping that is
inherent in the structure and the hysteretic damping. The viscous damping depends on the
material of construction and is generally taken as 5% of the critical damping. The
hysteretic damping is related to the area inside the hysteretic loops (Fig 3.1) that are
formed when the earthquake force (base shear) is plotted against the structural
displacement (hysteretic loops). However, hysteretic damping can be represented as
equivalent viscous damping using the formulations as explained below (ATC40 1996,
Chopra 2001).
Let us consider a structure subjected to cyclic loads (Fig 3.5(a)) and assume its response
to be an elastic-perfectly plastic hysteretic loop (Fig 3.5(b)). The energy dissipated by
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this hysteretic behavior, ED is equal to the area enclosed within the hysteretic loop, i.e.,
the area of parallelogram ABCDEFA. This area is equal to four times the area of the
parallelogram OABCO. Therefore,

ED = Energy dissipated by hysteretic damping
= Area of parallelogram ABCDEFA
= 4 × (area of the parallelogram OABCO)

(

= 4 × Fy × (Δ u − Δ y )

)

(3.8)

The equivalent viscous damping, β0 is given as (Chopra 2001)

β0 =

1 ED
4π ES 0

(3.9)

ES0 is the maximum strain energy, which is equal to the area of the triangle OBG.

A

F

B

Fy

O

Δy

C

G
Δu

Load
Time

E

(a) Structure subjected to a cyclic loading

D

(b) Elastic-perfectly plastic hysteretic loop

Fig 3.5 Damping and energy dissipation
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Therefore,
ES0 = Maximum strain energy
= Area of triangle OBG
= Fy Δu/2

(3.10)

Substituting equations (3.8) and (3.10) in equation (3.9) we get,

β0 =

1 4 Fy (Δu − Δ y )
4π
Fy Δu / 2

=

2 (Δ u − Δ y )
π
Δu

=

2 (Δ u / Δ y − 1)
π (Δu / Δ y )

Since Δu / Δ y = μ (ductility, from equation (3.1)), we have

β0 =

2 ( μ − 1)

π

(3.11)

μ

Equation (3.11) gives the equivalent value of the hysteretic damping. This value is
numerically added to the inherent viscous damping, βi of the structure to get the total
equivalent damping value, β eq . Mathematically,

β eq = β 0 + β i

(3.12)

For a reinforced concrete structure, βi = 0.05 (5%). Substituting this value of βi and β0
from equation (3.11), we get the total equivalent damping for a reinforced concrete
structure, β eqRC as

β eqRC =

2 ( μ − 1)

π

μ

⎛ 1⎞
+ 0.05 = 0.637 ⎜ 1 − ⎟ + 0.05
⎝ μ⎠

(3.13)
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Equation (3.13) gives a direct dependence of total equivalent damping on the ductility of
the structure. Higher the ductility possessed by the structure, larger is the value of
damping.

3.5.2

Ductility and strength reduction factors

As stated earlier, most buildings are designed for base shear smaller than the elastic base
shear associated with the design level earthquake. Such buildings will therefore deform
beyond the limit of linear elastic behavior when subjected to the design level earthquake.
Fig 3.6 shows the comparison of the load-deformation behavior of an elastic-perfectly
plastic and a corresponding linear structural system subjected to same excitation. The
initial stiffness, mass and damping of both the systems are same.

Load

B

FO

Fy

O

A

Corresponding linear elastic

Elastic-perfectly plastic

Δy ΔO

C

Deflection

Δm

Fig 3.6 Elastic-perfectly plastic and corresponding elastic system

When subjected to the excitation, a linear elastic system would follow the path OAB. FO
represents the minimum strength required by the system to remain linear elastic. If
however, the load capacity of the system is less than FO, say Fy, then it will follow the
path OAC. Once the system attains its yield strength, it will continuously deform further
under the excitation. If the deformation capacity (or ductility) of the system were such
that it can undergo large deformation without significant degradation in strength, then the
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system would remain safe even though the force resisting capacity of the system is less
than the demand produced by excitation, considering elastic system. This phenomenon is
exploited in the seismic design of structures by allowing the use of strength reduction
factors to achieve an economical and safe design.

Strength reduction factor is often synonymously called as force reduction factor or
response reduction factor. It is defined as (IS 1893:2002):
“It is the factor by which the actual base shear force, that would be generated if the
structure were to remain elastic during its response to the Design Basis Earthquake
(DBE) shaking, shall be reduced to obtain the design lateral force.”

To quantify the strength reduction factor ‘R’, three approaches are generally followed,
viz. equal displacement approach, equal energy approach and equal acceleration
approach.

(i) Equal Displacement Approach: For long period structures (flexible structures), it is
observed that the maximum displacements achieved by the inelastic system are very
similar to those obtained from an elastic system with the same stiffness as the initial
elastic stiffness of the inelastic system (assuming unlimited strength for the elastic
system). This phenomenon is explained in Fig 3.7 (a).

(ii) Equal Energy Approach: For shorter period structures (stiff structures), the above
assumption is non-conservative. That is the displacement ductility demand is greater
than the strength reduction factor. For many such systems it is found that the peak
displacement ductility factor achieved can be estimated reasonably well by equating
the area under the inelastic force-deflection curve and the area under the elastic
relationship with equal initial stiffness. That is, by equating the total energy absorbed
by the two systems. This phenomenon is explained in Fig 3.7 (b).

(iii) Equal Acceleration Approach: For very short period structures (highly stiff
structures, say T<0.2 s) the strength reduction factors found by both the above
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approaches were found to be non-conservative (Pauley and Priestley 1992, Gulken
and Sozen 1997). In the limit when T → 0 , even small force reduction factors imply
very large ductility, since the structural deformations become insignificant compared
with ground motion deformations. Consequently, the structure experiences the actual
ground accelerations, regardless of relative displacements and hence ductility.
Therefore, if the structure cannot sustain the peak ground acceleration, failure will
occur. This means that very short period (or rigid) structures should not be designed
for force levels less than peak ground accelerations. This phenomenon is called equal
acceleration principle.
FO
Elastic
Load

Fy

O

A

B

F
Δ
R= O = O
Fy Δ y
Inelastic C

Δy
D

FO
Elastic

Ar ( OBE ) =
Ar (quadOAFG )

Load

ΔO
E Displacement

(a) Equal Displacement Approach

B

Fy

O

A

Δy
D

Inelastic

C

ΔO
E

F
Δm
G Displacement

(b) Equal Energy Approach

Fig 3.7 Estimation of strength reduction factor ‘R’

For the case of equal displacement approach (flexible structures), referring Fig 3.7(a),
from similar triangles we have,
BE AD
=
OE OD

(3.14)

Here, BE = FO, OE = ΔO, AD = Fy and OD = Δy

Putting these values in equation (3.14), we get
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FO Fy
=
ΔO Δ y

(3.15)

Rearranging equation (3.15) and recognizing that R = FO/Fy and μ=ΔO/Δy we get,
FO ΔO
=
⇒R=μ
Fy Δ y

(3.16)

Equation (3.16) states that for long period structures, the strength reduction factor for a
structure is equal to its ductility factor.

For the case of equal energy approach (stiff structures), referring to Fig 3.7(b), and
equating the areas under the load-displacement plots we have,

Ar ( OBE ) = Ar (quadOAFG )

(3.17)

Since Ar (quadOACE ) is common for both triangle OBE and quadOAFG, equation (3.17)
reduces to

Ar ( ABC ) = Ar (quadCFGE )

(3.18)

Now,

1
Ar ( ABC ) = × ( FO − Fy ) × (ΔO − Δ y )
2

(3.19)

Ar (quadCFGE ) = Fy × (Δ m − Δ O )

(3.20)

and

Putting equation (3.19) and (3.20) in equation (3.18) we get
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1
× ( FO − Fy ) × (ΔO − Δ y ) = Fy × (Δ m − ΔO )
2

(3.21)

Rearranging equation (3.21) we get,
1 ⎛ FO ⎞ (Δ m − ΔO )
×⎜
− 1⎟ =
⎟ (ΔO − Δ y )
2 ⎜⎝ Fy
⎠

(3.22)

Since, R = FO/Fy, we have,
( R − 1) (Δ m − Δ O )
=
2
(ΔO − Δ y )

(3.23)

Adding 1 on both the sides and rearranging, we get,
( R + 1) (Δ m − Δ y )
=
2
(ΔO − Δ y )

(3.24)

Referring again to Fig 3.7(b), we get from similar triangles OBC and OAD ,
FO − Fy
ΔO − Δ y

=

Fy
Δy

(3.25)

Rearranging equation (3.25) and recognizing that R = FO/Fy we get,
(ΔO − Δ y ) = ( FO / Fy − 1) × Δ y = ( R − 1) × Δ y

(3.26)

Putting the value of (ΔO − Δ y ) from equation (3.26) in equation (3.24), we get,
( R + 1) (Δ m − Δ y )
=
2
( R − 1) × Δ y

(3.27)
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Rearranging equation (3.27) and recognizing that μ=Δm/Δy, we get,
( R 2 − 1)
= (Δ m / Δ y − 1) = ( μ − 1)
2

(3.28)

Further rearrangement gives

μ=

( R 2 − 1)
( R 2 + 1)
+1 =
2
2

(3.29)

Therefore for short period structures, we get,
R = (2 μ − 1)

(3.30)

For equal acceleration approach (very stiff structures, T<0.2 s), as stated earlier, we have,

R = 1, regardless of the value of μ.

Therefore, we have
For long-period structures:

R=μ

For short-period structures:

R = (2 μ − 1)

For very short-period structures: R = 1 (regardless of μ)

This formulation of strength reduction factor as described above is called Newmark-Hall
method (Newmark and Hall 1982). As a guideline to consider the structure as a long or
short period structure, it is recommended (Pauley and Priestley 1992) that, the structures
with natural period T greater than that corresponding to peak elastic spectral response Tm
(Fig 3.8) can be considered as long period structures, and those with natural period T
smaller than that corresponding to peak elastic spectral response Tm but greater than 0.2 s
can be considered as long period structures.
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That is if
T > Tm

Long period structure

0.2s < T < Tm

Short period structure

T < 0.2 s

Very short period structure
Equal acceleration,R = 1

amax

Equal
Energy

Equal
Displacement

Spectral Acceleration

R=

R=μ

(2 μ − 1)

Tm
Time Period, T
Fig 3.8 Influence of time period on strength reduction factor
0.2 s
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4. ANALYTICAL MODELS

Owing to many limitations such as time, money, manpower, test facilities etc.,
experimentation is mostly done on small-scale structures or parts of structures. Therefore,
it is of utmost importance that analytical models be developed to analyze and design fullscale structures, which generally cannot be tested. Analytical modeling of reinforced
concrete members has gained the attention of many researchers in the past and present.
Consequently, many models, as will be discussed later, have been proposed to model
reinforced concrete structures, considering various effects. However, most of the models
are either too simple to predict the response accurately, or are accurate but overly
complex to incorporate in the analysis. Few models offer a good balance between
simplicity and accuracy.

4.1 Stress-Strain model for concrete

The stress-strain model for unconfined concrete under uniaxial stress is dealt with in
numerous texts (Park and Pauley 1975, Neville 1995). Fig 4.1 presents typical
experimental stress-strain curves obtained from concrete cylinders ( f c v/s ∈c ) loaded in
uniaxial compression (Park and Pauley 1975). The ascending part of the curves is almost
linear up to about one-half the compressive strength. The peak of the curve for high
strength concrete is relatively sharp, but for low strength concrete the curve has flat top.
The strain at the maximum stress is approximately 0.002.

4.1.1

Stress-Strain models for unconfined concrete

Many models for the stress-strain curve of concrete under uniaxial compression have
been proposed in past years. Probably the most popular accepted curve is that proposed
by Hognestad (1951) (Fig 4.2), which consists of a second order parabola up to the
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maximum stress f c′′ at a strain ε 0 and then a linear falling branch. The extent of falling

Concrete stress

branch behavior adopted depends on useful concrete strain assumed as 0.0038.

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

Concrete strain

Fig 4.1 Stress-strain curves for concrete cylinders loaded in uniaxial compression

The corresponding stress was proposed to be 0.85 f c′′ . Hognestad’s curve was obtained
from tests on short eccentrically loaded columns and for these specimens he found that

f c′′ = 0.85 f c′ . Other proposed stress-strain models for unconfined concrete are
summarized elsewhere (Popovics1970). Indian Standard (IS456:2000) recommends a
stress-strain curve very similar to the Hognestad’s curve (Fig 4.3)).

f c′′
0.85 f c′′
Stress, f c

Linear
⎡ 2ε ⎛ ε ⎞2 ⎤
f c = f c′′ ⎢ c − ⎜ c ⎟ ⎥
⎢ ε0 ⎝ ε0 ⎠ ⎥
⎣
⎦

α Ec = tan α
0.0038
ε 0 = 2 f c′′ / Ec
Strain, ε c
Fig 4.2 Hognestad stress-strain model for concrete under uniaxial compression
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In IS recommended curve, the maximum stress, f c′′ of concrete is assumed as 0.67 times
the characteristic cube strength of concrete (fck). Assuming that cylinder strength is 0.8
times the characteristic cube strength, i.e.

f c′ = 0.8 f ck , this becomes same as

Hognestad’s value of f c′′ . Since, f c′′ = 0.85 f c′ , we get f c′′ = 0.85 × 0.8 f ck = 0.67 f ck
(SP24:1983). The ascending curve is exactly similar to that of Hognestad’s model
assuming ε 0 = 0.002 . The major difference between the two curves is in the post peak
behavior. IS recommends no degradation and hence no falling branch in the stress after a
strain of 0.002. The ultimate strain is also limited to 0.0035 instead of 0.0038 as
recommended by Hognestad.

0.67 f ck

Stress, f c

⎡ 2ε ⎛ ε ⎞2 ⎤
f c = 0.67 f ck ⎢ c − ⎜ c ⎟ ⎥
⎢ ε0 ⎝ ε0 ⎠ ⎥
⎣
⎦

ε 0 = 0.002
0.0035
Strain, ε c
Fig 4.3 IS recommended stress-strain model for concrete under uniaxial compression

4.1.2

Stress-Strain models for concrete confined by rectangular hoops

In practice, the concrete in structures is always confined by transverse reinforcement
commonly in the form of closely spaced steel spirals or rectangular hoops. In this case, at
low levels of stress in concrete, the transverse reinforcement is hardly stressed; hence the
concrete is unconfined. The concrete becomes confined when at stresses approaching the
uniaxial strength, the transverse strains become very high because of progressive internal
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cracking and the concrete bears out against the transverse reinforcement, which then
applies a confining reaction to the concrete. Thus the transverse reinforcement provides
passive confinement (Park and Pauley 1975).
Although circular spirals confine concrete much more effectively than rectangular or
square hoops, they are rarely used, mainly due to the fact that rectangular sections are
more popular in reinforced concrete structural members. Nevertheless, square-confining
steel does produce a significant increase in ductility, however, some investigators have
observed enhancement of strength whereas some have not. Bertero and Felippa (1964)
tested concrete prisms having various amounts of square ties and plotted the load-strain
curves. It was reported that the effect of steel contents on ductility is quite appreciable,
but the effect of strength is much smaller.
The confinement by transverse reinforcement has little effect on the stress-strain curve
until the concrete reaches its maximum stress. The shape of the stress-strain curve at high
strains is a function of many variables, the major ones being the following:
1. The ratio of the volume of transverse steel to the volume of concrete core, because
a high transverse steel content will mean a high transverse confining pressure.
2. The yield strength of the confining steel, because this gives an upper limit to the
confining pressure.
3. The ratio of the spacing of the transverse steel to the dimensions of the concrete
core, because a smaller spacing leads to more effective confinement. (Arching of
the concrete between the transverse bars confines the concrete and if the spacing is
large it is evident that a large volume of the concrete cannot be confined and may
spall away).
4. The ratio of the diameter of the transverse bars to the unsupported length of the
transverse bar, because a large bar diameter leads to more effective confinement. If
the flexural stiffness of the hoop bar is small (small diameter compared to
unsupported length), the hoops bow outward rather than effectively confining the
concrete.
5. The content and size of longitudinal reinforcement, because this steel will also
confine the concrete.
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6. The strength of the concrete, because low-strength concrete is more ductile than
high-strength concrete.

Some of the proposed stress-strain curves for concrete confined by rectangular hoops are
shown in Fig 4.4.

fc

C
A

fc
fc′

fc

Upper limit

B

fc′

Lower limit

Parabola

O

εc

0.5 fc′

fc′′

εc

0.002

(a) Chan (1955)

(b) Baker (1964)

fc

O

0.002

ε 50

(c) Roy & Sozen (1964)

fc

Continuous curve

Parabola

εc
(d) Soliman & Yu (1967)

εc
(e) Sargin (1971)

Fig.4.4 Proposed Stress-strain curves for concrete confined by rectangular hoops

In Chan’s (1955) trilinear curve (Fig.4.4 (a)) OAB approximated the curve for
unconfined concrete and the shape of BC depended on the transverse reinforcement.
Baker (Baker and Amarakone 1964) recommended a parabola up to a maximum stress
(Fig.4.4 (b)), then a horizontal branch to a maximum strain. The maximum stress is
dependent on the strain gradient across the section, and the maximum strain is dependent
on the strain gradient as well as the transverse steel content. Roy and Sozen (1964)
conducted tests on axially loaded prisms and suggested replacing the falling branch with
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εc

a straight line having a strain at 0.5 f c′ , which was linearly related to the transverse steel
content (Fig.4.4 (c)). It is also of interest to note that the tests of Roy and Sozen (1964)
indicated that confinement by rectangular hoops did not increase the concrete strength.
The curve of Soliman and Yu (1967) consists of a parabola and two straight lines (Fig.4.4
(d)). The stresses and strains at the critical points are related to transverse steel content
and spacing and the confined area. Sargin et al (1971) have proposed a general equation
that gives a continuous stress-strain curve (Fig.4.4 (e)) related to the content, spacing and
yield strength of the transverse steel, the strain gradient across the section and concrete
strength.
All of these models do consider the effect of confinement, but they all are having some
inherent limitations, mainly because of the simplicity associated with these models.
These models will not be discussed further.

4.1.2.1 Kent and Park Model

In 1971, Kent and Park (1971) proposed a stress-strain curve for concrete confined by
rectangular hoops (Fig 4.5). The suggested relationship combines many of the features of
previously proposed curves. A second-degree parabola represents the ascending part of
curve and assumes that the confining steel has no effect on the shape of this part of curve
or the strain at maximum stress. This essentially means that the ascending curve is
exactly the same for both confined and unconfined concrete. It is also assumed that the
maximum stress reached by confined concrete is equal to the cylinder strength f c′ that is
reached at a strain of 0.002. The relationship for the ascending parabola is given as

Region AB, εc ≤ 0.002
2
⎡ 2ε
⎛ ε ⎞ ⎤
c
−⎜ c ⎟ ⎥
f c = f c′ ⎢
⎢⎣ 0.002 ⎝ 0.002 ⎠ ⎥⎦

(4.1)
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The descending part of the confined concrete is modeled as per following
formulations.

fc
f c′
0.5 f c′

B
Unconfined
concrete

ε 50h

Confined concrete

C

0.2 f c′
A

ε 50u

ε 50c

ε 20c

D

εc

Fig 4.5 Kent and Park (1971) model for Stress-strain curve for concrete confined by
rectangular hoops

Region BC, 0.002 ≤ εc ≤ ε20,c

f c = f c′[1 − Z (ε c − 0.002)]

(4.2)

where

Z=

0.5

ε 50u + ε 50 h − 0.002

(4.3)

ε 50u =

3 + 0.002 f c′
f c′ − 1000

(4.4)

ε 50 h =

3
b′′
ρs
4
sh

(4.5)
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f c′ = Concrete cylinder strength in psi.

ρ s = Ratio of volume of transverse reinforcement to volume of concrete core
measured to outside of hoops, i.e.

ρs =

2(b′′ + d ′′) As
b′′d ′′sh

(4.6)

As = Cross-sectional area of the stirrup reinforcement
b′′ = Width of confined core measured to outside of hoops
d ′′ = Depth of confined core measured to outside of hoops

sh = Spacing of hoops

Fig 4.6 shows the various parameters and symbols.

b′′
d ′′

D

b

sh

Unconfined concrete

Fig 4.6 Transverse confining steel in members

The parameter Z defines the slope of the assumed linear falling branch. ε 50u is the value
of the strain when the stress has fallen to 0.5fc’ (50% of the strength is lost) for the case
of unconfined concrete. The corresponding value of strain for confined concrete is ε 50c .

ε 50 h is the additional ductility due to transverse reinforcement (ε 50c = ε 50u + ε 50 h ) . It is
assumed that the cover concrete has spalled off by the time the stress had fallen to 0.5fc’.
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Region CD, εc ≥ ε20,c

f c = 0.2 f c′

(4.7)

This equation accounts for the ability of concrete to sustain some stresses at very large
strains.
Putting, f c = 0.2 f c′, and ε c = ε 20,c , in equation (4.2), we get

ε 20c =

0.8
+ 0.002
Z

(4.8)

4.1.2.2 Modified Kent and Park Model

In 1982, a modified form of Kent and Park model was proposed (Park, Priestley and Gill
1982). This model makes an allowance for the enhancement in the concrete strength due
to confinement. Fig 4.7 shows the modified Kent and Park model.

fc
Kf c′
f c′

B

Unconfined concrete
Kent and Park Model
Modified Kent and Park Model

0.2 Kf c′
0.2 f c′
A 0.002

C

0.002K

ε 20,c ε 20 m,c

D

εc

Fig.4.7 Modified Kent and Park model for Stress-strain curve for concrete confined
by rectangular hoops

The maximum stress reached (at point B) is assumed to be Kf c′ at a strain of

ε 0 = 0.002K , in which,
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K = 1+

ρ s f yh

(4.9)

f c′

fyh = yield strength of steel hoops.

The modified Kent and Park stress-strain curve can be defined as
Region AB, εc ≤ 0.002K
2
⎡ 2ε
⎛ εc ⎞ ⎤
c
−⎜
f c = Kf c′ ⎢
⎟ ⎥
⎢⎣ 0.002 K ⎝ 0.002 K ⎠ ⎥⎦

(4.10)

Region BC, 0.02K < εc < ε20m,c

f c = Kf c′[1 − Z m (ε c − 0.002 K )] ≥ 0.2 Kf c′

(4.11)

where
Zm =

0.5
3 + 0.29 f c′
3
b′′
+ ρs
− 0.002 K
sh
145 f c′ − 1000 4

(4.12)

f c′ = Concrete cylinder strength in mega Pascal (N/mm2)
Region CD,

f c = 0.2 Kf c′

(4.13)

This equation accounts for the ability of concrete to sustain some stresses at very large
strains.
Putting, f c = 0.2 Kf c′, and ε c = ε 20 m,c , in equation (4.2), we get

ε 20c =

0.8
+ 0.002 K
Zm

(4.14)
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Other models that take into account the enhancement in concrete strength due to
confinement are suggested by Vallenas, Bertero and Popov (1977), and Sheikh and
Uzumeri (1979). These models are not as simple and are not discussed further.
In this work, the analysis of the reinforced concrete beam-column joints is performed by
following the Kent and Park (and not modified Kent and Park) model. This is done
because in practice, due to certain reasons such as quality control, the gain in strength due
to hoops may not be always available. This is also observed by many researchers as
referred above who have reported either no gain or little gain in strength due to
rectangular hoops. In this experimental program also, as will be seen later, the analysis
with Kent and Park model is closely matching the experimental results. In very few cases
however, even the strength prediction made by Kent and Park model is found to be higher
than the experimentally found results.

4.2 Stress-Strain model for reinforcing steel

Typical stress-strain curve for steel bars used in reinforced concrete construction is
shown in Fig 4.8.

1000

High strength steel

Stress (MPa)

800

Low carbon steel

600
400
200
0
0

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2
Strain

Fig 4.8 Typical stress-strain curves for steel reinforcement

The curves exhibit an initial linear elastic portion, a yield plateau (i.e., a yield point
beyond which the strain increases with little or no increase in stress), a strain-hardening
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range in which stress again increases with strain (with much slower rate as compared to
linear elastic region), and finally a range in which the stress drops off until fracture
occurs.
The modulus of elasticity of the steel is given by the slope of the linear elastic portion of
the curve. For steel lacking a well-defined plateau, the yield strength is taken as the stress
corresponding to a particular strain, generally corresponding to 0.2% proof strain
(IS456:2000). Length of the yield plateau depends on the strength of steel. High strength
high-carbon steels generally have a much shorter yield plateau than low strength lowcarbon steels. Similarly, the cold working of steel can cause the shortening of the yield
plateau to the extent that strain hardening commences immediately after the onset of
yielding. High strength steels also have a smaller elongation before fracture than low
strength steels.
Fig 4.9 gives the stress-strain curve for the cold worked, High Yield Strength Deformed
(HYSD) steel bars tested at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). It is seen that there is no
yield plateau and the elongation before failure is also small, typical of high strength steel.
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Fig 4.9 Stress-strain curve for cold worked high strength bar
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4.2.1

Idealization

Generally the stress-strain curve for steel is simplified by idealizing it as elastic-perfectly
plastic curve (having a definite yield point) ignoring the increase in stress due to strain
hardening as shown in Fig 4.10 (a). This curve is assumed by ACI code (ACI 318:2008)
and (IS 456:2000) for mild steel. This simplification is particularly accurate for steel
having a low strength. The idealization recommended by IS code (IS456:2000) for
HYSD bars is shown in Fig 4.10 (b). The curve shows no definite yield point and the
yield stress is assumed corresponding to a proof strain of 0.2%. If the steel strain hardens
soon after the onset of yielding, this assumed curve will underestimate the steel stress at
high strains. A more accurate idealization is shown in Fig 4.10 (c). Values for the stresses
and strains at the onset of yield, strain hardening, and tensile strength are necessary for
use of such idealizations. These points can be located from stress-strain curves obtained
from tests.
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Fig 4.10 Recommended Stress-strain curves for steel
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5. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

An extensive experimental program was conducted at various institutions keeping in
view the following objectives.



To study the inelastic behavior of reinforced concrete beam-column joints under
simulated quasi-static cyclic loading representing loading due to earthquake.



To analyze results from experiments to determine ductility factors, energy
absorption capacities, and failure mechanisms of the joints of reinforced concrete
members.



To study the effects of the size of the members, shear span to depth ratios,
reinforcement ratios and detailing on the load-deformation behavior of the joints.



To develop a methodology to predict the response of the joints and validate the
same with experimental results.



To formulate guidelines for the rational design of reinforced concrete beam-column
joints of structures subjected to ground motion.

A number of joints were tested having dimensions ranging from 100mm to 1000mm.
Other parameters that were varied include compressive strength of concrete, type of
detailing (ductile and non-ductile), shear span to depth ratio etc. The joints can be
classified based on the size and type of loading as
1. Small sized joints
a. Static tests
b. Cyclic tests
2. Medium sized joints
a. Static tests
b. Cyclic tests
3. Large sized joints
a. Static tests
b. Cyclic tests
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The details of the various joints tested are given below.

5.1 Small Sized Joints

Small sized joints are classified as those joints whose members have a maximum
dimension of 200 mm. Eight small sized joints were tested in this experimental program
out of which two were tested under monotonic (static) loading and six were tested under
quasi-cyclic loading.

5.1.1 Static Tests

Two small sized joints were tested under monotonic loading. The details are given below.

5.1.1.1 Joint M

The joint specimen M is a cross or plus ‘+’-shaped, confined joint tested under
monotonic loading at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). The details of the joint are shown
in Fig 5.1.
The cross-section of the beam is 100 mm X 100 mm, and the length of beam from the
near face of column to free end is 400 mm on either side. The total percentage
longitudinal reinforcement in the beam is 1.13% equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 100 mm X 100 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 900 mm with free length from near face to free end of 400
mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.13% uniformly
distributed as shown in Fig.5.1.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 3Φ stirrups at a spacing of 100 mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 100 mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.1.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.2:2.4 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.5. The
average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 30.0
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N/mm2. The axial load on column was kept as 50% of the axial load capacity of the
column. The loading point was kept at a distance of 350 mm from the near face of the
column and the joint was subjected to a monotonic loading using load control.
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3Φ @ 100 mm c/c

Beam
100

100
400

6Φ

100

6Φ

3Φ @ 100 mm c/c

400

Column

100

Fig.5.1 Details of Joint M

5.1.1.2 Joint DB312M

The joint specimen DB312M is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under monotonic
loading at IIT Madras (Satish Kumar et al 2002). Due to the convenience of using the
available test facility, the joint was rotated by 90 degrees for testing. Therefore, the joint
was tested with column resting horizontally and the beam being vertical. The details of
the joint and boundary conditions are shown in Fig.5.2.
The cross-section of the beam and column is 150 mm X 200 mm. The length of beam,
from the near face of column to free end is 1800 mm and the total length of column, from
end to end is 1600 mm with free length from near face to free end of column as 700 mm.
The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the beam and column is 2.26% equally
distributed on top and bottom as shown in Fig.5.2.
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The shear reinforcement in beam and column consists of 6Φ stirrups at a spacing of
100mm c/c. The arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.2.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.25:4.5. The average 28 days compressive strength of
the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 19.6 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1515 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a monotonic loading using load control.
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Fig.5.2 Details and boundary conditions of Joint DB312-M

5.1.2 Cyclic Tests

Six small sized joints were tested under quasi-cyclic loading. The details are given below.

5.1.2.1 Joint S-1

The joint specimen S-1 is a cross or plus ‘+’-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasicyclic loading at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). The details of the joint are shown in Fig
5.3.
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The cross-section of the beam is 150 mm X 200 mm, and the length of beam from the
near face of column to free end is 650 mm on either side. The total percentage
longitudinal reinforcement in the beam is 1.51 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 150 mm X 200 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 1800 mm with free length from near face to free end of 800
mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 2.68 % uniformly
distributed as shown in Fig.5.3.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 6Φ stirrups at a spacing of 150 mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 150 mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.3.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.2:2.4 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.5. The
average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 34.33
N/mm2. The axial load on column was 10% of the axial load capacity of the column.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 600 mm from the near face of the column and
the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 3 mm, 6 mm, 9 mm and so on till failure.

5.1.2.2 Joint S-3

The joint specimen S-3 is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasi-cyclic
loading at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). The details of the joint are exactly similar to
joint S-1 and are shown in Fig.5.3.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.2:2.4 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.5. The
average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 34.33
N/mm2. The axial load on column was kept as 25% of the axial load capacity of the
column.
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The loading point was kept at a distance of 600 mm from the near face of the column and
the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 3 mm, 6 mm, 9 mm and so on till failure.
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Fig.5.3 Details of Joint S-1, S-3 and S-4

5.1.2.3 Joint S-4

The joint specimen S-4 is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasi-cyclic
loading at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). The details of the joint are exactly similar to
joint S-1 and S-3 and are shown in Fig.5.3.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.2:2.4 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.5. The
average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 34.33
N/mm2. The axial load on column was 37.5% of the axial load capacity of the column.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 600 mm from the near face of the column and
the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 3 mm, 6 mm, 9 mm and so on till failure.
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5.1.2.4 Joint D-1

The joint specimen D-1 is a cross-shaped, confined joint tested under quasi-cyclic
loading at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.4.
The cross-section of the beam is 150 mm X 200 mm, and the length of beam from the
near face of column to free end is 650 mm on either side. The total percentage
longitudinal reinforcement in the beam is 1.51 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 150 mm X 200 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 1800 mm with free length from near face to free end of 800
mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 2.68 % uniformly
distributed as shown in Fig.5.4.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 6Φ stirrups at a spacing of 75 mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 75 mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.4.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.2:2.4 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.5. The
average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 34.33
N/mm2. The axial load on column was 10% of the axial load capacity of the column.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 600 mm from the near face of the column and
the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 3 mm, 6 mm, 9 mm and so on till failure.

5.1.2.5 Joint D-2

The joint specimen D-2 is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasi-cyclic
loading at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). The details of the joint are exactly similar to
joint D-1 and are shown in Fig.5.4.
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The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.2:2.4 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.5. The
average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 34.33
N/mm2. The axial load on column was kept as 10% of the axial load capacity of the
column.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 600 mm from the near face of the column and
the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 3mm, 6mm, 9mm, 12mm, 15mm and 18mm.
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Fig.5.4 Details of Joint D-1 and D-2

5.1.2.6 Joint D-C

The joint specimen D-C is a cross-shaped, confined joint tested under quasi-cyclic
loading at IIT Bombay (Mukherjee 2006). The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.5.
The cross-section of the beam is 100 mm X 100 mm, and the length of beam from the
near face of column to free end is 400 mm on either side. The total percentage
longitudinal reinforcement in the beam is 1.13% equally distributed on top and bottom.
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The cross-section of the column is 100 mm X 100 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 900 mm with free length from near face to free end of 400
mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.13% uniformly
distributed as shown in Fig.5.5.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 3Φ stirrups at a spacing of 100 mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 100 mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.5.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:2.2:2.4 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.5. The
average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as 30.0
N/mm2. The axial load on column was kept as 50% of the axial load capacity of the
column.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 350 mm from the near face of the column and
the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 0.25mm, 0.5 mm, 0.75 mm and so on till
failure.

5.2 Medium Sized Joints

Medium sized joints are classified as those joints whose members have a dimension
ranging from 200 mm to 500 mm. Fourteen medium sized joints were tested in this
experimental program out of which five were tested under monotonic (static) loading and
nine were tested under quasi-cyclic loading.

5.2.1 Static Tests

Five medium sized joints were tested under monotonic loading. The details are given
below.
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Fig.5.5 Details of Joint D-C

5.2.1.1 Joint GB2-GKU-TS

The joint specimen GB2-GKU-TS is a T-shaped, unconfined joint tested under
monotonic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.6.
The cross-section of the beam is 400 mm X 500 mm, and the length of beam, from the
near face of column to free end is 2000 mm. The total percentage longitudinal
reinforcement in the beam is 5.09 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 400 mm X 470 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 3640 mm with free length from near face to free end of
1570 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.52 %
equally distributed on all four sides.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 8Φ stirrups at a spacing of 174mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 190mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.6.
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The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
37.990 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1760 mm from the near face of the column
and the joint was subjected to monotonic loading using load control.
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Fig.5.6 Details of Joints GB2-GKU-TS and GB2-GKU-TC

5.2.1.2 Joint GB2-GKC-TS

The joint specimen GB2-GKC-TS is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under monotonic
loading at SERC, Chennai (2006). The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.7.
The cross-section of the beam is 400 mm X 500 mm, and the length of beam, from the
near face of column to free end is 2000 mm. The total percentage longitudinal
reinforcement in the beam is 5.09 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
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The cross-section of the column is 400 mm X 470 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 3640 mm with free length from near face to free end of
1570 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.52 %
equally distributed on all four sides.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 12Φ stirrups at a spacing of 125mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 90mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig 5.7.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
39.21 N/mm2.
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Fig.5.7 Details of Joints GB2-GKC-TS and GB2-GKC-TC
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The loading point was kept at a distance of 1760 mm from the near face of the column
and the joint was subjected to monotonic loading using load control.

5.2.1.3 Joint GB3-GKU-CS

The joint specimen GB3-GKU-CS is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under
monotonic loading at SERC, Chennai (2006). The details of joint are shown in Fig.5.8.
The cross-section of the beam is 400 mm X 400 mm, and the length of beam from the
near face of column to free end is 1500 mm on either side. The total percentage
longitudinal reinforcement in the beam is 5.09 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 400 mm X 400 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 3840 mm with free length from near face to free end of
1720 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.57 %
distributed as shown in Fig.5.8.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 16Φ stirrups at a spacing of 125 mm c/c.
The rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 280 mm c/c.
The arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.8.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
44.75 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1360 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to monotonic loading using load control.

5.2.1.4 Joint GB3-GKC-CS

The joint specimen GB3-GKC-CS is a cross-shaped, confined joint tested under
monotonic loading at SERC, Chennai (2006). Details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.9.
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Fig.5.8 Details of Joint GB3-GKU-CS and GB3-GKU-CC

The cross-section of the beam is 400 mm X 400 mm, and the length of beam from the
near face of column to free end is 1500 mm on either side. The total percentage
longitudinal reinforcement in the beam is 5.09 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 400 mm X 400 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 3840 mm with free length from near face to free end of
1720 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.57 %
distributed as shown in Fig.5.9.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 16Φ stirrups at a spacing of 125 mm c/c.
The rectangular ties in columns were provided with 6Φ ties at a spacing of 150 mm c/c.
The arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.9.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
45.67 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1360 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to monotonic loading using load control.
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5.2.1.5 Joint GB2-GKU-CS

The joint specimen GB2-GKU-CS is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under
monotonic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.10.
The cross-section of the beam is 400 mm X 500 mm, and the length from the near face of
column to free end is 1500 mm on both sides. The total percentage longitudinal
reinforcement in the beam is 5.09 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 400 mm X 470 mm, and the total length of beam, from
top end to bottom end is 3600 mm with free length from near face to free end of 1550
mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.52 % equally
distributed on all four sides.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 12Φ stirrups at a spacing of 125 mm c/c.
The rectangular ties in columns were provided with 12Φ ties at a spacing of 190mm c/c.
The arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.10.
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The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
46.21 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1250 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to monotonic loading using load control.
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Fig.5.10 Details of Joints GB2-GKU-CS and GB2-GKU-CC
5.2.2 Cyclic Tests

Nine medium sized joints were tested under quasi-cyclic loading. The details are given
below.

5.2.2.1 Joint GB2-GKU-TC

The joint specimen GB2-GKU-TC is a T-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasicyclic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint
GB2-GKU-TS described above and are shown in Fig.5.6.
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The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
41.608 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1760 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The cycles were
incremented at an interval of 30 mm with two cycles at each step. Therefore the first two
cycles were given with a 30 mm stroke length, next two cycles with 60 mm and next two
with 90 mm stroke length.

5.2.2.2 Joint GB2-GKC-TC

The joint specimen GB2-GKC-TC is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under quasi-cyclic
loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint GB2GKC-TS described above and are shown in Fig.5.7.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
35.864 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1715 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The cycles were
incremented at an interval of 30 mm with two cycles at each step. Therefore the first two
cycles were given with a 30 mm stroke length, next two cycles with 60 mm and next two
with 90 mm stroke length.

5.2.2.3 Joint GB3-GKU-CC

The joint specimen GB3-GKU-CC is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasicyclic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint
GB3-GKU-CS described above and are shown in Fig.5.8.
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The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
50.95 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1360 mm from the near face of the column
and the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, 75 mm and 100 mm maximum
displacements. Each displacement sequence consists of two cycles.

5.2.2.4 Joint GB3-GKC-CC

The joint specimen GB3-GKC-CC is a cross-shaped, confined joint tested under quasicyclic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint
GB3-GKC-CS described above and are shown in Fig.5.9.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
40.71 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1360 mm from the near face of the column
and the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, 75 mm and 100 mm maximum
displacements. Each displacement sequence consists of two cycles.

5.2.2.5 Joint GB2-GKU-CC

The joint specimen GB2-GKU-CC is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasicyclic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint
GB2GKUCS described above and are shown in Fig.5.10.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
46.21 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1250 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control.
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5.2.2.6 Joint II-A

The joint specimen II-A is a T-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasi-cyclic loading
at IIT Kanpur (Jain and Murty 1999). Due to the convenience of using the available test
facility, the joint was rotated by 90 degrees for testing. Therefore, the joint was tested
with column resting horizontally and the beam being vertical. The details of the joint and
boundary conditions are shown in Fig.5.11.
The cross-section of the beam is 200 mm X 400 mm. The length of beam, from the near
face of column to free end is 1350 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement
in the beam is 1.57 % equally distributed on top and bottom. The shear reinforcement in
beam consists of 8Φ stirrups at a spacing of 270mm c/c.
The cross-section of the column is 200 mm X 250 mm, and the total length of column,
from end to end is 2000 mm with free length from near face to free end of column as 800
mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.61% equally
distributed on top and bottom. The shear reinforcement in column consists of 8Φ stirrups
at a spacing of 250mm c/c. The arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.11.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
47.2 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1180 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 5mm, 7.5mm, 10mm, 15mm,
25mm, 40mm and 60mm.

5.2.2.7 Joint II-B

The joint specimen II-B is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under quasi-cyclic loading at
IIT Kanpur (Jain and Murty 1999). The test setup is similar to that of joint II-A.
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Fig.5.11 Details of Joint II-A

The cross-section of the beam is 200 mm X 400 mm. The length of beam, from the near
face of column to free end is 1350 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement
in the beam is 1.57 % equally distributed on top and bottom. The shear reinforcement in
beam consists of 8Φ stirrups at a spacing of 90mm c/c.
The cross-section of the column is 200 mm X 400 mm, and the total length of column,
from end to end is 2000 mm with free length from near face to free end of column as 800
mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.51% distributed
on all four sides. The shear reinforcement in column consists of 8Φ stirrups at a spacing
of 75mm c/c. The arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.12.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
45.8 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1180 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
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sequence consists of three cycles each of 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 5mm, 7.5mm, 10mm, 15mm,
25mm, 40mm and 60mm.
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Fig.5.12 Details of Joint II-B

5.2.2.8 Joint II-C

The joint specimen II-C is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under quasi-cyclic loading at
IIT Kanpur (Jain and Murty 1999). The test setup is similar to that of joint II-A.
The cross-section of the beam is 200 mm X 400 mm. The length of beam, from the near
face of column to free end is 1350 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement
in the beam is 1.57 % equally distributed on top and bottom. The shear reinforcement in
beam consists of 8Φ stirrups at a spacing of 90mm c/c.
The cross-section of the column is 200 mm X 250 mm, and the total length of column,
from end to end is 2000 mm with free length from near face to free end of column as 800
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mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.61% equally
distributed on top and bottom. The shear reinforcement in column consists of 8Φ stirrups
at a spacing of 75mm c/c. The arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.13.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
38.2 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1180 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 5mm, 7.5mm, 10mm, 15mm,
25mm, 40mm and 60mm.
In joint II-C, a special type of hairpin type reinforcement was placed in the joint core
region as shown in Fig.5.13.

5.2.2.9 Joint II-D

The joint specimen II-D is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under quasi-cyclic loading at
IIT Kanpur. The test setup and the details of the joint are exactly similar to that of joint
II-C.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
37.6 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1180 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of three cycles each of 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 5mm, 7.5mm, 10mm, 15mm,
25mm, 40mm and 60mm.
However, in joint II-D, regular transverse ties around column bars were provided in the
joint core instead of special type of hairpin type reinforcement as provided in joint II-C.
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Fig.5.13 Details of Joint II-C

5.3 Large Sized Joints

Large sized joints are classified as those joints whose members have a dimension ranging
from 500 mm to 1000 mm. Eight large sized joints were tested in this experimental
program out of which four were tested under monotonic (static) loading and for were
tested under quasi-cyclic loading.

5.3.1 Static Tests

Four large sized joints were tested under monotonic loading.

5.3.1.1 Joint GB4-GKU-TS

The joint specimen GB4-GKU-TS is a T-shaped, unconfined joint tested under
monotonic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.14.
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Fig.5.14 Details of Joint GB4-GKU-TS and GB4-GKU-TC

The cross-section of the beam is 230 mm X 1000 mm, and the length of beam, from the
near face of column to free end is 2500 mm. The total percentage longitudinal
reinforcement in the beam is 0.85 % equally distributed on top and bottom. In addition to
main reinforcement, six 12 mm diameter bars were provided as side face reinforcement.
The cross-section of the column is 350 mm X 900 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 3610 mm with free length from near face to free end of
1305 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.0 %
distributed as shown in Fig.5.14.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 12Φ stirrups at a spacing of 175mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 12Φ ties at a spacing of 140mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.14
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The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
44.07 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 2275 mm from the near face of the column
and the joint was subjected to monotonic loading using load control.

5.3.1.2 Joint GB4-GKU-CS

The joint specimen GB4-GKU-CS is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under
monotonic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.15.
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Fig.5.15 Details of Joint GB4-GKU-CS and GB4-GKU-CC
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In addition to main reinforcement, six numbers of 12 mm diameter bars were provided as
side face reinforcement.
The cross-section of the beam is 230 mm X 1000 mm, and the length of beam on either
side, from the near face of column to free end is 1400 mm. The total percentage
longitudinal reinforcement in the beam is 0.854 % equally distributed on top and bottom.
The cross-section of the column is 350 mm X 900 mm, and the total length of column,
from top end to bottom end is 3610 mm with free length from near face to free end of
1305 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the column is 1.0 %
distributed as shown in Fig.5.15.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 12Φ stirrups at a spacing of 175mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 12Φ ties at a spacing of 140mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.15.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
46.21 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1190 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to monotonic loading using load control.

5.3.1.3 Joint B3K-U-TS

The joint specimen B3K-U-TS is a T-shaped, unconfined joint tested under monotonic
loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.16.
The cross-section of the beam is 610 mm X 915 mm, and the length of beam, from the
near face of column to free end is 2000 mm. The total percentage longitudinal
reinforcement in the beam is 4.83 % equally distributed on top and bottom. In addition to
main reinforcement, six numbers of 12 mm diameter bars were provided as side face
reinforcement.
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Fig.5.16 Details of Joint B3K-U-TS and B3K-U-TC

The cross-section of the column is also 610 mm X 915 mm, and the total length of
column, from top end to bottom end is 2915 mm with free length from near face to free
end of column is 1000 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the
column is 1.55 % equally distributed on all four sides as shown in Fig.5.16.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 25Φ stirrups at a spacing of 100mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 12Φ ties at a spacing of 175mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.16.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
41.14 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1515 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a monotonic loading using load control.
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5.3.1.4 Joint B3K-C-TS

The joint specimen B3K-C-TS is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under monotonic
loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are shown in Fig.5.17.
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Fig.5.17 Details of Joint B3K-C-TS and B3K-C-TC

The cross-section of the beam is 610 mm X 915 mm, and the length of beam, from the
near face of column to free end is 2000 mm. The total percentage longitudinal
reinforcement in the beam is 4.83 % equally distributed on top and bottom. In addition to
main reinforcement, six numbers of 12 mm diameter bars were provided as side face
reinforcement.
The cross-section of the column is also 610 mm X 915 mm, and the total length of
column, from top end to bottom end is 2915 mm with free length from near face to free
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end of column is 1000 mm. The total percentage longitudinal reinforcement in the
column is 1.55 % equally distributed on all four sides as shown in Fig.5.17.
The shear reinforcement in beam consists of 25Φ stirrups at a spacing of 100mm c/c. The
rectangular ties in columns were provided with 12Φ ties at a spacing of 140mm c/c. The
arrangement of the stirrups and ties is shown in Fig.5.17.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
31.607 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1515 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a monotonic loading using load control.

5.3.2 Cyclic Tests

Four large sized joints were tested under quasi-cyclic loading. The details are given
below.

5.3.2.1 Joint GB4-GKU-TC

The joint specimen GB4-GKU-TC is a T-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasicyclic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint
GB2-GKU-TS described above and are shown in Fig.5.14.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
45.33 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 2275 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of 12 mm, 24 mm, 36 mm and 48 mm maximum displacements. Each
displacement sequence consists of two cycles.
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5.3.2.2 Joint GB4-GKU-CC

The joint specimen GB4-GKU-CC is a cross-shaped, unconfined joint tested under quasicyclic loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint
GB4-GKU-CS described above and are shown in Fig.5.15.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
46.21 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1190 mm from the face of the column and the
joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of 12 mm, 18 mm, 27 mm and 36 mm maximum displacements. Each
displacement sequence consists of two cycles.

5.3.2.3 Joint B3K-U-TC

The joint specimen B3K-U-TC is a T-shaped, unconfined joint tested under cyclic
loading at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint B3K-UTS described above and are shown in Fig.5.16.
The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
33.55 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1515 mm from the near face of the column
and the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm and 100 mm maximum displacements. Each
displacement sequence consists of three cycles.

5.3.2.4 Joint B3K-C-TC

The joint specimen B3K-C-TC is a T-shaped, confined joint tested under cyclic loading
at SERC, Chennai. The details of the joint are exactly similar to the joint B3K-C-TS
described above and are shown in Fig.5.17.
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The mix proportion adopted was 1:1.657:2.63 with a water/cement (W/C) ratio of 0.46.
The average 28 days compressive strength of the standard 15 cm cube was obtained as
42.328 N/mm2.
The loading point was kept at a distance of 1515 mm from the near face of column and
the joint was subjected to a quasi-cyclic loading using displacement control. The load
sequence consists of 25 mm, 50 mm, and 75 mm maximum displacements. Each
displacement sequence consists of three cycles.
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6. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

In this work, Non-linear Static Pushover Analysis has been used as a tool to generate the
load-displacement plot for beam-column joints. In pushover analysis, the structure or the
structural element is pushed by gradually incrementing the load and the corresponding
displacement is determined. The method requires the characteristics of member under
load to be provided as input. For example, moment-rotation characteristics for a member
under bending load, shear force-deformation characteristics for a member acted upon by
shear force, axial load-deformation characteristics for a member acted upon by axial
force. Until it is known that a member will not fail in some particular mode, it is required
that all the characteristics be determined and used for analysis for all the members. For
example, it is not required to generate the axial force-deformation characteristics for a
beam, which is not acted upon by any axial force (or a small constant axial force). The
generation of these characteristics in turn needs the stress-strain models for concrete and
steel as explained in chapter 4. Therefore, the analysis procedure consists of using stressstrain models (as explained in chapter 4) and sectional details (as given in chapter 5) to
generate moment-rotation and shear force-deformation characteristics (as explained in
this chapter), which are then used to perform pushover analysis and obtain loaddeformation plots (as shown in chapter 7). The procedure for generating the abovementioned characteristics and to perform pushover analysis is explained here.

6.1 The Stress-Strain models for concrete and steel

As explained in Chapter 4, various stress-strain models have been proposed in the past
for concrete. However, to arrive at a good balance between simplicity and accuracy, two
models namely Kent and Park model (1971) and modified Kent and Park model (Park,
Priestley and Gill 1982) have been utilized in this work. Fig. 6.1 shows a comparison
between the Kent and Park model and modified Kent and Park model for confined
concrete.
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As discussed earlier and seen from Fig 6.1, both the models take into account the
additional ductility due to confinement, however, only modified Kent and Park model
takes into account the increase in strength due to confinement.

fc
Kf c′
f c′

Unconfined concrete
Kent and Park Model
Modified Kent and Park Model

0.2 Kf c′
0.2 f c′

0.002K
0.002

εc

Fig 6.1 Stress-strain models for concrete

These two stress-strain models are used to generate the moment-curvature characteristics
for the section. The procedure for generating moment-curvature characteristics is
described below.

6.2 Moment-Rotation characteristics

Moment-rotation curve for a member is a plot showing the strength and deformation for
the member in terms of moment and corresponding rotation that the member will
undergo. These are derived from the moment-curvature characteristics of its section,
which is a representation of strength and deformation of the section in terms of moment
and corresponding curvature of the section.

6.2.1 Moment-Curvature characteristics (Park and Pauley 1975)

Consider a small element of length ‘dx’ of a flexural member acted upon by equal
moments ‘M’ and axial force ‘P’, as shown in Fig 6.2.
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θ
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εc
kd

M

kd

P
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φ

M
d

P
NA

dx

(a) Element of member

(b) Strain distribution

Fig 6.2 Deformation of a flexural member

‘R’ is the radius of curvature measured up to the neutral axis. The rotation ‘θ’ between
the ends of the element is given by

θ=
∴

dx ε c dx
=
R
kd

(6.1)

1 εc
=
R kd

(6.2)

Now, 1/R is the curvature at the element (rotation per unit length of the member).
Therefore,

curvature, ϕ =

εc
kd

(6.3)
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It can be seen that the curvature φ is the gradient of the strain profile at the element.
The relationship between moment ‘M’ and curvature ‘φ’ is given by classical elastic
equation
M
f E
= =
I
y R

(6.4)

Considering the first and last terms of equation (6.4), we get,

ϕ=

1 M
=
R EI

(6.5)

EI is the flexural rigidity of the section and is equal to the slope of the M-φ curve. With
the increase in moment, cracking of concrete reduces the flexural rigidity of the section.
Therefore, up to the first crack, the M-φ curve is perfectly linear (since the slope ‘EI’ is
constant (Fig 6.3). After the first crack, flexural rigidity and hence the slope of the curve
reduces to some extent. The curve is still almost linear since cracking is not excessive. As
the member yields, there is excessive cracking due to which, the flexural rigidity and
therefore the slope of the curve reduces to an extremely low value.

Yielding
Moment, M

Lightly reinforced
member
Heavily reinforced
member
First Cracking

(a) A flexural member

(b) M-φ Curve

Curvature, φ

Fig 6.3 Moment-Curvature characteristics for singly reinforced beam section

The post yield behavior of the section depends mainly on the steel content. For lightly
reinforced structure (under-reinforced structure), when the steel yields, a large increase in
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curvature occurs at nearly constant bending moment. The moment rises slowly to a
maximum due to an increase in the internal lever arm, then decreases. In case of heavily
reinforced structure (over reinforced structure), the failure can be quite brittle unless the
concrete is confined by closed stirrups at close centers. If the concrete is not confined, the
concrete crushes at a relatively small curvature before the steel yields, casing an
immediate decrease in the moment carrying capacity.

6.2.2 Theoretical determination of moment-curvature characteristics

Theoretical determination of moment-curvature characteristics for reinforced concrete
sections with flexure and axial load is based on the following assumptions.

1. Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending.
2. Stress-strain curves for both concrete and steel are known.
3. Tension carrying capacity of concrete is neglected.

The curvatures associated with a range of bending moments and axial loads may be
determined using these assumptions and from the requirements of strain compatibility
and equilibrium of forces.
Consider a reinforced concrete section as shown in Fig 6.3 (a). Let the section be acted
upon by an axial force ‘P’. To determine its moment-curvature relationship, the first step
is to assume a strain profile as shown in Fig 6.4 (b). The strain profile can be fixed by
assuming the strain at the extreme compression fiber ‘εcm’ and the neutral axis depth ‘kd’.
Corresponding to the assumed strain profile, the distribution of concrete stress over the
compressed part of the section is determined using the stress-strain curve for concrete
(Fig 6.4 (c)). The strains in reinforcement at different levels can be determined from
similar triangles of strain profile. For reinforcement bar ‘i' at a depth ‘di’, the strain ‘εsi’ is
given by
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ε si = ε cm

kd − di
kd

(6.6)
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Fig 6.4 Theoretical moment-curvature determination

The stresses fs1, fs2, fs3… corresponding to strains εs1, εs2, εs3… may then be found from
stress-strain curve for reinforcing steel. The steel compressive forces, Cs or tensile forces,
Ts may be found by multiplying steel stresses and the areas of steel.

Csi or Tsi = f si Asi

(6.7)

To determine the concrete compressive force, Ccon and its position from extreme
compression fiber, γkd the stress block of concrete is converted to an equivalent
rectangular stress block having width equal to mean stress, α f c′ and depth kd. The stress
block parameters α and γ are calculated so that the total compressive force Ccon and its
point of application from extreme compression fiber, γkd are same for both the actual
stress block and equivalent rectangular stress block. For different levels of extreme
compression fiber strain, εcm the stress blocks are shown in Fig 6.5 (b). The equivalent
rectangular stress block is shown in Fig 6.5 (c). The values of α and γ is different for
different levels of εcm.
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The mean stress factor, α and the centroid factor, γ for any strain εcm at the extreme
compression fiber can be determined for rectangular sections from the stress-strain
relationship as follows
Area under stress-strain curve =

ε cm

∫

f c d ε c = α f c′ε cm

0

ε cm

∴α =

∫

fc d ε c

0

(6.8)

f c′ε cm

First moment of area about origin of area under stress-strain curve

=

ε cm

∫

f cε c d ε c = (1 − γ )ε cm

0

ε cm

∫

fc d ε c

0

ε cm

∫ ε c fc dε c

∴γ = 1 −

0

ε cm

ε cm

∫

(6.9)

fc d ε c
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(b) Stress blocks
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Fig 6.5 Stress blocks at different extreme compression fiber strain

The compressive force in concrete is given by
Ccon = α f c′bkd

(6.10)

acting at a distance of γkd from the extreme compression fiber.
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The force equilibrium equations can be written as
n

P = α f c′bkd + ∑ f si Asi

(6.11)

⎛D
⎞ n
⎛D
⎞
M = α f c′bkd ⎜ − γ kd ⎟ + ∑ f si Asi ⎜ − di ⎟
⎝2
⎠ i =1
⎝2
⎠

(6.12)

i =1

Where,
n = Number of reinforcement bars
fsi = Stress in the ith bar
Asi = Area of ith bar
D = Total depth of section
d = Effective depth of the section
di = depth of ith bar from extreme compression fiber
The corresponding curvature is given by

ϕ=

ε cm
kd

(6.13)

The theoretical moment-curvature relationship for a given axial load level may be
determined by incrementing the concrete strain at the extreme compression fiber, εcm. For
each value of εcm the neutral axis depth kd that satisfies the force equilibrium is found b
adjusting kd until equation (6.11) is satisfied. For the flexure only case, P = 0. The
moment M corresponding to the assumed εcm is then calculated using equation (6.12). The
corresponding curvature is given by equation (6.13). By carrying out the calculation for a
range of εcm values, the moment-curvature characteristics can be plotted.
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6.2.2.1 Equivalent compressive stress block parameters

The equivalent stress block parameters are calculated using equation (6.8) and (6.9) for
different values of εcm depending on whether εcm lies in zone AB, BC or CD of Kent and
Park model or modified Kent and Park model.

1. Stress block parameters for Kent and Park model
Region ‘AB’: εcm ≤ 0.002
Using equation (4.1) in equations (6.8) and (6.9) we get

ε ⎤
1 − cm ⎥
⎢
0.002 ⎣ 0.006 ⎦

(6.14)

⎡ 2 ⎛ ε cm ⎞ ⎤
⎢ 3 − ⎜ 0.008 ⎟ ⎥
⎝
⎠⎦
γ = 1− ⎣
⎡ ⎛ ε cm ⎞ ⎤
⎢1 − ⎜ 0.006 ⎟ ⎥
⎠⎦
⎣ ⎝

(6.15)

α=

ε cm ⎡

Region ‘BC’: 0.002 ≤ εcm ≤ ε20,c
Using equations (4.1) and (4.2) in equations (6.8) and (6.9) we get

α=

1 ⎡ 0.004
Z
2⎤
+ (ε cm − 0.002) − ( ε cm − 0.002 ) ⎥
⎢
ε cm ⎣ 3
2
⎦

(6.16)
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2
⎡ ⎡⎛ 2
⎤
⎛ε 3
0.002 ) ⎞
(
ε
(0.002)3 ⎞ ⎤ ⎥
cm
⎢ ⎢⎜
⎥
⎟ − Z ⎜ cm − 0.001ε cm 2 +
−
⎟
⎜
12 ⎟
6
⎝ 3
⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎥
1 ⎢ ⎢⎣⎝ 2
⎠
⎢
⎥
γ = 1−
2
2 ⎞⎤
ε cm ⎢ ⎡⎛
⎥
⎛
ε cm
0.002 ⎞
(0.002)
− 0.002ε cm +
⎢ ⎢⎜ ε cm −
⎟⎥ ⎥
⎟−Z⎜
3 ⎠
2
⎝ 2
⎠ ⎦⎥ ⎥
⎢ ⎣⎢⎝
⎣
⎦

(6.17)

Region ‘CD’: εcm > ε20,c
Using equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.7) in equations (6.8) and (6.9) we get

α=

1 ⎡ 0.004 0.32
⎤
+
+ 0.2ε cm − 0.0004 ⎥
⎢
Z
ε cm ⎣ 3
⎦

⎡
⎤
0.00064 0.83
−6
1.2667
10
×
+
+ 2 + 0.1ε cm 2 ⎥
⎢
1
Z
6Z
⎢
⎥
γ = 1−
0.004 0.32
ε cm ⎢
⎥
−
+ 0.2ε cm − 0.0004
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
3
Z

(6.18)

(6.19)

2. Stress block parameters for Modified Kent and Park model

Region ‘AB’: εcm ≤ 0.002K
Using equation (4.10) in equations (6.8) and (6.9) we get

α=

ε cm

ε cm ⎤
⎡
1−
⎢
0.002 K ⎣ 0.006 K ⎥⎦

(6.20)
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⎡ 2 ⎛ ε cm ⎞ ⎤
⎢ 3 − ⎜ 0.008 K ⎟ ⎥
⎝
⎠⎦
γ = 1− ⎣
⎡ ⎛ ε cm ⎞ ⎤
⎢1 − ⎜ 0.006 K ⎟ ⎥
⎠⎦
⎣ ⎝

(6.21)

Region ‘BC’: 0.002K ≤ εcm ≤ ε20m,c
Using equations (4.10) and (4.11) in equations (6.8) and (6.9) we get

α=

Z
1 ⎡ 0.004 K
2⎤
+ (ε cm − 0.002 K ) − m ( ε cm − 0.002 K ) ⎥
⎢
2
ε cm ⎣ 3
⎦

(6.22)

⎡ ⎡⎛ 2 ( 0.002 K )2 ⎞
⎤
⎛ε 3
(0.002 K )3 ⎞ ⎤ ⎥
⎢ ⎢⎜ ε cm −
⎥
⎟ − Z m ⎜ cm − 0.001K ε cm 2 +
⎟
⎜
⎟
12
6
⎝ 3
⎠ ⎦⎥ ⎥
1 ⎢ ⎣⎢⎝ 2
⎠
⎢
⎥ (6.23)
γ = 1−
2
2 ⎞⎤
ε cm ⎢ ⎡⎛
⎥
⎛
ε cm
0.002 K ⎞
(0.002 K )
− 0.002 K ε cm +
⎢ ⎢⎜ ε cm −
⎟⎥ ⎥
⎟ − Zm ⎜
3 ⎠
2
⎝ 2
⎠ ⎦⎥ ⎥
⎢ ⎣⎢⎝
⎣
⎦

Region ‘CD’: εcm > ε20m,c
Using equations (4.10), (4.11) and (4.13) in equations (6.8) and (6.9) we get

α=

⎤
1 ⎡ 0.004 K 0.32
+
+ 0.2 K ε cm − 0.0004 K ⎥
⎢
ε cm ⎣ 3
Zm
⎦

⎡
0.00064 K 0.83
−6 2
2⎤
×
+
+
+
ε
1.2667
10
K
0.1
⎢
⎥
cm
Zm
6Z m 2
1 ⎢
⎥
γ = 1−
0.004 K 0.32
⎥
ε cm ⎢
−
+ 0.2 K ε cm − 0.0004 K
⎢
⎥
3
Zm
⎣
⎦

(6.24)

(6.25)
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6.2.2.2 Algorithm for moment-curvature determination

The following steps shall be carried out to determine moment-curvature characteristics
for a given section and axial load.

1. Assume a value of concrete strain at the extreme compression fiber, εcm.
2. Assume a value of neutral axis depth, kd.
3. Calculate stress block parameters α and γ for assumed value of εcm using appropriate
equation based on the region in which εcm lies and assumed stress-strain model.
4. Calculate total compressive force in concrete, Ccon using equation (6.10).
5. Calculate strains at different levels of steel using equation (6.6) and find the
corresponding stresses in reinforcement bars using the stress-strain curve for steel.
6. Calculate the compressive (Csi) and tensile (Tsi) forces in reinforcement bars using
equation (6.7).
7. Check whether the force equilibrium condition (equation (6.11) is satisfied.
8. If equation (6.11) is satisfied then the assumed value of kd is correct. Else assume a
new value of kd and Go To step 4.
9. Calculate the moment of resistance, M using equation (6.12), and the corresponding
curvature, φ using equation (6.13).
10. Repeat steps 1 to 9 for a range of εcm.
11. Plot M- φ curve.

A computer program was developed following the above-described procedure to obtain
the M- φ characteristics.
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6.2.3 Determination of moment-rotation from moment-curvature characteristics

Curvature is defined as rotation per unit length of the member. Therefore, the rotation of
a member may be calculated by integrating the curvatures along the length of the
member. The rotation between any two points A and B of the member is given by

B

θ AB = ∫ ϕ dx

(6.26)

A

where dx is an element of length of the member.

Since φ = M/EI (equation (6.5)), we have,

B

M
dx
EI
A

θ AB = ∫

(6.27)

This is a generalization of first moment-area theorem and it applies to both elastic and
plastic curvatures. These equations can be used to calculate rotation of a member if we
know the moment-curvature characteristics and the distribution of bending moment.

6.2.3.1 Relationship between curvature and rotation

Consider a cantilever beam subjected to a concentrated load at its free end as shown in
Fig 6.6 (a). The bending moment diagram and the curvature distribution within elastic
range are shown in Fig 6.6 (b) and (c) respectively.
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Fig 6.6 Cantilever beam and its curvature distribution within elastic range

From equation (6.27), we get,
L

θ AB = ∫
0

L

Mx
Px
dx = ∫
dx
EI
EI
0

Since P and EI are constant (within elastic range), we get,

θ AB =

PL2 ML ϕ L
=
=
2 EI 2 EI
2

(6.28)

Equation (6.28) is valid till the beam is within elastic range, i.e., up to yield point.
Therefore we have, yield rotation,

θy =

ϕyL
2

(6.29)

For the reinforced concrete member that has reached the ultimate curvature and bending
moment at critical section, the curvature distribution is no more linear, owing to the
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cracking in the member. Figs 6.7 (a), (b) and (c) show a cantilever beam, its bending
moment diagram and curvature distribution respectively at ultimate moment.

P

B

x

A

L
(a) Cantilever beam
lp

(φu – φy)
Mx

Mu

φu
φx=Mx/EI

x
(b) BMD

(c) Curvature diagram

Fig 6.7 Cantilever beam and its curvature distribution at ultimate moment

As can be seen, the region of inelastic curvature is spread over a length of the beam. This
region is that, where the bending moment exceeds the yield moment of the section. The
curvature fluctuates because of the increased rigidity of the member between the cracks.
The rotation of the member at the ultimate condition can be obtained from the actual
curvature distribution using equation (6.26). Since the curvature distribution along the
length of the member is complex, it is very difficult to use equation (6.26) to calculate the
rotation. Therefore, the curvature diagram is idealized as shown by dotted line in Fig 6.7
(c). The inelastic area at the ultimate stage can be replaced by an equivalent rectangle
having height equal to (φu – φy) and width equal to the plastic hinge length, lp. The plastic
hinge length, lp is the equivalent length of the plastic hinge over which the plastic
curvature is assumed to be constant. The width lp is so chosen that the area of the
assumed rectangle is equal to that of the actual inelastic curvature distribution. Therefore,
the plastic rotation is given as
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θ p = (ϕ u − ϕ y ) l p

(6.30)

The total rotation at the ultimate moment is given as

θu = θ y + θ p

(6.31)

Therefore, for a cantilever beam as shown,

θu = ϕ y

L
+ ϕu − ϕ y l p
2

(

)

(6.32)

As seen by above equations, if the moment-curvature characteristics and the geometry of
the member are known, the only unknown to determine the moment-rotation
characteristics is the plastic hinge length, lp.

6.2.3.2 Plastic hinge length formulations

Various empirical expressions have been proposed by investigators for the equivalent
length of plastic hinge lp.
1. Baker’s formula for members with unconfined concrete (Park and Pauley 1975,
Baker 1956, ICE 1962, Baker and Amarakone 1964)
1/ 4

⎛z⎞
l p = k1k2 k3 ⎜ ⎟
⎝d⎠

d

(6.33)

where,

k1

= 0.7 for mild steel and 0.9 for cold worked steel

k2

= 1 + 0.5Pu/P0, where Pu = axial compressive force in the member and

P0 = axial compressive strength of member without bending moment.
k3

= 0.6 when f c′ = 35.2 N/mm2 or 0.9 when f c′ = 11.7 N/mm2, assuming

f c′ = 0.85 × f ck
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z

= Distance of critical section from point of contraflexure

d

= effective depth of the member.

2. Baker’s formula for members confined by transverse steel (Park and Pauley 1975,
Baker and Amarakone 1964)

⎛z⎞
l p = 0.8k1k3 ⎜ ⎟ c
⎝d⎠

(6.34)

where, c is the neutral axis depth at the ultimate moment and the other symbols
have the previous meaning.
3. Corley’s formula (Park and Pauley 1975, Corley 1966)

⎛z⎞
l p = 0.5d + 0.2 d ⎜ ⎟
⎝d⎠

(6.35)

where symbols have the same meaning as given above.
4. Mattock’s formula (Park and Pauley 1975, Mattock 1967)

l p = 0.5d + 0.05 z

(6.36)

5. Sawyer’s formula (Park and Pauley 1975, Sawyer 1964)

l p = 0.25d + 0.075 z

(6.37)

6. Pauley-Priestley formula (Pauley and Priestley 1992)

l p = 0.08 z + 0.022db f y

(MPa)

(6.38)
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where,

db = diameter of main reinforcing bars
fy = yield strength of reinforcement bars, in MPa
In addition to above formula, Pauley and Priestley (1992) also recommend using an
approximation of lp = 0.5d

6.3 Shear force-deformation characteristics

It is possible that a reinforced concrete member may fail in shear instead of flexure. The
behavior of reinforced concrete member at failure in shear is distinctly different from its
behavior in flexure. In shear, the beam fails abruptly without sufficient advanced
cracking. Therefore, it is necessary that shear force-deformation characteristics shall be
determined in addition to the moment-rotation characteristics to get the true picture of the
failure.

6.3.1 Theoretical prediction of shear force-deformation characteristics (Watanabe
and Lee 1998)

To predict the shear force-deformation characteristics, an incremental analytical approach
(Watanabe and Lee 1998) was followed. The model is based on the truss mechanism. In
the analysis, the stirrup strain is gradually increased with a small increment and the
resisting shear at each step is calculated.
Fig 6.8 shows (a) truss model, (b) moment diagram and (c) axial strain distributions of
diagonally cracked concrete member sections where the member has an anti-symmetric
moment distribution along member axis. The section A-A is the assumed critical section
for shear, at a distance of jt from the maximum moment section.
Fig 6.8 (d) shows the stress state of a concrete element at the centroidal axis of the
assumed critical shear failure section. The stress state is characterized by a biaxial stress
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field in the concrete and a uniaxial tension field in the shear reinforcement. Kupfer and
Bulicek (1991) gave the equilibrium condition of stresses and compatibility condition of
strains for the concrete element shown.

l
jt
T
jt

as

as

A

A

a

M V
C

jt
C

VM

A

A

T

(a) Truss Model
Mcr
Mcr
(b) Moment diagram

jt/2
εx

εx
(c) Axial strain distributions
-σc

-σd
-σ2

τc

τc

δ
φ

θ

-σ1

90 - φ

τ
-σy
(d) Stress state of concrete element at
the centroidal axis of section A-A

Fig 6.8 Modeling of members and stress state of concrete element
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In Fig 6.8,

jt

=

Distance between upper and lower stringers

l

=

Clear span length

as

=

Shear span

M

=

Bending moment

V

=

Shear force

Mcr

=

Moment at the critical section for shear

C

=

Flexural compressive force at the beam end sections

T

=

Flexural tensile force at the beam end sections

τ

=

Horizontal shear stress in concrete due to external shear

τc

=

Shear stress at cracked surface due to aggregate interlock

σc

=

Normal stress at cracked surface due to aggregate interlock

σd

=

Normal stress in concrete parallel to crack inclination

σ1, σ2

=

Principal stresses in the concrete element

σy

=

Vertical compressive stress of the concrete element induced from

shear reinforcement.

φ

=

Diagonal crack inclination

θ

=

Inclination of principal compressive stress

δ

=

Angle between φ and θ

a

=

Average spacing of diagonal cracks measured perpendicular to the

cracks.

6.3.1.1 Equilibrium condition of stresses

The equilibrium condition of stresses is defined by following equations

σd = −

2τ
− 2τ c cot 2ϕ + σ c
sin 2ϕ

τ = τ c + (σ c − σ y ) cot ϕ

(6.39)

(6.40)
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σ y = − ρ w f ws

(6.41)

Here, ρw is the ratio of shear reinforcement and fws is the stress of shear reinforcement at
each loading step in the incremental analysis, which is obtained from the stress-strain
curve for the shear reinforcement.
The principal stresses of concrete, σ1 and σ2 are given by
1
2⎝

σ 1,2 = ⎛⎜ σ d + σ c ±

(σ d − σ c )2 + 4τ c 2 ⎞⎟
⎠

(6.42)

The crack inclination, φ is given by is given by

n
⎛n⎞
cot ϕ = − + 1 + ⎜ ⎟
2
⎝2⎠

n=

2

σ xf
τf

(6.43)

(6.44)

where, σxf is the axial stress and τf is the shear stress at the centroidal axis due to load
effect just before diagonal cracking. For beams since, σxf = 0, therefore φ = 45 degrees.
The angle, δ between φ and θ is calculated by

tan 2δ =

2τ c
−σ d + σ c

(6.45)

Therefore, the inclination of the principal compressive stress, θ is given as

θ = ϕ −δ

(6.46)
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6.3.1.2 Compatibility condition of strains

Fig 6.9 shows the strain state of diagonally cracked concrete at the centroidal axis of
section A-A of Fig 6.8 (a). In Fig 6.9, εx and εy are the smeared strains of cracked concrete
in x and y directions respectively, and ε10 and ε20 are the tensile and compressive principal
strains of the concrete itself respectively.

jt/2

εy

jt/2

ε20
εx

φ

ε10
θ

φ

Fig 6.9 Strain state of cracked concrete at the centroidal axis of section A-A

In any considered direction, the smeared strain of cracked concrete ε results from the
strain of concrete ε0 and the smeared strains εw and εv due to crack opening w and crack
shear displacement v, respectively. That is

ε = ε0 + ε w + εv

(6.47)

Then the smeared strains εx and εy in x and y directions can be expressed as

ε x = ε x 0 + ε xw + ε xv

(6.48)

ε y = ε y 0 + ε yw + ε yv

(6.49)

The concrete strains εx0 and εy0 in x and y directions can be derived from the principal
strains ε10 and ε20 of the concrete as
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ε x 0 = ε10 sin 2 θ + ε 20 cos 2 θ

(6.50)

ε y 0 = ε10 cos 2 θ + ε 20 sin 2 θ

(6.51)

The smeared uniaxial strains εxw and εyw and shear strains εxv and εyv of cracked concrete
in both x and y directions are expressed as

ε xw = sin 2 ϕ ×

w
a

(6.52)

ε yw = cos 2 ϕ ×

w
a

(6.53)

ε xv = − sin ϕ cos ϕ ×
ε yv = sin ϕ cos ϕ ×

v
a

v
a

(6.54)
(6.55)

Using equations (6.48) through (6.55), we get the expressions for the smeared strains, w/a
and v/a, due to diagonal cracks as

w
= ε x + ε y − ε10 − ε 20
a

(6.56)

v
sin 2 ϕ − sin 2 θ
cos 2 ϕ − sin 2 θ
= ε y tan ϕ − ε x cot ϕ − ε10
+ ε 20
sin ϕ cos ϕ
sin ϕ cos ϕ
a

(6.57)

6.3.1.3 Constitutive laws

Constitutive laws proposed by Kupfer and Gerstle (1973) are used to calculate the
principal concrete strains ε10 and ε20, corresponding to the stresses σ1 and σ2 obtained
from equation (6.42).
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ε10 =

ε 20 =

σ1 + σ 2
9Ks

σ1 + σ 2
9Ks

+

2σ 1 − σ 2
6Gs

(6.58)

+

2σ 2 − σ 1
6Gs

(6.59)

Ks and Gs are the secant compressive and shear modulus, respectively and are expressed
as follows
1.8
⎛
⎛ τ ⎞ ⎞
0
⎜
⎟ ⎟
K s = 17000 1 − 1.6 ⎜
⎜⎜
⎜ ν f ′ ⎟ ⎟⎟
⎝ c ⎠ ⎠
⎝

(MPa)

(6.60)

2.5
⎛
⎛ τ ⎞ ⎞
0
⎜
⎟ ⎟
Gs = 13000 1 − 3.5 ⎜
⎜⎜
⎜ ν f ′ ⎟ ⎟⎟
⎝ c ⎠ ⎠
⎝

(MPa)

(6.61)

where τ0 is the octahedral stress given by

τ0 =

2
⋅ σ 12 + σ 2 2 − σ 1σ 2
3

(6.62)

and ν f c′ is the reduced uniaxial compressive strength of concrete (defined as effective
compressive strength of concrete). For the failure criteria of concrete, it is assumed that
the compressive failure of concrete occurs when the principal compressive stress σ2 in the
cracked concrete attains the effective compressive strength ν f c′ . The effect of principal
stress σ1 on the failure criteria is ignored because its value is very small. The value of

ν f c′ is given by
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ν f c′ =

ν f c′ =

f c′
350w / a
1.0 +
f c′0.1

(MPa) for f c′ ≤ 70MPa

( f c′ − 70)
70
+
(1.0 + 230 w / a ) ⎛
⎜ 1.0 + 170( w / a)
⎝

70 / fc′

⎞
⎟
⎠

(MPa) for f c′ > 70MPa

(6.63)

(6.64)

The shear stress, τc and normal stress, σc due to aggregate interlock at cracked surface are
obtained using Li et al model (Lee, Maekawa, Okamura 1991) and are given by

τ c = 3.83 f c′1/ 3

v2
w2 + v 2

⎛

(MPa)

wv ⎞
⎛ w⎞
⎟− 2 2 ⎟
⎝ v ⎠ w +v ⎠

σ c = −3.83 f c′1/ 3 ⎜ 0.5π − tan −1 ⎜
⎝

(6.65)

(MPa)

(6.66)

The average spacing of shear cracks, a is given by

ρ
1
2
=5 w +
a
ds
jt

(6.67)

where ds is the diameter of shear reinforcement.
The stress and strain of the shear reinforcement, fdc and εdc corresponding to the diagonal
cracking are given by

f dc =

Qs
ρ w ⋅ b ⋅ jt ⋅ cot ϕ

(6.68)
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ε dc =

f dc Asw
Ec ⋅ b ⋅ s + Es ⋅ Asw

(6.69)

where Qs is the shear force at diagonal cracking given by
Qs = vc ⋅ b ⋅ d

(6.70)

where,
Ec is the elastic modulus of concrete,
Es is the elastic modulus of shear reinforcement, and
vc is the shear strength of the concrete without shear reinforcement.
The value of vc as recommended by Indian Standard (IS 456:2000, Rangan 1972) is given
by

vc =

0.8 f ck

(

)

1 + 5β − 1

6β

(MPa)

(6.71)

where,

β=

0.116 f ck bd
≥ 1.0
100 Ast

(6.72).

The value of vc as recommended by ACI (ACI 318-08) is given by
(a) For members subjected to shear and flexure only

vc =

f c′
6

(psi)

(6.73)
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(b) For members subjected to axial compression in addition to shear and flexure

⎛
P
vc = ⎜1 +
⎜ 14 Ag
⎝

⎞ f c′
(psi)
⎟⎟
⎠ 6

(6.74)

where, P is the axial force (in N), and Ag is the gross area of the section (in mm2).

6.3.2 Algorithm for prediction of shear characteristics

The following steps shall be carried out to determine the shear characteristics for a given
section and axial load.

1. Set w = 0, v = 0.
2. Calculate φ and a using equations (6.43) and (6.67) respectively.
3. Calculate vc and hence Qs.
4. Calculate fdc and εdc using equations (6.68) and (6.69) respectively.
5. Set ε y = ε dc .
6. Increment ε y . ε y = ε y + Δε y
7. Calculate fws as a function of εy from stress-strain curve.
8. Assume a value of Δw and Δv. Increment w and v . w = w + Δw, v = v + Δv .
9. Calculate ν f c′ using equation (6.63) or (6.64).
10. Calculate Δτc, Δσc, Δτ, Δσd, Δσ1, and Δσ2 to satisfy stress equilibrium using
equations (6.65), (6.66), (6.40), (6.39), (6.42) respectively.
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Δf = f ( w + Δw, v + Δv) − f ( w, v) .
11. Calculate Δθ, ΔKs, and ΔGs using equations (6.46), (6.60) and (6.61).
12. Calculate Δε10 and Δε20 to satisfy strain compatibility using equations (6.58) and
(6.59) respectively.
13. Calculate Δw and Δv using equations (6.56) and (6.57).
14. If the calculated value of Δw and Δv are same as the values assumed in step 8, then
the new value of w and v are given by w = w + Δw, v = v + Δv . Else assume a new
value of Δw and Δv and go to step 8.
15. Calculate ΔV = (Δτ)bd. V = V + ΔV.
16. If current V is smaller than previous V, then stop else go to step 6.
A computer program was developed following the above-described procedure to
obtain the shear characteristics.

6.4 Pushover Analysis

Pushover analysis is a tool to obtain the load-displacement plot for a structure or a
member. It involves applying loads to the model of the structure incrementally, i.e.,
pushing the structure, and plotting the total applied force and the associated displacement
at each increment. With the increase in the magnitude of loading, the weak links and
failure modes of the structure are found.
The overall capacity of the structure depends on the strength and deformation capacities
of the individual components of the structure. Therefore, the analysis requires the
geometry of structure, loading pattern, hinge locations and hinge properties in terms of
moment-rotation characteristics, shear force-deformation characteristics etc for each and
every member to be given as input.
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In pushover analysis, the load is first applied to the model of the structure and is
increased linearly until some of the members yield. At this point, the hinge formation
takes place at the yielding locations. The load and corresponding displacement is
recorded at this point. The structural model is now modified to take into account the
hinge formation. The load is again increased linearly until some other members yield.
The procedure is repeated till failure and the load-displacement curve is plotted.
The procedure to perform pushover analysis is described below in detail with the help of
an example.

6.4.1 Pushover analysis of a portal frame

Consider a single bay single storey portal frame structure subjected to a concentrated
lateral load P as shown in Fig 6.10. Let the cross-section for both beam and column be
200mm X 200mm.

P

B

C

δ

L
L

A

D

Fig 6.10 Portal frame structure for pushover analysis

The dimensions and properties are enlisted below
L =

4m

E =

2.5 x 1010 N/m2

B =

0.2m
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D =

0.2m

I

1.333 x 10-4 m4

=

Let us assume elastic-perfectly plastic moment-rotation characteristics for the section as
shown in Fig 6.11. The yield moment is assumed to be 100kN-m and the ultimate
rotation is assumed as 0.05rad. The elastic rotation is not needed since, that depends on
the elastic stiffness of the structure and is equal to the elastic rotation corresponding to
the yield moment.

M
My

θy

θu

θ

Fig 6.11 Moment-rotation characteristics for the members of frame

The salient points of the M-θ curve are
My = 100 kN-m
θy = Rotation corresponding to the yield moment (depends on the elastic stiffness of
the structure)
θu = 0.05 rad
The bending moment diagram for the frame is shown in Fig 6.12.
By elastic analysis, we get,
Base moments, M AB = M DC =

4
PL
14

(6.75)
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MBA = (3/14)PL

MCB = (3/14)PL
MCD = (3/14)PL

MBC = (3/14)PL

MAB = (4/14)PL

MDC = (4/14)PL

Fig 6.12 Bending moment diagram of the frame

End moments, M BA = M BC = M CB = M CD =

3
PL
14

Base rotations, θ A = θ D = 0 (Fixed base)

(6.76)
(6.77)

Joint rotations, θ B = θ C =

0.0714 PL2
2 EI

(6.78)

Lateral displacement, δ =

0.1190 PL3
2 EI

(6.79)

Since the maximum bending moment occurs at the base of the structure, the hinges will
be formed first at the end of the columns i.e. at ends A and D. These hinges will be
formed at a load P which will correspond to a moment My at these locations. Therefore,
the load corresponding to first hinge formation P1 can be obtained by equating the
moment due to this load at the ends A and D to the yield moment My.
4
P1L = M y
14

(6.80)

In our case, L = 4m and My = 100kN-m.
Putting these values in equation (6.79), we get,
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P1 =

14 M y 14 100
= ×
= 87.5kN
4 L
4
4

The corresponding joint rotation and lateral displacement can be obtained by putting the
value of P1 in equations (6.77) and (6.78) respectively. Therefore,
0.0714 P1L2
0.0714 × 87.5 × 1000 × 42
=
= 0.015rad
θ B1 = θ C1 =
2 EI
2 × 2.5 ×1010 ×1.333 × 10−4

δ1 =

0.1190 P1L3
0.1190 × 87.5 × 1000 × 43
=
= 0.1m
2 EI
2 × 2.5 × 1010 × 1.333 × 10−4

End moments, M AB = M DC =

4
× 87.5 × 4 = 100kN-m
14

Joint moments, M BA = M BC = M CB = M CD =

3
× 87.5 × 4 = 75kN-m
14

At this step, corresponding to P = 87.5kN, the moment at ends A and D reach the yield
value and therefore, a plastic hinge formation takes place at these locations.

P

B

C

δ

L
L

A

D

Fig 6.13 Modified model of Portal frame structure
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The structure will now act as a hinged base portal frame and therefore, a new modified
model of the structure is required. The modified model is shown in Fig 6.13.
For this structure, from elastic analysis we get,
Base moments, M AB = M DC = 0 (Hinged base)

(6.81)

PL
2

(6.82)

End moments, M BA = M BC = M CB = M CD =
PL2
Base rotations, θ A = θ D =
3EI

(6.83)

Joint rotations, θ B = θ C =

PL2
12 EI

(6.84)

Lateral displacement, δ =

PL3
4 EI

(6.85)

Ends B and C have already received a moment of 75kN-m due to P1. The moment
carrying capacity of members is 100kN-m. Therefore, additional moment that the
members can take before formation of hinges is equal to 100 – 75 = 25kN-m. The
additional load P2add corresponding to the second hinge formation can be obtained by
equating the expression for end moments (equation (6.82)) to 25kN-m. That is,

P2 add × 4
= 25kN-m ⇒ P2 add = 12.5kN
2
Therefore the total load on the structure corresponding to second hinge formation is given
by
P2 = P1 + P2 add = 87.5 + 12.5 = 100kN
The additional base rotations due to P2add are obtained as (equation (6.83))
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θ A2 add = θ D 2 add =

12.5 ×103 × 42
= 0.02rad
3 × 2.5 ×1010 × 1.333 × 10−4

Similarly, the additional joint rotations due to P2add are obtained as (equation (6.84))

θ B 2 add = θ C 2 add =

12.5 ×103 × 42
= 0.005rad
12 × 2.5 × 1010 × 1.333 × 10−4

Adding these rotations to the rotations in the first step, we get the total base and joint
rotations at this step as

θ A2 = θ D 2 = θ A1 + θ A2 add = θ D1 + θ D 2 add = 0 + 0.02 = 0.02rad , and
θ B 2 = θ C 2 = θ B1 + θ B 2 add = θ C1 + θ C 2 add = 0.015 + 0.005 = 0.02rad .

The additional roof displacement, due to P2add is obtained as (equation (6.85))

δ 2 add

12.5 × 103 × 43
=
= 0.06m
4 × 2.5 × 1010 × 1.333 × 10−4

Adding this displacement to the displacement in the first step, we get the total roof
displacement at this step as

δ 2 = δ1 + δ 2 add = 0.1 + 0.06 = 0.16m

At this step, corresponding to P = 100kN, the moment at ends B and C also reach the
yield value and therefore, a plastic hinge formation takes place at these locations also in
addition to ends A and D. The structure will now form a mechanism and will not be able
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to resist any further loads and will only undergo displacement. The modified model of the
structure and the mechanism formed is shown in Fig 6.14.
At this step, the mechanism has been formed and from geometry of the structure it is
clear that, θ A = θ B = θ C = θ D = θ .

δ
P

B

C
L

L

A

θ

D

Fig 6.14 Mechanism formed by Portal frame structure

Also, we have,

δ =θ × L

(6.86)

At the end of second step, the member end rotations were 0.02rad. The total rotational
capacity of the members is 0.05rad (Fig 6.11). Therefore the additional rotational
capacity of the members left is θ 3add = 0.05 − 0.02 = 0.03rad.
The additional displacement that the structure can undergo is obtained as (equation 6.86))

δ 3add = θ 3add × L = 0.03 × 4 = 0.12m

The total roof displacement at the end of this step is given by
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δ 3 = δ 2 + δ 3add = 0.16 + 0.12 = 0.28m

The results of the pushover analysis for the above structure are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Results of pushover analysis
Step, I

Load Pi (kN)

θA, θD (rad)

θB, θC (rad)

Deflection, δ (m)

Remarks

0

0

0

0

0

Initialization

1

87.5

0

0.015

0.1

First yield

2

100

0.02

0.02

0.16

Mechanism

3

100

0.05

0.05

0.28

Ultimate

Plotting the values given in Table 6.1, we get the load-displacement curve or the capacity
curve for the structure. The capacity curve for the above-analyzed structure is shown in
Fig 6.15. As seen above, the pushover analysis is a sequential elastic analysis in which
we modify the structure at each step to take into account the non-linear characteristics of
the members. The curve becomes smoother if the number of elements in the structure is
large or if the input moment-rotation characteristics given are curvilinear.
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Load (kN)

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Roof displacement (m)

Fig 6.15 Load-displacement plot for the portal frame structure

Using the procedure explained in this chapter, all the joints given in chapter 5 were
analyzed to obtain the load-displacement curves. The results of the analysis are given in
next chapter.
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6.5 Finite Element Modeling of Beam-Column Joints

Linear Elastic Column
Element

Column Joint
Hinge

Beam Hinge
Beam Joint Hinge

Linear Elastic Beam
Element

Column Hinge

Fig 6.16 Finite Element Model of Beam-Column Joint

Fig 6.16 shows the concept of finite element modeling used for analysis of beam-column
joints. SAP2000 Nonlinear software was used to perform the nonlinear static analysis of
the joints. 3D beam elements were used to model beam and column members of the joint.
Nonlinear moment and shear hinges were assigned at the ends of the members. However,
the software provides only the option to connect the members through a single rigid node
and does not allow to model joint core and its nonlinear characteristics. In order to model
the joint core and its nonlinearity, an indirect but simplified way was followed. The
members were divided into two parts one modeled as a part of joint core and other as the
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beam or column. The same nonlinear hinge (for beam and column) was assigned to the
corresponding portion of the member modeled as a part of the joint core. The end offsets
were used to model the finite dimension of the core with a rigidity factor of 0.5.
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7. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

All the reinforced concrete beam-column joints, whose details were provided in chapter
5, were tested under the specified loading and analyzed with the procedure explained in
the previous chapter. The experimental results were either in the form of monotonic loaddeformation plots (for joints tested under monotonic loading) or in the form of cyclic
hysteretic load-deformation loops (for joints tested under quasi-cyclic loading). All the
analytical results are available in the form of static pushover curves i.e. the monotonic
load-deformation plots. For comparison of analytical and experimental results, the
analytical curves were directly compared with the monotonic load-deformation plots or
with the envelope of the cyclic hysteretic load-deformation loops depending on whether
the joint was tested under monotonic loading or quasi-cyclic loading respectively.
Experimental evidences from the past (Karsan and Jirsa 1969, Popovics 1973, Sinha et al
1964) have shown the envelope curve to be almost identical to the curve obtained from
monotonic load application.

7.1 Small Sized Joints

Eight small sized joints (having maximum dimension up to 200 mm) were tested and
analyzed in this program out of which two were tested under monotonic (static) loading
and six were tested under quasi-cyclic loading. The experimental and analytical results
are given below.

7.1.1 Monotonically loaded joints

Two small sized joints were tested under monotonic loading. Both the experimental and
analytical results are available in the form of load v/s displacement plots.
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7.1.1.1 Joint M

The details of joint are given in article 5.1.1.1.

(a) Section Properties

The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The moment-curvature characteristics for the sections
are obtained using Kent and Park model for stress-strain curve for concrete (Fig 4.5) and
plastic hinge length is calculated using Baker’s model for plastic hinge length for
confined sections (equation 6.34). The shear force-deformation characteristics are
calculated for both beam and column using procedure given in article (6.3). The salient
points of the moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation
characteristics obtained for both beam and column sections for Joint M are given in
Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 respectively.

Table 7.1 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint M
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

0.52

0 (First Crack)

0.52

0 (First Crack)

1.15

0.0015

1.15

0.0014

1.23

0.005

1.23

0.0049

1.19

0.018

1.19

0.0178
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Table 7.2 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint M
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

6.13

0 (First Crack)

6.13

0 (First Crack)

8.62

0.021

8.62

0.021

10.15

0.031

10.15

0.031

11.26

0.0484

11.26

0.0484

The rotation and deformation for the case of first crack is given as zero because it
depends on the uncracked elastic stiffness of the structure and is therefore calculated by
the software itself.

(b) Load-deformation plot

The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in
Fig7.1.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. The little difference in the initial loading curve is visible due to the fact that the
experimental results do not show the point of first cracking, however, the analytical
results do so. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results as well, as
shown in Fig 7.2, the analytical results come further close to the experimental
observations. In this case, the analytical results were restricted to the level up to which
the experimental results were available i.e. 10 mm. However, the actual curve in both the
cases may go appreciably beyond this point.
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Fig 7.1 Load-displacement plot for joint M
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Fig 7.2 Load-displacement plot for joint M without 1st crack
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(c) Failure Prediction

As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that
both beam and column have equal strength. At any instant of time, the shear force in the
beam, Vb, is equal to the load applied, P (plus the self weight of the beam), and the shear
force in column, Vc, is equal to the horizontal reaction from the support, H. The moment
at the end of the beam is equal to the load applied, P, multiplied by the shear span, a
(distance of the load from the face of column). The moment at the end of the column is
equal to the horizontal reaction at support, H multiplied by the distance of support to the
face of the beam, l. Referring Fig.5.1, we have,
a = 350 mm
l = 400 mm
Therefore,
Shear force in beam, Vb = Load applied, P (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in beam, Mb = 0.35 P (kN-m)
Shear force in column, Vc = Horizontal reaction, H (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in column, Mc = 0.40 H (kN-m)

Taking moments about the point of intersection of axes of beam and column, we get,
P × (0.35 + 0.10 / 2) = 2 × H × (0.40 + 0.10 / 2)

⇒ H = 0.444 P

Therefore,
Shear force in column, Vc = 0.444P
Bending moment at critical section in column, M c = 0.40 × 0.444 P = 0.18P
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The loads corresponding to different failure modes can now be found out as

(i) For moment hinge formation in beam
Yield moment for beam = 1.15 kN-m (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is equal to
M b = 0.35P ⇒ P =

Mb
1.15
⇒P=
= 3.29 kN
0.35
0.35

(ii) For moment hinge formation in column
Yield moment for column = 1.15 kN-m (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is
M c = 0.18P ⇒ P =

Mc
1.15
⇒P=
= 6.39 kN
0.18
0.18

(iii) For shear hinge formation in beam
Yield shear force for beam = 8.62 kN (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is
Vb = P ⇒ P = 8.62 kN
(iv) For shear hinge formation in column
Yield shear force for column = 8.62 kN (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is
Vc = 0.444 P ⇒ P =

Vc
8.62
=
= 19.41 kN
0.444 0.444

Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the specimen failed due to cracking in beam. The
flexural cracks were observed near the column face of the beam. (The crack pattern is

not available). Therefore, it is clear that the experimental observations match closely with
the analytical predictions.
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(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.1 and 7.2, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. The analysis was limited to that value of
ultimate displacement up to which the experimental results were available. It can be seen
that the initial elastic portion of the analytical curve matches exactly with that of the
experimental curve, which means that the stiffness of the structure is nicely modeled. The
yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load and ultimate displacement (restricted by
experimental result) are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.3 below.

Table 7.3 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for M
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

3.28

3.29

0.30

Yield displacement (mm)

1.90

1.80

5.26

Ultimate load (kN)

3.80

3.52

7.30

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

10

10

0

Ductility Ratio*

5.26

5.55

5.23

*

The results are restricted to an ultimate displacement of 10 mm.

7.1.1.2 Joint DB312M

The details of joint are given in article 5.1.1.2.

(a) Section Properties
The salient points of the moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation
characteristics obtained for both beam and column sections for Joint DB312M are given
in Table7.4 and Table 7.5 respectively.
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Table 7.4 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint DB312M
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

4.677

0 (First Crack)

4.677

0 (First Crack)

20.57

0.00868

20.57

0.00868

24.30

0.0153

24.30

0.0153

24.36

0.0216

24.36

0.0216

19.42

0.067

19.42

0.067

Table 7.5 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint DB312M
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

15.50

0 (First Crack)

15.50

0 (First Crack)

18.54

0.0340

18.54

0.0340

26.67

0.0506

26.67

0.0506

32.58

0.0646

32.58

0.0646

(b) Load-deformation plot

The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.3 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. In this case, the point of first cracking is shown in both the experimental and
analytical curves, therefore, the initial loading curve matches closely for both the cases.
Also, it is clear that there is an appreciable amount of strength degradation after which,
there is a sudden collapse, in both the observations.
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Fig 7.3 Load-Displacement plot for Joint DB312M

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that
both beam and column have equal strength. Calculating the loads corresponding to
various failure modes, it is found that the minimum failure load corresponds to the mode
of flexural failure of beam.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the specimen suffered damage in the form of a wide
flexural crack at the junction of beam and column face, and diagonal cracks in the joint
region (the crack pattern is not available). Therefore, it is clear that the experimental
observations match closely with the analytical predictions. The cracks in the beam might
have propagated in the joint region, thereby causing shear cracks in the core.
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(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.3, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and analytical
load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength degradation
before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the experimental
displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect to
experimental ultimate load. The maximum displacement corresponds to the collapse
state. The ultimate ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate displacement to the
yield displacement and the maximum ductility is calculated as the ratio of maximum
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load,
ultimate displacement, maximum displacement at collapse and ductility are given in
Table 7.6 below, and are found to be in good agreement.

Table 7.6 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for DB312M
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

13.32

13.58

1.91

Yield displacement (mm)

38.43

32.96

14.23

Ultimate load (kN)

16.52

16.08

2.66

144.22

144.22

0

Maximum displacement (mm)

204.52

208.3

1.81

Ultimate Ductility Ratio*

3.75

4.37

14.19

Maximum Ductility Ratio#

5.32

6.31

15.68

Ultimate displacement (mm) *
#

*

Corresponding to 0.85 times experimental ultimate load.

#

Corresponding to maximum displacement at collapse.
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7.1.2 Cyclically loaded joints

Six small sized joints were tested under cyclic loading. The experimental results obtained
in the form of hysteretic loops are converted to envelope and compared with analytical
results available in the form of load v/s displacement plots.

7.1.2.1 Joint S-1

The details of joint are given in article 5.1.2.1.

(a) Section Properties

The salient points of the moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation
characteristics obtained for both beam and column sections for Joint S-1 are given in
Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 respectively.

Table 7.7 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint S-1
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

3.13

0 (First Crack)

3.60

0 (First Crack)

15.40

0.00534

25.80

0.00294

19.49

0.01182

33.12

0.00523

19.58

0.0169

33.12

0.00926

16.64

0.027

28.73

0.0443
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Table 7.8 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint S-1
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

20.29

0 (First Crack)

20.44

0 (First Crack)

28.83

0.046

28.97

0.047

36.92

0.078

37.05

0.079

51.95

0.19

52.04

0.192

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation envelope plots for the joint are
compared in Fig 7.4 below.
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Fig 7.4 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint S-1

It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. The little difference in the initial loading curve is visible due to the fact that the
experimental results do not show the point of first cracking, however, the analytical
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results do so. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results as well, as
shown in Fig 7.5 below, the analytical results come further close to the experimental
observations.
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Fig 7.5 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint S-1 without 1st crack

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column.
Referring Fig.5.3, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we have,
a = 600 mm
l = 800 mm
Therefore,
Shear force in beam, Vb = Load applied, P (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in beam, Mb = 0.60 P (kN-m)
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Shear force in column, Vc = Horizontal reaction, H (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in column, Mc = 0.80 H (kN-m)

Taking moments about the point of intersection of axes of beam and column, we get,
P × (0.60 + 0.20 / 2) = 2 × H × (0.80 + 0.20 / 2)
⇒ H = 0.389 P

Therefore,
Shear force in column, Vc = 0.389P
Bending moment at critical section in column, M c = 0.80 × 0.389 P = 0.311P

The loads corresponding to different failure modes can now be found out as

(i) For moment hinge formation in beam
Yield moment for beam = 15.40 kN-m (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is equal to
M b = 0.60 P ⇒ P =

Mb
15.40
⇒P=
= 25.67 kN
0.60
0.60

(ii) For moment hinge formation in column
Yield moment for column = 25.80 kN-m (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is
M c = 0.311P ⇒ P =

Mc
25.80
⇒P=
= 82.96 kN
0.311
0.311

(iii) For shear hinge formation in beam
Yield shear force for beam = 28.83 kN (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is
Vb = P ⇒ P = 28.83 kN
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(iv) For shear hinge formation in column
Yield shear force for column = 28.97 kN (Table 7.1). Corresponding load is
Vc = 0.389 P ⇒ P =

Vc
28.97
=
= 74.47 kN
0.389 0.389

Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam. However, since the load corresponding to shear failure of beam is

also very close to that corresponding to flexural failure, it is to be expected that diagonal
shear cracks should also be formed in the beam. Therefore the failure should take

place in a combined flexure-shear failure mode.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the specimen suffered damage in the form of both
flexural and diagonal shear cracks, however the first major crack appeared at the

junction of beam and column face. The crack pattern is shown in Fig 7.6 below. The
flexural and flexure-shear cracks are clearly visible. Therefore, it is clear that the
experimental observations match closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.4 and 7.5, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength
degradation before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the
experimental displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect
to experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load,
ultimate displacement and ductility are given in Table 7.9 below, and are found to be in
good agreement.
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Fig 7.6 Experimentally observed crack pattern of joint S-1

Table 7.9 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for S-1
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

26.28

25.39

3.39

Yield displacement (mm)

5.65

5.24

7.25

Ultimate load (kN)

31.22

32.35

3.49

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

16.57

16.57

0

2.93

3.16

7.28

*

Ductility Ratio
*

Corresponding to 0.85 times experimental ultimate load.

7.1.2.2 Joint S-3

The details of joint S-3 are given in article 5.1.2.2.
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(a) Section Properties
The salient points of the moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation
characteristics obtained for both beam and column sections for Joint S-3 are given in
Table 7.10 and Table 7.11 respectively.

Table 7.10 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint S-3
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

3.13

0 (First Crack)

4.10

0 (First Crack)

15.40

0.00534

25.70

0.00294

19.49

0.01182

32.28

0.00523

19.58

0.0169

32.82

0.00926

16.64

0.027

28.24

0.0443

Table 7.11 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint S-3
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

20.29

0 (First Crack)

20.44

0 (First Crack)

28.83

0.046

28.97

0.047

36.92

0.078

37.05

0.079

51.95

0.19

52.04

0.192

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation envelope plots for the joint are
compared in Fig 7.7 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results in the initial loading curve. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical
results as well, as shown in Fig 7.8, the analytical results come further close to the
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experimental observations. However, there is appreciable difference in the post yield
portion of the experimental and analytical curves.
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Fig 7.7 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint S-3
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Fig 7.8 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint S-3 without 1st crack
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This can be attributed to the fact that there was additional axial load on column, which
changed the failure pattern and crack location (Mukherjee 2006). However, since beam is
the weaker member in this joint, therefore, the axial load on column did not affect the
analytical results. Another reason for this difference may be the actual characteristic
strength of the concrete used for the casting of this joint. Since joints S-1 and S-3 were
cast at separate dates, there might be some difference in the characteristic strength of the
mix. The actual cube strength varied from 30 N/mm2 to 37 N/mm2. However, in the
analysis the average compressive strength value of 34.33 N/mm2 has been used for both
the cases.

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column. Referring Fig. 5.3, and following the
calculations shown in article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the
flexural failure of beam requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam. However, since the load corresponding to shear failure of beam is

also very close to that corresponding to flexural failure, it is to be expected that diagonal
shear cracks should also be formed in the beam. Therefore the failure should take

place in a combined flexure-shear failure mode.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the specimen suffered damage in the form of both
flexural and diagonal shear cracks, however the first major crack appeared at the

junction of beam and column face. The crack pattern is shown in Fig 7.9 below. The
flexural and flexure-shear cracks are clearly visible. Therefore, it is clear that the
experimental observations match closely with the analytical predictions.
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Fig 7.9 Experimentally observed crack pattern of joint S-3

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.7 and 7.8, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint in the initial loading part. However, there
is certain difference in the post yield observations in case of experiment and analysis The
yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load, ultimate displacement and ductility are
given in Table 7.12 below, and are found to be in good agreement.

Table 7.12 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for S-3
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

27.66

25.39

8.20

Yield displacement (mm)

6.01

5.24

12.81

Ultimate load (kN)

35.98

32.35

10.08

Ultimate displacement (mm)

22.1

18.7

15.38

Ductility Ratio*

3.68

3.57

2.99
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7.1.2.3 Joint S-4

The details of joint S-4 are given in article 5.1.2.3.

(a) Section Properties
The salient points of the moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation
characteristics obtained for both beam and column sections for Joint S-4 are given in
Table 7.13 and Table 7.14 respectively.

Table 7.13 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint S-4
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

3.13

0 (First Crack)

4.15

0 (First Crack)

15.40

0.00534

25.70

0.00294

19.49

0.01182

32.28

0.00523

19.58

0.0169

32.82

0.00926

16.64

0.027

28.24

0.0443

Table 7.14 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint S-4
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

20.29

0 (First Crack)

20.44

0 (First Crack)

28.83

0.046

28.97

0.047

36.92

0.078

37.05

0.079

51.95

0.19

52.04

0.192
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation envelope plots for the joint are
compared in Fig 7.10 below.
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Fig 7.10 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint S-4

It can be seen that there is an appreciable difference in the experimental envelope and
analytical plot. However, the basic nature of both the curves is similar. Even, the yield
and ultimate displacements are in good correspondence. The major difference occurs in
the stiffness and strength of the joint. This can again be attributed to the fact that there
was additional axial load on column, which changed the failure pattern and crack location
(Mukherjee 2006). However, since beam is the weaker member in this joint, therefore,
the axial load on column did not affect the analytical results. Another reason for this
difference may be the actual characteristic strength of the concrete used for the casting of
this joint. Since joints S-1 and S-4 were cast at separate dates, there might be some
difference in the characteristic strength of the mix. The actual cube strength varied from
30 N/mm2 to 37 N/mm2. However, in the analysis the average compressive strength value
of 34.33 N/mm2 has been used for both the cases.
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(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column. Referring Fig. 5.3, and following the
calculations shown in article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the
flexural failure of beam requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam. However, since the load corresponding to shear failure of beam is

also very close to that corresponding to flexural failure, it is to be expected that diagonal
shear cracks should also be formed in the beam. Therefore the failure should take

place in a combined flexure-shear failure mode.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the specimen suffered damage in the form of both
flexural and diagonal shear cracks, however the first major crack appeared at the

junction of beam and column face. The crack pattern is shown in Fig 7.9 below. It can
also be seen that the major flexural crack that was earlier formed exactly at the face of
column in case of joint S-1, has now formed at certain distance (around 15 mm) away
from the face of column. This shall be attributed to the increased axial force on the
column. The flexural and flexure-shear cracks are clearly visible. Therefore, it is clear
that the experimental observations match with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.7 and 7.8, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint in the initial loading part. However, there
is certain difference in the post yield observations in case of experiment and analysis The
yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load, ultimate displacement and ductility are
given in Table 7.9. It can be seen that there is appreciable difference in experimentally
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and analytically obtained yield load and ultimate load. However, the yield displacement,
ultimate displacement and ductility are found to be in excellent agreement.

Fig 7.11 Experimentally observed crack pattern of joint S-4

Table 7.15 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for S-3
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

34.61

25.39

26.64

Yield displacement (mm)

5.13

5.24

2.09

Ultimate load (kN)

37.88

32.35

14.60

Ultimate displacement (mm)

18.3

18.7

2.14

Ductility Ratio*

3.567

3.569

0.05

7.1.2.4 Joint D-1

The details of joint D-1 are given in article 5.1.2.4.
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(a) Section Properties
The salient points of the moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation
characteristics obtained for both beam and column sections for Joint D-1 are given in
Table 7.16 and Table 7.17 respectively.

Table 7.16 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint D-1
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

3.13

0 (First Crack)

3.60

0 (First Crack)

15.40

0.00534

26.70

0.00294

19.5

0.01182

33.73

0.006315

19.62

0.0194

33.71

0.0151

16.66

0.058

28.65

0.085

Table 7.17 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint D-1
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

21.84

0 (First Crack)

21.97

0 (First Crack)

31.43

0.048

31.75

0.049

42.66

0.083

42.86

0.084

65.92

0.186

66.04

0.188

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation envelope plots for the joint are
compared in Fig 7.12 below.
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Fig 7.12 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint D-1

It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. The little difference in the initial loading curve is visible due to the fact that the
experimental results do not show the point of first cracking, however, the analytical
results do so. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results as well, as
shown in Fig 7.13 below, the analytical results come further close to the experimental
observations.
If we compare the load-displacement envelope for the ductile joint D-1 (Fig 7.12), with
that of the corresponding non-ductile joint S-1 (Fig 7.4), we can see a marked difference
in the post yield behavior of the two. The post yield behavior of joint D-1 is much more
ductile as compared with that of S-1. However, the increase in the load carrying capacity
is minimal and can be neglected.

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column. Referring Fig.5.4, and following the
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calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of beam requires minimum load.
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Fig 7.13 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint D-1 without 1st crack

Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam. However, in this case the load corresponding to shear failure of

beam is not so close to that corresponding to flexural failure, therefore, it is to be
expected that mainly flexural cracks should appear on the beam and diagonal shear
cracks shall not be as dominant as in case of S-1. However, still few diagonal shear
cracks may appear in the beam. Therefore the failure should take place in a flexure
dominated failure mode with a few flexure-shear cracks.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure started with the initiation of a flexural
crack in the beam near the face of the column. As the load was increased, the hinge

formation took place and shear cracks propagated inside the joint. The crack pattern is
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shown in Fig 7.14. In the crack pattern, the major flexural and flexure-shear cracks are
clearly visible, which indicate the flexural failure of the beam. Therefore, it is clear that
the experimental observations match closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.12 and 7.13, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength
degradation before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the
experimental displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect
to experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load,
ultimate displacement and ductility are given in Table 7.18 below, and are found to be in
good agreement.

Fig 7.14 Crack pattern of Joint D-1
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Table 7.18 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for D-1
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

25.26

25.39

0.51

Yield displacement (mm)

5.54

5.14

7.22

Ultimate load (kN)

33.42

32.42

2.99

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

33.2

33.2

0

Ductility Ratio*

5.99

6.46

7.28

*

Corresponding to 0.85 times experimental ultimate load.

7.1.2.5 Joint D-2

The details of joint D-2 are given in article 5.1.2.5.

(a) Section Properties
The properties of joint D-2 are exactly same as that of joint D-1. The salient points of the
moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained
for both beam and column sections for Joint D-2 are given in Table 7.19 and Table 7.20
respectively.

Table 7.19 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint D-2
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

3.13

0 (First Crack)

3.60

0 (First Crack)

15.40

0.00534

26.70

0.00294

19.5

0.01182

33.73

0.006315

19.62

0.0194

33.71

0.0151

16.66

0.058

28.65

0.085
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Table 7.20 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint D-2
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

21.84

0 (First Crack)

21.97

0 (First Crack)

31.43

0.048

31.75

0.049

42.66

0.083

42.86

0.084

65.92

0.186

66.04

0.188

(b) Load-deformation plot
The testing of joint D-1 was stopped at a displacement level of around 17 mm. Therefore,
the experimental results are available only up to that displacement level. Consequently,
the analytical results were also stopped at the same displacement level. The experimental
and analytical load-deformation envelope plots for the joint are compared in Fig 7.15
below.
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Fig 7.15 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint D-2

It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results, as shown in Fig
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7.16, the analytical results come further close to the experimental observations. It can
further be noticed that both the experimental and analytical curves for joints D-1 and D-2
are very similar. Therefore, we can also predict that the post yield behavior of joint D-2
may also be similar to that of joint D-1.
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Fig 7.16 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint D-2 without 1st crack

(c) Failure Prediction
The failure prediction is exactly similar to that of joint D-1. The minimum load required
for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment hinge formation in beam.
Therefore the failure should take place in a flexure dominated failure mode with a few
flexure-shear cracks.

(d) Experimental observation
As explained earlier, the experiment was stopped during the loading part only therefore,
no major observation regarding the cracking and failure mode could be made.
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(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.15 and 7.16, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since the post yield results are
unavailable, conclusions could not be made regarding the ductility and ultimate
deformation of the joint. The yield load and displacement obtained from both experiment
and analysis are given in Table 7.21 below, and are found to be in good agreement.

Table 7.21 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for D-2
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

25.26

25.39

0.51

Yield displacement (mm)

5.54

5.14

7.22

Ultimate load (kN)

33.42

32.42

2.99

Ultimate displacement (mm)

NA

NA

NA

Ductility Ratio

NA

NA

NA

7.1.2.6 Joint D-C

The details of joint D-C are given in article 5.1.2.6.

(a) Section Properties
The properties of joint D-C are exactly similar to those of joint M. The salient points of
the moment-rotation characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics
obtained for both beam and column sections for Joint D-C are given in Table7.22 and
Table 7.23 respectively.
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Table 7.22 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint D-C
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

0.52

0 (First Crack)

0.52

0 (First Crack)

1.15

0.0015

1.15

0.0014

1.23

0.005

1.23

0.0049

1.19

0.018

1.19

0.0178

Table 7.23 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint D-C
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

6.13

0 (First Crack)

6.13

0 (First Crack)

8.62

0.021

8.62

0.021

10.15

0.031

10.15

0.031

11.26

0.0484

11.26

0.0484

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in
Fig.7.17 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results (Fig 7.18), the
analytical results come further close to the experimental observations. In this case, the
analytical results were restricted to the level up to which the experimental results were
available i.e. 12.5 mm. However, the actual curve in both the cases may go appreciably
beyond this point.
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Fig 7.17 Load-displacement plot for joint D-C
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Fig 7.18 Load-displacement plot for joint D-C without 1st crack

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that
both beam and column have equal strength. Referring Fig.5.5, and following the
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calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of beam requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the specimen failed due to cracking in beam. The
flexural cracks were observed near the column face of the beam. (The crack pattern is

not available). Therefore, it is clear that the experimental observations match closely with
the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.17 and 7.18, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. The analysis was limited to that value of
ultimate displacement up to which the experimental results were available. The yield
load, yield displacement, ultimate load and ultimate displacement (restricted by
experimental result) are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.24.

Table 7.24 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for D-C
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

3.8

3.29

13.42

Yield displacement (mm)

1.79

1.80

0.56

Ultimate load (kN)

3.80

3.52

7.37

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

12.5

12.5

0

Ductility Ratio*

6.98

6.94

5.23

*

The results are restricted to an ultimate displacement of 12.5 mm.
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7.2 Medium Sized Joints

Fourteen medium sized joints were tested in this experimental program out of which five
were tested under monotonic (static) loading and nine were tested under quasi-cyclic
loading. The experimental and analytical results are given below.

7.2.1 Monotonically Loaded Joints

Five medium sized joints were tested under monotonic loading. Both the experimental
and analytical results are available in the form of load v/s displacement plots.

7.2.1.1 Joint GB2-GKU-TS

The details of joint GB2-GKU-TS are given in article 5.2.1.1.
(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB2-GKU-TS are given in Table 7.25 and Table 7.26
respectively.

Table 7.25 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-TS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

87.03

0 (First Crack)

63.42

0 (First Crack)

557.94

0.00694

233.37

0.00334

780.35

0.00939

252.04

0.00568

812.45

0.0108

253.18

0.0085

712.36

0.031

218.44

0.025
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Table 7.26 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-TS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

234.04

0 (First Crack)

218.38

0 (First Crack)

314.11

0.478

295.28

0.469

366.61

0.804

335.96

0.718

385.48

1.31

355.64

1.178

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.19 below.
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Fig 7.19 Load-displacement plot for joint GB2-GKU-TS

It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results (Fig 7.20), the
analytical results come further close to the experimental observations.
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(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column.
Referring Fig.5.6, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we have,
a = 1760 mm
l = 1570 mm
Therefore,
Shear force in beam, Vb = Load applied, P (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in beam, Mb = 1.760 P (kN-m)
Shear force in column, Vc = Horizontal reaction, H (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in column, Mc = 1.570 H (kN-m)
Taking moments about the point of intersection of axes of beam and column, we get,
P × (1.760 + 0.470 / 2) = 2 × H × (1.570 + 0.500 / 2)
⇒ H = 0.548 P

Therefore,
Shear force in column, Vc = 0.548P
Bending moment at critical section in column, M c = 1.570 × 0.548P = 0.860 P

The loads corresponding to different failure modes can now be found out as
(i) For moment hinge formation in beam
Yield moment for beam = 557.94 kN-m (Table 7.25). Corresponding load is equal to
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M b = 1.760 P ⇒ P =

Mb
557.94
⇒P=
= 317.01 kN
1.760
1.760
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Fig 7.20 Load-displacement plot for joint GB2-GKU-TS without 1st crack

(ii) For moment hinge formation in column
Yield moment for column = 233.37 kN-m (Table 7.25). Corresponding load is
M c = 0.860 P ⇒ P =

Mc
233.37
⇒P=
= 271.36 kN
0.860
0.860

(iii) For shear hinge formation in beam
Yield shear force for beam = 314.11 kN (Table 7.26). Corresponding load is
Vb = P ⇒ P = 314.11 kN
(iv) For shear hinge formation in column
Yield shear force for column = 295.28 kN (Table 7.26). Corresponding load is
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Vc = 0.548 P ⇒ P =

Vc
295.28
=
= 538.83 kN
0.548 0.548

Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the initiation of failure of specimen was due to
cracking in column. The flexural cracks were observed in the column near the face of

the beam. (The crack pattern is not available). Therefore, it can be concluded that the
experimental observations match closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.19 and 7.20, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. The yield load, yield displacement,
ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in
Table 7.27 below.

Table 7.27 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB2-GKU-TS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

275.2

268.4

2.47

Yield displacement (mm)

52.2

49.30

5.56

Ultimate load (kN)

343

286.46

16.48

Ultimate displacement (mm)

153

157.5

2.86

Ductility Ratio

2.93

3.19

8.16
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7.2.1.2 Joint GB2-GKC-TS

The details of joint GB2-GKC-TS are given in article 5.2.1.2.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB2-GKC-TS are given in Table 7.28 and Table 7.29
respectively.

Table 7.28 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB2-GKC-TS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

89.02

0 (First Crack)

65.26

0 (First Crack)

715.0

0.00933

234.62

0.00321

863.60

0.01212

255.36

0.00829

851.87

0.0347

228.15

0.026

Table 7.29 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB2-GKC-TS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

221.83

0 (First Crack)

215.24

0 (First Crack)

320.64

0.429

328.31

0.38

410.48

0.838

458.3

0.80

430.34

1.16

470.67

0.90
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.21 below. The experimental results were obtained only up to a displacement of 95mm
after which the experiment could not be carried out due to certain technical difficulty in
the experimental setup. Therefore, the analytical results were also stopped at the
displacement of 95 mm. However, the joint may undergo further displacement.
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Fig 7.21 Load-displacement plot for joint GB2-GKC-TS

It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results (Fig 7.22), the
analytical results come further close to the experimental observations.

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig.5.7, and following the
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calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the initiation of failure of specimen was due to
cracking in column. The flexural cracks were observed in the column, which

propagated through the joint (Fig 7.23). Certain cracks in beam are also observed since
the load has crossed the cracking load for beam. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
experimental observations match closely with the analytical predictions.
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Fig 7.22 Load-Displacement plot for Joint GB2-GKC-TS without 1st crack
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Front View

Rear View

7.23 Crack pattern for joint GB2-GKC-TS

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.21 and 7.22, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental
and analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. The yield load, yield displacement,
ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in
Table 7.30.
Table 7.30 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB2-GKC-TS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

274.68

264.97

3.54

Yield displacement (mm)

48.0

43.20

10.0

Ultimate load (kN)

353.16

289.03

18.16

Ultimate displacement (mm)*

95.0

95.0

0

Ductility Ratio*

1.98

2.20

10.0

*

The results are restricted to an ultimate displacement of 95 mm.
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7.2.1.3 Joint GB3-GKU-CS

The details of joint GB3-GKU-CS are given in article 5.2.1.3.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB3-GKU-CS are given in Table 7.31 and Table 7.32
respectively.

Table 7.31 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB3-GKU-CS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

47.73

0 (First Crack)

47.73

0 (First Crack)

565.20

0.00792

171.72

0.004227

567.80

0.00904

183.30

0.00714

648.80

0.055

182.16

0.0289

Table 7.32 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB3-GKU-CS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

298.31

0 (First Crack)

185.83

0 (First Crack)

534.83

0.307

236.96

0.382

826.14

0.519

263.80

0.633

934.3

0.599

272.64

0.944
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.24 below. The experimental results were obtained only up to a displacement of 33.5mm
after which the experiment could not be carried out due to certain technical difficulty in
the experimental setup. Therefore, the analytical results were also stopped at the
displacement of 33.5 mm. However, the joint may undergo further displacement.
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Fig 7.24 Load-displacement plot for joint GB3-GKU-CS

It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results.

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig.5.8, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
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Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column. Many major flexural cracks were observed in the column (crack pattern not

available). Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental observations match
closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.24, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. The yield load, yield displacement,
ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in
Table 7.33.

Table 7.33 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB3-GKU-CS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

118.42

129.53

8.58

Yield displacement (mm)

20.0

19.96

0.20

Ultimate load (kN)

149.3

137.8

7.70

Ultimate displacement (mm)*

33.45

33.45

0

Ductility Ratio*

1.67

1.675

0.30

*

The results are restricted to an ultimate displacement of 33.45 mm.
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7.2.1.4 Joint GB3-GKC-CS

The details of joint GB3-GKC-CS are given in article 5.2.1.4.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB3-GKC-CS are given in Table 7.34 and Table 7.35
respectively.

Table 7.34 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB3-GKC-CS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

48.71

0 (First Crack)

48.71

0 (First Crack)

451.65

0.00702

122.8

0.00244

566.41

0.00909

184.56

0.0105

649.72

0.062

155.5

0.034

Table 7.35 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB3-GKC-CS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

299.33

0 (First Crack)

182.9

0 (First Crack)

535.98

0.306

264.90

0.357

827.32

0.517

321.35

0.649

935.47

0.596

334.20

0.88
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.25 below. The experimental results were obtained only up to a displacement of 48mm
after which the experiment could not be carried out due to certain technical difficulty in
the experimental setup. Therefore, the analytical results were also stopped at the
displacement of 48 mm. However, the joint may undergo further displacement.
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Fig 7.25 Load-displacement plot for joint GB3-GKC-CS

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig.5.9, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.
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(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column. Major flexural cracking were observed in the column (Fig 7.26). Therefore, it

can be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions. It may be cautioned that even though the failure mode is due to the flexural
failure of the column, still some cracking in beam has to be expected. This is because the
load has crossed the mark of cracking load for the beam. Also, the cracks initiate due to
the predicted failure mode and afterwards propagate into the joint also.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.25, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and analytical
load-displacement plots for the joint. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.36.

Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.26 Crack pattern for joint GB3-GKC-CS
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Table 7.36 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB3-GKC-CS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

139.65

138.68

0.69

Yield displacement (mm)

40.0

38.66

3.35

Ultimate load (kN)

147.0

139.24

5.28

Ultimate displacement (mm)*

48

48

0

Ductility Ratio*

1.20

1.24

3.23

*

The results are restricted to an ultimate displacement of 48 mm.

7.2.1.5 Joint GB2-GKU-CS

The details of joint GB2-GKU-CS are given in article 5.2.1.5.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB2-GKU-CS are given in Table 7.37 and Table 7.38
respectively.

Table 7.37 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-CS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

77.02

0 (First Crack)

68.05

0 (First Crack)

537.18

0.004813

242.66

0.00486

849.08

0.00773

259.51

0.0104

781.63

0.02216

256.20

0.0312
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Table 7.38 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-CS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

287.45

0 (First Crack)

232.35

0 (First Crack)

611.93

0.48

293.62

0.464

968.44

0.88

334.08

0.79

1027.58

1.0

348.16

1.35

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.27 below. The experimental results were obtained only up to a displacement of 61.45
mm after which the experiment could not be carried out due to certain technical difficulty
in the experimental setup. Therefore, the analytical results were also stopped at the
displacement of 61.45 mm. However, the joint may undergo further displacement.
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Fig 7.27 Load-displacement plot for joint GB2-GKU-CS
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(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig 5.10, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column. Many major flexural cracks were observed in the column (Fig 7.28). Therefore,

it can be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions.

Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.28 Crack pattern for joint GB2-GKU-CS
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(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.27, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and analytical
load-displacement plots for the joint. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.39.

Table 7.39 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB2-GKU-CS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

176.40

189.70

7.01

Yield displacement (mm)

18.69

19.0

1.63

Ultimate load (kN)

217.56

202.72

6.82

Ultimate displacement (mm)*

61.45

61.45

0

Ductility Ratio*

3.29

3.23

1.82

*

The results are restricted to an ultimate displacement of 61.45 mm.

7.2.2 Cyclically Loaded Joints

Nine medium sized joints were tested under cyclic loading. The experimental results
obtained in the form of hysteretic loops are converted to envelope and compared with
analytical results available in the form of load v/s displacement plots.

7.2.2.1 Joint GB2-GKU-TC

The details of joint GB2-GKU-TC are given in article 5.2.2.1.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
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characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for the joint GB2-GKU-TC are given in Table7.40 and Table 7.41
respectively.

Table 7.40 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-TC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

69.35

0 (First Crack)

61.28

0 (First Crack)

547.24

0.00393

237.25

0.00263

778.04

0.00634

254.89

0.00464

825.70

0.0083

255.43

0.00663

714.43

0.030

219.82

0.0265

Table 7.41 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-TC
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

217.02

0 (First Crack)

203.68

0 (First Crack)

308.57

0.454

288.30

0.487

340.65

0.73

322.69

0.754

351.82

1.01

332.96

1.01

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation envelope plots for the joint are
compared in Fig 7.29 below.
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Fig 7.29 Load-Displacement envelope for joint GB2-GKU-TC

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column.
Referring Fig 5.6, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we have,
a = 1760 mm
l = 1570 mm
Therefore,
Shear force in beam, Vb = Load applied, P (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in beam, Mb = 1.760 P (kN-m)
Shear force in column, Vc = Horizontal reaction, H (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in column, Mc = 1.570 H (kN-m)
Taking moments about the point of intersection of axes of beam and column, we get,
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P × (1.760 + 0.470 / 2) = 2 × H × (1.570 + 0.500 / 2)
⇒ H = 0.548 P

Therefore,
Shear force in column, Vc = 0.548P
Bending moment at critical section in column, M c = 1.570 × 0.548P = 0.860 P
The loads corresponding to different failure modes can now be found out as
(i) For moment hinge formation in beam
Yield moment for beam = 547.24 kN-m (Table 7.40). Corresponding load is equal to
M b = 1.760 P ⇒ P =

Mb
547.24
⇒P=
= 310.93 kN
1.760
1.760

(ii) For moment hinge formation in column
Yield moment for column = 237.25 kN-m (Table 7.40). Corresponding load is
M c = 0.860 P ⇒ P =

Mc
237.25
⇒P=
= 275.87 kN
0.860
0.860

(iii) For shear hinge formation in beam
Yield shear force for beam = 308.57 kN (Table 7.41). Corresponding load is
Vb = P ⇒ P = 308.57 kN
(iv) For shear hinge formation in column
Yield shear force for column = 288.3 kN (Table 7.41). Corresponding load is
Vc = 0.548 P ⇒ P =

Vc
288.30
=
= 526.09 kN
0.548 0.548

Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column. In addition to this, since the load corresponding to flexural and
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shear failure of beam are also close, therefore, some flexural-shear cracks in the beam
should also be expected.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the initiation of failure of specimen was due to
cracking in column. The flexural cracks were observed in the column near the face of

the beam (Fig 7.30). Also, flexural-shear cracks were observed in the beam. Lot of
cracks propagated in the joint area. Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental
observations match closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.29, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and analytical
load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength degradation
before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the experimental
displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect to
experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.42 below.

Table 7.42 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB2-GKU-TC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

246.43

268.1

8.08

Yield displacement (mm)

30.0

31.8

5.66

Ultimate load (kN)

291.36

289.2

0.74

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

126

126

0

Ductility Ratio

4.2

3.96

5.71

*Corresponding to 0.85 times experimental ultimate load
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Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.30 Crack Pattern for Joint GB2-GKU-TC

7.2.2.2 Joint GB2-GKC-TC

The details of joint GB2-GKC-TC are given in article 5.2.2.2.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB2-GKC-TC are given in Table 7.43 and Table 7.44
respectively.
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Table 7.43 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB2-GKC-TC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

59.77

0 (First Crack)

52.81

0 (First Crack)

625.08

0.00719

157.24

0.00119

828.80

0.0103

222.54

0.00221

857.17

0.0116

252.86

0.00704

847.60

0.0435

226.63

0.02857

Table 7.44 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB2-GKC-TC
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

243.52

0 (First Crack)

184.98

0 (First Crack)

489.40

0.382

322.01

0.386

746.68

0.673

424.85

0.675

822.86

0.761

449.10

0.781

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.31 below. It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and
analytical results, especially in the loading part of the curve. Since, this is a confined joint
with smaller stirrup and ties spacing, therefore, the maximum displacement obtained by
analysis is more than that obtained in case of corresponding unconfined joint (Fig 7.29),
as expected. However, the maximum displacement attained by the joint during
experiment is found to be lesser than that of the corresponding unconfined joint. This is
contrary to the well-accepted fact that confinement increases ductility or maximum
displacement level. The reason behind such anomalous behavior may be that due to
closer stirrup spacing, and heavily reinforced beam section, a weak plane is formed,
which is responsible of excessive cracking lesser rotational capacity.
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Fig 7.31 Load-displacement envelope for joint GB2-GKC-TC

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig.5.7, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column. However, few flexural shear cracks in the beam shall also be

expected.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column. The flexural cracks were observed in the column, and few flexure-shear cracks

were also observed in the beam (Fig 7.32). Therefore, it can be concluded that the
experimental observations match closely with the analytical predictions.
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Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.32 Crack Pattern for Joint GB2-GKC-TC

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.31, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and analytical
load-displacement envelope for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength degradation
before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the experimental
displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect to
experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.45 below.
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Table 7.45 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB2-GKC-TC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

255.06

256.61

0.60

Yield displacement (mm)

40.0

33.98

15.05

Ultimate load (kN)

297.24

292.6

1.56

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

128

128

0

Ductility Ratio

3.2

3.77

15.12

*

Corresponding to 0.85 times experimental ultimate load

7.2.2.3 Joint GB3-GKU-CC

The details of joint GB3-GKU-CC are given in article 5.2.2.3.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB3-GKU-CC are given in Table 7.46 and Table 7.47
respectively.

Table 7.46 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB3-GKU-CC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

54.35

0 (First Crack)

54.35

0 (First Crack)

570.74

0.00752

136.53

0.00242

572.75

0.00854

175.64

0.00438

542.56

0.055

187.96

0.00957

178.45

0.0289
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Table 7.47 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB3-GKU-CC
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

304.83

0 (First Crack)

193.59

0 (First Crack)

542.31

0.309

245.61

0.384

833.86

0.521

274.79

0.685

1085.92

0.706

283.16

1.126

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.33 below.
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Fig 7.33 Load-displacement plot for joint GB3-GKU-CC

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig.5.8, and following the
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calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column. Many major flexural cracks were observed in the column (Fig 7.34). Therefore,

it can be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.28, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation
in load carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered
same as maximum displacement achieved by the joint. The yield load, yield
displacement, ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are
given in Table 7.48.

Table 7.48 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB3-GKU-CC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

120.0

132.17

9.21

Yield displacement (mm)

20.0

20.21

1.04

Ultimate load (kN)

164.0

140.98

14.04

Ultimate displacement (mm)

86.5

89.3

3.13

Ductility Ratio

4.33

4.42

2.04
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Front View Rear View
Fig 7.34 Crack Pattern for Joint GB3-GKU-CC

7.2.2.4 Joint GB3-GKC-CC

The details of joint GB3-GKC-CC are given in article 5.2.2.4.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB3-GKC-CC are given in Table 7.49 and Table 7.50
respectively.
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Table 7.49 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB3-GKC-CC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

43.42

0 (First Crack)

43.42

0 (First Crack)

430.50

0.0068

115.18

0.00235

562.48

0.00924

170.89

0.00413

646.80

0.0629

181.64

0.0069

182.18

0.0096

153.79

0.0361

Table 7.50 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB3-GKC-CC
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

293.79

0 (First Crack)

176.60

0 (First Crack)

529.60

0.305

257.55

0.355

748.50

0.463

313.85

0.647

856.80

0.542

321.34

0.763

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.35 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the first crack point from the analytical results, the analytical curve
moves further close to the experimental envelope (Fig 7.36).
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Fig 7.35 Load-displacement envelope for joint GB3-GKC-CC
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Fig 7.36 Load-displacement envelope for joint GB3-GKC-CC without 1st crack
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(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig.5.9, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column. Major flexural cracking were observed in the column (Fig 7.37). Therefore, it

can be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.35 and 7.36, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength
degradation before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the
experimental displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect
to experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.51. Since,
this is a confined joint with smaller stirrup and ties spacing, therefore, the maximum
displacement obtained by analysis is more than that obtained in case of corresponding
unconfined joint (Figs 7.35 and 7.36), as expected. However, the maximum displacement
attained by the joint during experiment is found to be lesser than that of the
corresponding unconfined joint. This is contrary to the well-accepted fact that
confinement increases ductility or maximum displacement level. The reason behind such
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anomalous behavior may be that due to closer stirrup spacing, and heavily reinforced
beam section, a weak plane is formed, which is responsible of excessive cracking lesser
rotational capacity.

Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.37 Crack Pattern for Joint GB3-GKC-CC

Table 7.51 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB3-GKC-CC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

132.3

129.06

2.45

Yield displacement (mm)

26.8

20.94

21.86

Ultimate load (kN)

147.0

137.13

6.71

Ultimate displacement (mm)*

72

72

0

Ductility Ratio*

2.69

3.44

21.80

*

Corresponding to experimental deflection at 0.85 times experimental load
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7.2.2.5 Joint GB2-GKU-CC

The details of joint GB2-GKU-CC are given in article 5.2.2.5.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB2-GKU-CC are given in Table 7.52 and Table 7.53
respectively.

Table 7.52 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-CC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

77.02

0 (First Crack)

68.05

0 (First Crack)

537.18

0.004813

242.66

0.00486

849.08

0.00773

259.51

0.0104

781.63

0.02216

256.20

0.0312

Table 7.53 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB2-GKU-CC
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

287.45

0 (First Crack)

232.35

0 (First Crack)

611.93

0.48

293.62

0.464

968.44

0.88

334.08

0.79

1027.58

1.0

348.16

1.35
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.38. It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and
analytical results.

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig 5.10, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column. Major flexural cracks were observed in the column (Fig 7.39). Therefore, it can

be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.38, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation
in load carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered
same as maximum displacement achieved by the joint. The yield load, yield
displacement, ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are
given in Table 7.54.
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Fig 7.38 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint GB2-GKU-CC

Front View Rear View
Fig 7.39 Crack Pattern for Joint GB2-GKU-TC
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Table 7.54 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB2-GKU-CC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

179.34

189.70

5.46

Yield displacement (mm)

24.0

19.0

20.83

Ultimate load (kN)

201.2

202.72

0.75

Ultimate displacement (mm)

80

87.5

8.57

Ductility Ratio

3.33

4.60

27.6

7.2.2.6 Joint II-A

The details of joint II-A are given in article 5.2.2.6.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint II-A are given in Table 7.55 and Table 7.56 respectively.

Table 7.55 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint II-A
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

25.17

0 (First Crack)

9.83

0 (First Crack)

75.88

0.00164

26.60

0.00086

90.58

0.00196

34.01

0.00125

103.55

0.015

36.89

0.00394

32.34

0.0145
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Table 7.56 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint II-A
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

98.13

0 (First Crack)

57.94

0 (First Crack)

146.07

0.514

85.61

0.24

159.84

0.716

100.92

0.38

167.79

1.182

103.27

0.43

(b) Load-deformation plot
Experimental and analytical load-deformation plots are compared in Fig 7.40.
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Fig 7.40 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint II-A

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig 5.11, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load.
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Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in
column and beam column joint region. The beam stub had very little damage (Crack

pattern not available) (Jain and Murty 1999). Therefore, it can be concluded that the
experimental observations match closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.40, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength
degradation before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the
experimental displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect
to experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.57.

Table 7.57 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for II-A
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

59.91

68.72

12.82

Yield displacement (mm)

6.76

8.74

22.65

Ultimate load (kN)

76.08

74.74

1.76

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

22

22

0

3.25

2.52

22.46

*

Ductility Ratio
*

Corresponding to experimental deflection at 0.85 times experimental load
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7.2.2.7 Joint II-B

The details of joint II-B are given in article 5.2.2.7.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint II-B are given in Table 7.58 and Table 7.59 respectively.

Table 7.58 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint II-B
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

24.43

0 (First Crack)

24.43

0 (First Crack)

75.49

0.001586

94.82

0.000816

108.47

0.002237

103.39

0.001382

128.89

0.00860

112.51

0.002655

104.32

0.0195

100.36

0.009462

Table 7.59 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint II-B
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

113.66

0 (First Crack)

107.29

0 (First Crack)

195.97

0.416

221.79

0.450

264.95

0.685

289.84

0.662

281.38

0.836

308.82

0.779
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.41.
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Fig 7.41 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint II-B

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, the joint is a case
of almost equally strong beam column. However, the yield moment is lower in case of
beam than that of column, whereas, the ultimate moment is lesser in case of column than
in case of beam. Referring Fig 5.12, and following the calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c),
we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural failure of beam requires minimum
load.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam.
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(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the beam has numerous flexure cracks and the
flexure crack at the column face dominates the failure. The beam column joint region had
only minor cracks (Crack pattern not available) (Jain and Murty 1999). Therefore, it can
be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.41, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength
degradation before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the
experimental displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect
to experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.60.

Table 7.60 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for II-B
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

93.82

91.92

2.03

Yield displacement (mm)

9.57

7.75

19.02

Ultimate load (kN)

112.8

109.23

3.16

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

45.5

45.5

0

Ductility Ratio*

4.75

5.87

19.08

*

Corresponding to experimental deflection at 0.85 times experimental load
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7.2.2.8 Joint II-C

The details of joint II-C are given in article 5.2.2.8.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint II-C are given in Table 7.61 and Table 7.62 respectively.

Table 7.61 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint II-C
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

20.37

0 (First Crack)

7.96

0 (First Crack)

79.34

0.00158

23.86

0.00083

100.66

0.00233

37.44

0.00152

104.20

0.00895

38.59

0.00469

100.59

0.0172

35.92

0.034

Table 7.62 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint II-C
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

108.61

0 (First Crack)

64.52

0 (First Crack)

190.35

0.414

100.70

0.241

241.61

0.602

122.66

0.342

252.92

0.644

139.84

0.422
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.42.
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Fig 7.42 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint II-C

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig 5.13, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load. However, the load required for flexural failure
of beam is also close to that required for the flexural failure of column.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column. However, flexural cracks in beam are also to be expected.
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(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in beam,
column and beam column joint region (Crack pattern not available). Therefore, it can

be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.42, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength
degradation before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the
experimental displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect
to experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.63.

Table 7.63 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for II-C
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

65.15

66.29

1.72

Yield displacement (mm)

10.0

11.62

13.94

90.21

78.26

13.25

45

45

0

4.5

3.87

14.0

Ultimate load (kN)
Ultimate displacement (mm)
Ductility Ratio*
*

*

Corresponding to experimental deflection at 0.85 times experimental load

7.2.2.9 Joint II-D

The details of joint II-D are given in article 5.2.2.9.
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(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint II-D are given in Table 7.64 and Table 7.65 respectively.

Table 7.64 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint II-D
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

20.05

0 (First Crack)

7.83

0 (First Crack)

79.06

0.00156

23.34

0.000895

100.58

0.00227

37.25

0.00152

104.09

0.00867

38.20

0.004642

100.32

0.01672

37.20

0.03406

Table 7.65 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint II-D
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

108.18

0 (First Crack)

64.26

0 (First Crack)

189.87

0.414

100.41

0.241

241.13

0.602

122.37

0.342

252.44

0.644

139.55

0.422

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.43.
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Fig 7.43 Load-Displacement envelope for Joint II-D

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column. Referring Fig 5.13, and following the
calculations of article 7.1.2.1 (c), we get, that out of all the failure modes, the flexural
failure of column requires minimum load. However, the load required for flexural failure
of beam is also close to that required for the flexural failure of column.
Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the column. However, flexural cracks in beam are also to be expected.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to cracking in beam,
column and beam column joint region (Jain and Murty 1999). Therefore, it can be

concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the analytical
predictions.
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(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.43, there is a fairly good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is appreciable strength
degradation before collapse, therefore, the ultimate displacement is fixed as the
experimental displacement corresponding to a strength degradation of 15%, with respect
to experimental ultimate load. The ductility is calculated as the ratio of this ultimate
displacement to the yield displacement. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load
and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.66.

Table 7.66 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for II-D
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

74.28

67.0

9.80

Yield displacement (mm)

13.56

12.08

10.91

Ultimate load (kN)

82.34

77.45

5.96

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

40

40

0

Ductility Ratio*

2.95

3.31

10.88

*

Corresponding to experimental deflection at 0.85 times experimental load

7.3 Large Sized Joints

Eight large sized joints were tested in this experimental program out of which four were
tested under monotonic (static) loading and four were tested under quasi-cyclic loading.
The experimental and analytical results are given below.

7.3.1 Monotonically Loaded Joints

Four medium sized joints were tested under monotonic loading. Both the experimental
and analytical results are available in the form of load v/s displacement plots.
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7.3.1.1 Joint GB4-GKU-TS

The details of joint GB4-GKU-TS are given in article 5.3.1.1.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB4-GKU-TS are given in Table 7.67 and Table 7.68
respectively.

Table 7.67 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-TS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

168.94

0 (First Crack)

208.23

0 (First Crack)

516.35

0.0032

584.87

0.00137

555.6

0.00658

619.22

0.00322

642.15

0.0155

666.67

0.00783

Table 7.68 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-TS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

355.10

0 (First Crack)

455.18

0 (First Crack)

627.81

1.19

804.52

1.41

843.09

1.99

996.99

2.25

927.01

3.60

1067.70

4.04
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.44 below.
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Fig 7.44 Load-displacement plot for joint GB4-GKU-TS

The results have been restricted to 80 mm in both the cases.

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column.
Referring Fig 5.14, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we have,
a = 2275 mm
l = 1305 mm
Therefore,
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Shear force in beam, Vb = Load applied, P (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in beam, Mb = 2.275 P (kN-m)
Shear force in column, Vc = Horizontal reaction, H (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in column, Mc = 1.305 H (kN-m)
Taking moments about the point of intersection of axes of beam and column, we get,
P × (2.275 + 0.900 / 2) = 2 × H × (1.305 + 1.000 / 2)
⇒ H = 0.755 P

Therefore,
Shear force in column, Vc = 0.755P
Bending moment at critical section in column, M c = 1.305 × 0.755P = 0.985P
The loads corresponding to different failure modes can now be found out as
(i) For moment hinge formation in beam
Yield moment for beam = 516.35 kN-m (Table 7.67). Corresponding load is equal to
M b = 2.275 P ⇒ P =

Mb
516.35
⇒P=
= 226.97 kN
2.275
2.275

(ii) For moment hinge formation in column
Yield moment for column = 584.87 kN-m (Table 7.67). Corresponding load is
M c = 0.985 P ⇒ P =

Mc
584.87
⇒P=
= 593.78 kN
0.985
0.985

(iii) For shear hinge formation in beam
Yield shear force for beam = 627.81 kN (Table 7.68). Corresponding load is
Vb = P ⇒ P = 627.81 kN
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(iv) For shear hinge formation in column
Yield shear force for column = 804.52 kN (Table 7.68). Corresponding load is
Vc = 0.755 P ⇒ P =

Vc
804.52
=
= 1065.59 kN
0.755 0.755

Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to flexural cracking
in beam. The flexural cracks were observed in the beam near the face of the column

(Fig 7.45). Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental observations match
closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.44, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and analytical
load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation in load
carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered same as
maximum displacement achieved by the joint. The yield load, yield displacement,
ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in
Table 7.69 below.

Table 7.69 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB4-GKU-TS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

264.6

220.60

16.63

Yield displacement (mm)

24.67

23.09

6.40

Ultimate load (kN)

323.4

268.90

16.85

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

80

80

0
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Ductility Ratio*
*

3.24

3.46

6.36

Restricted to 80 mm.

Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.45 Crack Pattern for Joint GB4-GKU-TS

7.3.1.2 Joint GB4-GKU-CS

The details of joint GB4-GKU-CS are given in article 5.3.1.2.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB4-GKU-CS are given in Table 7.70 and Table 7.71
respectively.
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Table 7.70 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-CS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

177.14

0 (First Crack)

218.34

0 (First Crack)

424.46

0.00236

459.25

0.00133

530.66

0.0035

587.44

0.00195

581.575

0.0071

625.99

0.00452

644.0

0.0174

670.5

0.01142

Table 7.71 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-CS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

359.13

0 (First Crack)

460.73

0 (First Crack)

632.20

1.19

810.56

1.42

847.59

1.99

1003.17

2.25

936.42

3.88

1073.96

4.04

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.46 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the 1st crack point from the analytical plot, the curve moves further
close to experimental one (Fig 7.47).
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Fig 7.46 Load-displacement plot for joint GB4-GKU-CS

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column.
Referring Fig 5.15, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we get that the minimum load is
required for the flexural failure of beam. Since minimum load required for the hinge
formation is found for the case of moment hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure
mode for the joint should be flexural failure of the beam. However, it can also be
calculated that the load required for the flexural failure of column is also close to that
required for flexural failure of beam. Therefore, cracks should be expected both in
beam as well as in column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to flexural cracking
in beam. Many flexural cracks were observed in the beam as well as in the column

(Fig 7.48). Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental observations match
closely with the analytical predictions.
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Fig 7.47 Load-displacement plot for joint GB4-GKU-CS without 1st crack

Front View
Rear View
Fig 7.48 Crack Pattern for Joint GB4-GKU-CS
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(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.46 and 7.47, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation
in load carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered
same as maximum displacement achieved by the joint. Moreover, the experimental
results were available only up to 64 mm, therefore, the comparison of the results with
analysis is also performed up to 64 mm only. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate
load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.72
below.

Table 7.72 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB4-GKU-CS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

470.4

448.37

4.68

Yield displacement (mm)

22.5

19.55

13.11

Ultimate load (kN)

558.6

534.10

4.38

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

64

64

0

Ductility Ratio *

2.84

3.27

13.15

*

Restricted to 64 mm

7.3.1.3 Joint B3K-U-TS

The details of joint B3K-U-TS are given in article 5.3.1.3.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
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characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint B3K-U-TS are given in Table 7.73 and Table 7.74
respectively.

Table 7.73 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint B3K-U-TS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

350.18

0 (First Crack)

350.18

0 (First Crack)

3541.48

0.00523

1521.94

0.0021

4144.05

0.00694

1601.86

0.0046

4189.20

0.0195

1524.50

0.0138

Table 7.74 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint B3K-U-TS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

818.64

0 (First Crack)

808.27

0 (First Crack)

2578.08

1.07

1394.5

0.885

3705.23

1.64

2078.53

1.64

4204.4

1.89

2331.6

2.63

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.49 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the 1st crack point from the analytical plot, the curve moves further
close to experimental one (Fig 7.50).
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Fig 7.49 Load-displacement plot for joint B3K-U-TS
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Fig 7.50 Load-displacement plot for joint B3K-U-TS without 1st crack

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column.
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Referring Fig 5.16, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we get that the minimum load is
required for the shear failure of column. Since minimum load required for the hinge
formation is found for the case of shear hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure
mode for the joint should be shear failure of the column. Therefore, major shear cracks
should be expected in column, with few flexural shear cracks in beam.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to shear cracking in
column. Many shear cracks were observed in the column along with flexural-shear
cracks in the beam (Fig 7.51). Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental

observations match closely with the analytical predictions

Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.51 Crack Pattern for Joint B3K-U-TS

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.49 and 7.50, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation
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in load carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered
same as maximum displacement achieved by the joint. Moreover, the experimental
results were available only up to 90 mm, therefore, the comparison of the results with
analysis is also performed up to 90 mm only. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate
load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.75
below.

Table 7.75 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for B3K-U-TS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

2100

2110.49

0.50

Yield displacement (mm)

44

43.55

1.02

Ultimate load (kN)

2100

2335.94

10.10

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

90

90

0

Ductility Ratio *

2.04

2.067

1.31

*

Restricted to 90 mm

7.3.1.4 Joint B3K-C-TS

The details of joint B3K-C-TC are given in article 5.3.1.4.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint B3K-C-TS are given in Table 7.76 and Table 7.77
respectively.
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Table 7.76 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint B3K-C-TS
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Column

Rotation (radians)

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

269.06

0 (First Crack)

269.06

0 (First Crack)

3562.96

0.00581

1503.67

0.00215

4062.72

0.00713

1583.75

0.00456

4119.92

0.0223

1519.32

0.0169

Table 7.77 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint B3K-C-TS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

778.96

0 (First Crack)

590.46

0 (First Crack)

2021.18

0.813

1291.70

0.828

2777.0

1.192

1921.59

1.49

3027.52

1.318

2046.06

1.68

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.52 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the 1st crack point from the analytical plot, the curve moves further
close to experimental one (Fig 7.53).

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column.
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Fig 7.52 Load-displacement plot for joint B3K-C-TS
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Fig 7.53 Load-displacement plot for joint B3K-C-TS without 1st crack

Referring Fig 5.17, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we get that the minimum load is
required for the shear failure of column. Since minimum load required for the hinge
formation is found for the case of shear hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure
mode for the joint should be shear failure of the column. Since, the load required for
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shear failure of beam is also close to that required for shear failure of column, therefore,
major shear cracks should be expected in column, with few shear cracks in beam.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to shear cracking in
column. Many shear cracks were observed in the column along with shear cracks in
the beam (Fig 7.54). Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental observations

match closely with the analytical predictions.

Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.54 Crack Pattern for Joint B3K-C-TS

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.52 and 7.53, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation
in load carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered
same as maximum displacement achieved by the joint. Moreover, the experimental
results were available only up to 105 mm, therefore, the comparison of the results with
analysis is also performed up to 105 mm only. The yield load, yield displacement,
ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in
Table 7.72 below.
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Table 7.78 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for B3K-C-TS
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

2200

2202.62

0.12

Yield displacement (mm)

60

53.25

11.25

Ultimate load (kN)

2200

2307.9

4.68

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

105

105

0

Ductility Ratio *

1.75

1.97

11.17

*

Restricted to 105 mm

7.3.2 Cyclically Loaded Joints

Four large sized joints were tested under cyclic loading. The experimental results
obtained in the form of hysteretic loops are converted to envelope and compared with
analytical results available in the form of load v/s displacement plots.

7.3.2.1 Joint GB4-GKU-TC

The details of joint GB4-GKU-TC are given in article 5.3.2.1.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB4-GKU-TC are given in Table 7.79 and Table 7.80
respectively.
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Table 7.79 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-TC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Column

Rotation (radians)

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

173.77

0 (First Crack)

214.18

0 (First Crack)

517.69

0.00325

586.30

0.00138

563.54

0.0065

621.18

0.00324

654.40

0.0156

669.52

0.00785

Table 7.80 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-TC
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

357.40

0 (First Crack)

458.42

0 (First Crack)

628.91

1.19

807.57

1.41

845.45

1.99

1002.64

2.25

931.41

3.60

1075.21

4.04

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.55 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. The results have been restricted to 80 mm in both the cases.

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column.
Referring Fig 5.14, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we have,
a = 2275 mm
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l = 1305 mm
Therefore,
Shear force in beam, Vb = Load applied, P (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in beam, Mb = 2.275 P (kN-m)
Shear force in column, Vc = Horizontal reaction, H (kN)
Bending moment at critical section in column, Mc = 1.305 H (kN-m)
Taking moments about the point of intersection of axes of beam and column, we get,
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Fig 7.55 Load-displacement envelope for joint GB4-GKU-TC

P × (2.275 + 0.900 / 2) = 2 × H × (1.305 + 1.000 / 2)
⇒ H = 0.755 P
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Therefore,
Shear force in column, Vc = 0.755P
Bending moment at critical section in column, M c = 1.305 × 0.755P = 0.985P

The loads corresponding to different failure modes can now be found out as
(i) For moment hinge formation in beam
Yield moment for beam = 517.69 kN-m (Table 7.79). Corresponding load is equal to
M b = 2.275 P ⇒ P =

Mb
517.69
⇒P=
= 227.56 kN
2.275
2.275

(ii) For moment hinge formation in column
Yield moment for column = 586.30 kN-m (Table 7.79). Corresponding load is
M c = 0.985 P ⇒ P =

Mc
586.30
⇒P=
= 595.23 kN
0.985
0.985

(iii) For shear hinge formation in beam
Yield shear force for beam = 628.91 kN (Table 7.80). Corresponding load is
Vb = P ⇒ P = 628.91 kN
(iv) For shear hinge formation in column
Yield shear force for column = 807.57 kN (Table 7.80). Corresponding load is
Vc = 0.755 P ⇒ P =

Vc
807.57
=
= 1069.63 kN
0.755 0.755

Since minimum load required for the hinge formation is found for the case of moment
hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure mode for the joint should be flexural
failure of the beam.
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(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to flexural cracking
in beam. The flexural cracks were observed in the beam near the face of the column

(Fig 7.56). Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental observations match
closely with the analytical predictions.

Front View

Rear View

Fig 7.56 Crack Pattern for Joint GB4-GKU-TC

(e) Discussion
As seen in Fig 7.55, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and analytical
load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation in load
carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered same as
maximum displacement achieved by the joint. Moreover, the experimental results were
available only up to 47 mm, therefore, the comparison of the results with analysis is also
performed up to 47 mm only. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load and
ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are given in Table 7.81 below.
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Table 7.81 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB4-GKU-TC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

224.12

219.55

2.04

Yield displacement (mm)

15.52

16.94

8.38

Ultimate load (kN)

293.33

253.85

13.46

Ultimate displacement (mm) *

47

47

0

Ductility Ratio*

3.03

2.78

8.25

*

Restricted to 47 mm.

7.3.2.2 Joint GB4-GKU-CC

The details of joint GB4-GKU-CC are given in article 5.3.2.2.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint GB4-GKU-CC are given in Table 7.82 and Table 7.83
respectively.

Table 7.82 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-CC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

177.14

0 (First Crack)

218.34

0 (First Crack)

424.46

0.00236

459.25

0.00133

530.66

0.0035

587.44

0.00195

581.575

0.0071

625.99

0.00452

644.0

0.0174

670.5

0.01142
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Table 7.83 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint GB4-GKU-CS
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Column

Deformation (mm)

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

359.13

0 (First Crack)

460.73

0 (First Crack)

632.20

1.19

810.56

1.42

847.59

1.99

1003.17

2.25

936.42

3.88

1073.96

4.04

(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.57 below.
It can be seen that there is a good correspondence between experimental and analytical
results. If we remove the 1st crack point from the analytical plot, the curve moves further
close to experimental one (Fig 7.58).
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Fig 7.57 Load-displacement envelope for joint GB4-GKU-CC
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Fig 7.58 Load-displacement envelope for joint GB4-GKU-CC without 1st crack

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of weak beam and strong column.
Referring Fig 5.15, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we get that the minimum load is
required for the flexural failure of beam. Since minimum load required for the hinge
formation is found for the case of moment hinge formation in beam, therefore, the failure
mode for the joint should be flexural failure of the beam. However, it can also be
calculated that the load required for the flexural failure of column is also close to that
required for flexural failure of beam. Therefore, cracks should be expected both in
beam as well as in column.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to flexural cracking
in beam. Many flexural cracks were observed in the beam as well as in the column.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental observations match closely with the
analytical predictions.
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Front View
Rear View
Fig 7.59 Crack Pattern for Joint GB4-GKU-CC

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.57 and 7.58, there is a good correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. Since there is no significant degradation
in load carrying capacity of the joint, therefore the ultimate displacement is considered
same as maximum displacement achieved by the joint. The yield load, yield
displacement, ultimate load and ultimate displacement are also in good agreement and are
given in Table 7.84 below.

Table 7.84 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for GB4-GKU-CC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

460.6

448.37

2.65

Yield displacement (mm)

24

19.55

18.54

Ultimate load (kN)

558.6

534.10

4.38

Ultimate displacement (mm)

80

71.2

11.0

Ductility Ratio

3.33

3.64

8.52
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7.3.2.3 Joint B3K-U-TC

The details of joint B3K-U-TC are given in article 5.3.2.3.

(a) Section Properties
The section properties for both beam and column sections are calculated using the
procedure explained in chapter 6. The salient points of the moment-rotation
characteristics and the shear force-deformation characteristics obtained for both beam and
column sections for Joint B3K-U-TC are given in Table 7.85 and Table 7.86
respectively.

Table 7.85 Moment-rotation characteristics for joint B3K-U-TC
Beam

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

Column

Moment (kN-m)

Rotation (radians)

285.57

0 (First Crack)

285.57

0 (First Crack)

3473.8

0.0054

1498.5

0.00202

4101.1

0.00689

1583.3

0.00454

4207.7

0.02145

1496.3

0.0162

Table 7.86 Shear force-deformation characteristics for joint B3K-U-TC
Beam

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

Column

Shear force (kN)

Deformation (mm)

787.34

0 (First Crack)

770.45

0 (First Crack)

2411.2

1.05

1352.5

0.88

3038.6

1.37

1885.4

1.44

3288.8

1.50

2127.7

1.87
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(b) Load-deformation plot
The experimental and analytical load-deformation plots for the joint are compared in Fig
7.60 below.
In this case, there is certain difference in the experimental and analytical plots. However,
the basic pattern of both the curves is similar. The analytical curve is almost similar to the
one obtained for the joint B3K-U-TS as expected since the two joints have exactly similar
details. If we remove the 1st crack point from the analytical plot, the curve moves closer
to experimental one (Fig 7.61).

(c) Failure Prediction
As can be seen from the details and characteristics of beam and column, it is clear that the
joint is a case of strong beam and weak column.
Referring Fig 5.16, and symbols of article 7.1.1.1, we get that the minimum load is
required for the shear failure of column. Since minimum load required for the hinge
formation is found for the case of shear hinge formation in column, therefore, the failure
mode for the joint should be shear failure of the column. Therefore, major shear cracks
should be expected in column, with few flexural shear cracks in beam.

(d) Experimental observation
In the experiment it was found that the failure of specimen was due to shear cracking in
column. Many shear cracks were observed in the column along with flexural-shear
cracks in the beam. Therefore, it can be concluded that the experimental observations

match closely with the analytical predictions.

(e) Discussion
As seen in Figs 7.60 and 7.61, there is a fair correspondence in the experimental and
analytical load-displacement plots for the joint. The results are restricted to a
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displacement of 56.7 mm. The yield load, yield displacement, ultimate load and ultimate
displacement are given in Table 7.87 below.
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Fig 7.60 Load-displacement plot for joint B3K-U-TC
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Fig 7.61 Load-displacement plot for joint B3K-U-TC without 1st crack
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Front View
Rear View
Fig 7.62 Crack Pattern for Joint B3K-U-TC

Table 7.87 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for B3K-U-TC
Quantity

Experimental

Analytical

% Error

Yield load (kN)

1614.4

2149.5

24.89

Yield displacement (mm)

40

41.37

3.31

Ultimate load (kN)

1614.4

2307.42

30.03

Ultimate displacement (mm)

56.7

56.7

0

Ductility Ratio

1.42

1.37

3.52

7.3.2.4 Joint B3K-C-TC

The details of joint B3K-C-TC are given in article 5.3.2.4. During the testing of this joint,
there was severe slippage in the supports due to which, the true characteristics of the joint
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could not be obtained. The hysteretic loops (Fig 7.63) obtained in the test clearly show a
large amount of slippage. Due to this, the analysis of this joint was not performed and
only the experimental hysteretic loops are shown for completeness.
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Fig 7.63 Experimental hysteretic loops of joint B3K-C-TC
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8. OBSERVATIONS

A total of thirty reinforced concrete beam-column joints were tested and analyzed in this
work. Various parameters were varied in different joints to verify the effects of these
parameters on ductility of the joint. The overall observations in terms of ductility range
and corresponding number of samples falling in that range is shown in Fig 8.1.

Fig 8.1 Overall Results of Experimental Work

Maximum number of samples lies within a ductility range of 2.5 to 4.
The major observations made during this work are as listed below
1. Two types of reinforcement detailing were followed namely, unconfined or nonductile detailing as per old non-seismic standards and the confined or ductile detailing
as per new seismic standards. It is generally expected that the ductility of the
members conforming to confined detailing is significantly higher than the ductility of
members not conforming to such detailing.
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However, in this study it was found that the effect of the confine detailing on ductility
is more prominent and significant for the case of small joints only. In small-scale
joints, the average ductility was increased from a value of around 3 (three) for the
case of unconfined joints to around 5 (five) for the case of confined joints.
In the case of medium and large-scale joints, it was observed that the ductility
remains almost constant at a value of around 3 (three) for both confined and
unconfined joints. The difference in the ductility of the two types of joints was not
significant. This is in tune with studies by previous researchers on size effects
(Bazant and Plans, 1998; ACI Committee 446,1992). Fig 8.2 shows the experimental
data and the trend lines for the ductility observed with respect to weaker member’s
cross-sectional area. Fig 8.3 shows the experimental data and the trend lines for the
ductility observed with respect to ultimate load for the joints.

Fig 8.2 Experimental points and Trend lines of Ductility v/s CS Area

2. It was observed that the joints whose failure mode was governed by flexure possessed
higher ductility than the joints governed by shear failure. The average value of
ductility of flexure-dominated joints was found to be around 3 and that of shear
dominated joints was found to be around 1.5. This is in agreement with the well257

accepted fact that the shear failure is a brittle failure mode, due to sudden crushing of
concrete. In contrast, flexure failure mode is a ductile failure mode if steel yields
before crushing of concrete due to high yield capacity of reinforcing bars. However,
if the section is over-reinforced then its failure takes place due to crushing of concrete
before the yielding of steel and is consequently brittle.

Fig 8.3 Experimental points and Trend lines of Ductility v/s Ultimate Load

3. Compressive strength of concrete generally does not significantly affect the ductility.
However, there is a slight decrease in ductility in similar joints with increase in
compressive strength, but the effect is not significant. However, in the analytical
model for concrete, this effect has been considered.
4. If the joint is a shear dominated one then, there is no effect of confine (ductile)
detailing on ductility. It is found that the ductility of shear dominated joint
conforming to IS 13920: 1993 detailing was slightly less than that of joint
conforming to IS 456: 2000 detailing.
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5. The ratio of shear span, a, i.e. the distance between the point of loading and point of
contra-flexure to the effective depth of the section, d, were varied mainly in a range
of 2.5 to 4. There was no general trend followed by ductility ratio with the a/d ratio.
However it was found that did not vary much with a/d ratio in this range. In very
limited cases, the a/d ratio was less than 2.5 or more than 4. The general trend
showed that for a/d ratio less than 2.5, the ductility was much less than obtained in
the case of a/d > 2.5. In this case, the effect of detailing on ductility was also nonexistent. In contrast for the a/d ratio more than 4, the ductility was found to be
significantly higher especially for the case of confined joints. However, the number
of tests was not large enough with a/d ratios in the range of less than 2.5 or more than
4, and the observations as given above are based on limited tests performed in these
ranges.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

Ductility of the beam-column connections is one of the most important parameters that
govern the energy dissipation characteristics of a reinforced concrete structure. However,
due to the lack of analytical procedures, that can estimate ductility fairly accurately, the
designs are based on certain judgment based empirical values of ductility. The major use
of ductility values is made in the estimation of design forces indirectly by the use of
strength reduction factors as explained in chapter 3. These strength reduction factors are a
function of ductility and this function depends on the criteria that in which region of
response spectrum, the time period or frequency of the structure lie (Fig 3.8). The
function is derived based on equal displacement, equal energy or equal acceleration
principles based on above criteria.
One of the most recognized parameters to alter ductility is the reinforcement detailing.
Based on detailing type the design is classified as ductile (confined) or non-ductile
(unconfined) as explained in chapter 2. In this study therefore, a great emphasis was laid
on studying the effect of detailing on ductility of the joints. Generally it is expected that
confined detailing will increase the ductility significantly. Indian standard code for
earthquake resistant design of structures (IS 1893:2002) therefore recommends a value of
strength reduction factor as ‘3’ for unconfined design and ‘5’ for confined design,
irrespective of size, strength and failure mode of the members. If the structure is a long
period structure, then the ductility requirement corresponding to these strength reduction
factors are ‘3’ for unconfined design and ‘5’ for confined design. However, if the
structure is a short period structure, the corresponding ductility requirements rise to ‘5’
for unconfined design and ‘13’ for confined design.
In this study, it is found that there is indeed a significant increase in the ductility of
confined joints, but only if they are small in size. The effect on confinement on ductility
was prominent only for joints having member sizes up to 150mm X 200mm. Beyond this,
the effect of confinement on ductility was not at all significant. In case of medium and
large sized joints, in few cases the ductility of confined joints was found lesser than
unconfined joints that may be attributed to over congestion of reinforcement and less
space for concrete in confined joints. Also it was found that in case of joints failing in
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shear failure mode, the confinement has no affect whatsoever, on the ductility of the
joint. In most of the joints, except for small-sized ductile joints and shear-dominated
joints, the ductility values were clustered around a value of 3.
In actual structures, the small sized joints are seldom found, and most of the members lie
in the range of medium to large size. Therefore, we can say based on the test findings that
obtaining the ductility values as high as 5 or 13 in actual structures are not only difficult
but also impractical. Inadequate ductility or deformation capacity as compared to demand
can make the designs unsafe. This calls for a rethinking to arrive at revised and practical
values of the strength reduction factors or to develop some techniques that can help
improving the ductility values of practical sized joints.
The affect of other factors like the shear span to effective depth ratio, compressive
strength of concrete etc. were also explored in this study. The general trend shows that
there is not much effect of these parameters on ductility values. However, more such tests
will be required to arrive at concrete conclusions in this regard.
The failure mode of the structure does influence its ductility. The findings in this regard
are in exact correspondence with the well-known fact that shear failures are non-ductile.
Therefore, the designs should be carried out with an objective that the member should not
undergo shear failure.
In the end the efficiency of the model to predict the load-deformation characteristics of
the members and system can be appreciated. It can be seen that in almost all the cases,
the analytical prediction of characteristics match fairly well with the experimental results.
The proposed model can therefore be used for prediction of ductility of members and
systems. Analytical prediction of ductility can then be used for performance-based design
of structures.
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